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Introducing The
Financial Software That
's
Behind America's Most
SuccessfulComDames.
From the canyons of Wall Street to the
Sun Belt to Silicon Valley.
Wherever you find successful
companies you'll find something else:
The Masterpiece' series of
financial software.
It's the most
advanced and integrated
accounting solution ever developed. Across all of cA'scomputing
Arch isp reF or
your
The90sprotects
y o major
1 hardware
andenhancesthe
platforms (IBM mainvalue ofetcryCA
software solution.
frame and midrange,
Digital VAX, Unisys, and Data
General) Masterpiece delivers a single,
comprehensive, approach to all of your
financial needs. An integrated series
of high - performance Masterpiece
modules address: General Ledger and
Financial Reporting, Purchasing and
Payables Management, Receivables
and Credit Management, Fixed Asset
Accounting, Order and Inventory
Management, and Project and Labor
Cost Tracking.
Because it's built on top of a
relational foundation, Masterpiece
delivers superior integration and
performance. It's also easily tailored
to your company's specifications and
offers a unique custom reporting
facility along with distillation,
analysis, data manipulation and
outstanding presentation tools.
Call 1- 800 -645 -3003 for complete information on Masterpiece. Call
today and learn the difference between
software for accounting —and software
for success.

eJ 1990 Computer Associates international, Inc..
711 Stewart Avenue. Garden City, NY 11530 -4787.
All trade names referenced are the trademarks or registered
trademarks of the respective manufacturer.
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A Xerox plain paper fax is
a document ready for work. Not rework.
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Every fax that has to be reworked into a
usable document costs your business
valuable time and money.Thafs why ifs
time forXerox plain paper fax. A Xerox
plain paper fax is a document that
doesn't curl or fade.You can write on it
and refax it. Ifs a quality document that
can be used instantly.
W b put together the broadest range
of plain paper taxes .
Whatever your business needs, Xerox
has the product with the features to meet
them. We have machines from the simple,
most affordable, to the most highly
sophisticated, with unbelievable speed
and memory. We even have a machine
that combines faxing, digital copying
and image editing, all in one.

We put together the guarantee that's
bas ed entirely on your satisfaction.
At Xerox,we're not satisfied until our
customers are. That's why everyXerox
plain paper fax machine is backed by our
unprecedented new guarantee. The Xerox
Total Satisfaction Guarantee.There's
simply nothing else like it. Because it lets
you decide if you're happy or not.
To find out all the details of our new
guarantee, and all the advantages of
Xerox plain paper faxing, just call
1 -800 TEAM XRX, extension 507B.
Or fax us at 1-716-244-1998. Or
i f y o u p r e f e r , w r it e u s a t X e r o x

Corporation /P.O. Box 24/
Rochester, NY 14692.

01990�XEROX�Corporation.�XEROX•�isa�trademark�ofXEROXCorporation.
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Cover. Coping with taxes is a challenge for all management accountants
this time of year. See p. 24. Cover by
Joseph Pamieri/AFI.

MANAGEMENTACcOUNTING® (ISSN
0025 -1690) is published monthly by
the National Association of Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760, (201) 573 -9000. Price
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19
WALTERWRISTON:
AREACCOUNTANTS
ONTARGET?

31
INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTOROR
EMPLOYEE?

The former chairman and
CEO of Citicorp appraises
America's competitiveness,
the federal deficit, the S&L
crisis, current value accounting, and other major
issues facing management
accountants.

BY THOMAS J.
O'ROURKE
The IRS may use new technology to identify audit targets and employees who
are misclassified as independent contractors. The
tax consequences of misclassification could be significant How can employers and employees
determine the correct classification ?'lice IRS has published detailed guidance, including a list of 20 factors,
that may help.

24
THECORPORATE
ALTERNATIVE
MINIMUM TAX
IN THE 1990S
BY L. STEPHEN CASH
AND THOMAS L
DICKENS, CMA
Changes brought about by
the Revenue Reconciliation
Act of 1989 will force corporate taxpayers to master a
new set of rules. Filers must
be attentive to the complexities inherent in the recent
regulations. Despite its intricacies, however, the law
offers many planning opportunities for corporations.

37
CHARITY AND JIT:
ONECANHELPTHE
OTHER
BY ALFRED J. NANNI, JR.,
AND W. ROBERT SMITH
As American manufacturers
have begun to adopt new
manufacturing techniques,
many of the traditional activities of management accountants have become less
relevant. Such changes may
actually give management
accountants an opportunity
to redefine their role. They
can use their tax knowledge
to help implement the new
programs and pursue
changes in managerial philosophy at the lowest possible cost For example, they
can show management how
charitable contributions of
inventory might be used to
reduce inventory- related
cost.
Certificate of Merit,
1989 -90.
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CommanderTmFDC:
The PC -based financial consolidation software that lets you

Consolidate with Confidence
f you ' re looking for a software
solution to the complex task
of collecting , consolidating and
repo rtin g fi nan cial dat a fo r a
multidi visional , multi nati onal
corporati on , you should look at
Comshare ' s C omman der FDC.
Unlike spreadsheets and general purpose software often used
for this task , Command er F DC
(Financial Data Consolidation)
is a PC / LAN -based software
package specifically designed to
handle the unique logistical and
accounting demands of consolidation and fi nancial repo rting,
so you can be confident about
the information it provides. It
wo rk s th e way you d o, wit h
fin an ci al s ch ed ul es (in co me
st at ement s , etc.) an d i nclud es
the accounting intelligence to
as s u re accu racy . It 's a co st effective solution that puts you
in complete control both of the
co ns ol id at io n proces s an d of
this important financial data.
And it ' s fro m Co msh are, t he
mark et l eader in fin anci al consolidation and execut ive infor-

I

m a t io n s y s te m s .

Commander FDC not only supports the
financial data needs of corporate headquarters,
it ca n mee t the informa tion needs of your
reporting units as well. Easy to implement
and to use, it can adapt to different organizationa l s tructures, re porting requirements .
and accounting systems, even within the same

Currency translations, intercompany eliminations, re- statements, adjustments and journal
entries are performed simply and automatically. Not only are your books closed more
quickly, they are more accurate as well, with
built -in audit trails and data integrity
requirements.

company.

Designed for maximum user fle xibility,
Commander FDC lets you respond to change
— in your organization, in account structures,
in re port forma ts and in budge ts . It also
handles the c omplex task of compa rative
reporting after changes have been made.

Commander FDC includes capabilities for
budget preparation and financial analysis as
well as statutory and management reporting.
In addition to printed reports, you can deliver
key financial information to executives electronically on- screen. Powerful tools for
modeling and ad -hoc investigation are also
included.

Commander FDC
PGhasetl Software for Financial Data Consolidation
For an e ye o pening introduc tion to
Com mande r F DC , and info rmation ab out a
C o m ma nd er F D C S em in ar in y o u r a re a,
c all C hr is Kelly at C o ms hare, to ll free:

1-1

800 - 922 -7979.

In Michigan: 313 - 9941800,
In Canada: 800 -541 -1780

OMSW/ RC.

3001 South State Street, P.O. Box 1588,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 -1588
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48
'I COUNT'
JIMCORBOYOF
DRESSERINDUSTRIES
The career of this former
national vice president illustrates how one loyal NAA
member can make a difference to his corporation and
in the lives of hundreds of
members.

49
THEREVOLUTIONIN
ACCOUNTING
EDUCATION
BY GARY L. SUNDEM,
DOYLE Z. WILLIAMS,
AND JOHN F. CHIRONNA
lbree members of the Accounting Education Change
Commission (AECC) explain why changes are needed in accounting education
and tell what is being done
by the AECC.
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markets.
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Ethical conflicts.

Views expressed herein are authors'
and do not represent Association policy unless so stated. Publication of
paid advertising and new product and
service information does not constitute an endorsement by the Association of the advertiser or the product or
service. MANAcFmmT AccouNT.
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Benefits are hot!
Employees want more and better.
Employers want the best for less. And
Congress, the courts and administrative agencies are changing the rules of
the game on a weekly basis.
The pressure's on, and it's tough
for benefits professionals like you to
have time for a personal life, much less
an extra cup of coffee ... unless you've
got the right help — Employee Benefits
Management from CCH.
This comprehensive, new, five volume service is designed to be your
"one- stop" benefits resource for the
'90s and beyond. It gives you fingertip
access to thorough yet concise, plain English explanations (and full -text reporting when needed) of the tax and
non -tax aspects of every type of employee benefit, with special emphasis
on plan design, evaluation and administration, and critical guidance in communications and data analysis.
No more wasted time combing
through countless sources to piece to-

gether the kind of complete, accurate
information you need on Insurance,
Dependent Care, Retirement, Stock Options and Nonqualified Plans, Nondiscrimination Rules, Administration,
Reporting and Disclosure, Employment
Taxes, Labor Contracts, Benefits Management and the literally dozens of
subtopics branching out from these
major areas.
Employee Benefits Management puts it
all in one place, topically arranged, precisely cross- referenced and constantly
updated with monthly Reports.
And no reference work is more specifically tuned to your special research
needs. From its uniform and consistent
format, to its unique, alphabetically arranged Benefits by Topic volume, to Directions, the thought - provoking, biweekly
benefits newsletter (included at no extra
cost), this Reporter has what it takes to
help you work faster and smarter.
Give yourself the benefit of Employee Benefits Management. Use the
handy coupon, or contact your local
CCH Sales Representative today!

SP EC IAL OR DE R FO RM
YES! Enter my subsc ription to C C H's
Employee Benefrts Management (8909)
for the pe riod indic a te d be low, with
monthl y re p orting s ta rting ne xt
month. I unde rs ta nd tha t i will re c e ive
all back issues of Directions a long with
my loose leaf volume s. (Sale s or us e tax
will be a dde d where a ppropria te . )
� �$495�per�year�for�two�years,�beginning�August�1,
1990, payable annually as billed.
Ll $545 for one year, beginning August 1,1990 , payable as billed.
� �Please�have�my�local�CCH�Sales�Representative
contact m e.
Call Toll -Free 1-800. 248-3248
For the CCH Sales Office Nearest You!
Nam e
signature

No. & Stmef
(W e do not ship to P.O. Boxes.)
City & State

zi p
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8909 -0154

Spe ak ing of se rvic e. ..
As with every CCH product, personal service is included in the purchase price. Your professional
CCH sales representative will be there to install your new Reporter and teach you and your people
how to use and Maintain it to best advantage. Don't hesitate to call before or after your purchase
for additional information, advice and assistance. Your complete satisfaction is our business.

C O MME R C E C L E A R I NG HO U S E , I NC .
Se" M the standard srr oe 1813
4025 West Pews o n . mnue Chc e ggt t no * 6 0 6 4 6
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"Who Counts ?"
"I Count!"
"You bet you do!!"
That is this year's theme.
Let's take pride in who we are and what we are!!!
We are management accountants. Our organizational
activities are centered on management accounting: we

EDITOR
Robert F. Randall
MANAGING EDITOR
Kathy Williams

publish MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ®; the Manage-

ment Accounting Practices Committee issues Statements on Management Accounting; we have Standards
of Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants; we sponsor the Certified
Management Accountant program. In short, in almost everything we say and
do we use the phrase Management Accounting or Management Accountants.
That is why I am pleased to report that your Executive Committee has unanimously approved a Planning Committee motion to recommend a change in
the name of our Association to the INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS.
There are important reasons for choosing a corporate name. The corporate
name identifies the organization to the general public; it positions the organization in relation to others; it serves as an indicator of quality and authority,
and it communicates a message about the organization's philosophy. This is
precisely what I believe our new name will achieve for us. It will identify who
we are and why "WE COUNT." It properly "labels" our organization for the
'90s and into the next century.
When our Association was initially organized in 1919, it was called the National Association of Cost Accountants. As time went on, and our professional
responsibilities increased, we realized that that name was too limiting. In 1956
we dropped the word "cost" and changed our name to National Association
of Accountants. Since then, and especially within the past decade, accounting
professionals, whether in industry, public practice, or in government, have become active members of management —we have become management accountants. It is proper and timely to change our name to reflect the fact that
we are the world's largest and most influential organization of management
accountants. With our new name in place, our identity will be unmistakable
and our image distinct.
I have already been asked if this is the "first shoe," will "the other shoe"
be a change in membership criteria that would tend to exclude some of our
members or render them "second class." The answer is: Absolutely not! Every
member counts! We are changing our name to more clearly identify who we
are and how much "We Count."
Procedurally, with Board approval in February 1991, the name change will
be presented to the general membership for approval.
Please share with me, or with any of our regional or national leaders, your
comments and thoughts on how we can best exploit our new name and the
many ways "We Count!"
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Break through the outer limits
of your accounting software
Is your current accounting program giving you everything you want in flexible financial statements, budgets
and graphics? If not, let EVOLVE take you to a higher level.
With the power of EVOLVE, you can take the data from your current accounting program — no matter what
program you are using — and transform it instantly. Once converted through the EVOLVE interface, this data
can be used to produce flexible financial statements, cash flow reports, business ratios, budgets and virtually
unlimited charts and graphs. Integrated with Microsoft Excel, EVOLVE operates in both the Microsoft
Windows 3.0 and Macintosh environments.

V

EVOLVE allows you to accumulate accounting data — from one month to five years — and create
budgets to conform to your own needs. EVOLVE even lets you graph your budgets.

V

EVOLVE puts hundreds of business ratios at your disposal instantly.

V

EVOLVE gives you the unique ability to prepare financial statements in an unlimited array of formats
in just seconds. Create special formats for banks, management, and internal or external auditors. Once
you create a format, it's there any time you need it.

V

EVOLVE gives you creative control over the presentation of your documents and charts.

V

EVOLVE will lift your existing software to new heights.

,lust $195.00 with 30 day money -back guarantee

EVOL _E_._ NOW
To order EVOLVE, call
Absolute Solutions, Inc.
U.S.
1 -800- 633 -7666
California 1 -800- 458 -3399

Canada
International

11

1-8001- 619 -966 -8000
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

important conclusion to their survey.
The correct response to all their sample questions should have been "totally unethical." Managers who manage a
budget and not the business should be
fired.

ANNOUNCING A
REVOLUTIONARY
AUDIT TOOL
FOR YOUR PC!

J.M. Coyner, CPA
Silver Bay, Minn.

PRAISE FORCMAs
ROBERTF.RANDALL,EDITOR

TOTALLYUNETHICAL
common thread in the sample
questions in the article 'Me
Dangerous Morality of Managing Earnings" (Aug. 1990) was not
commented on by the authors. Each
question dealt with meeting budget.
Many companies "manage earnings"
because they are trying to meet a budget that was wrong the moment the
ink dried.
There is nothing wrong, morally or
legally, in accruing for expenses to be
incurred in a future period or amortizing costs over an appropriate period
benefited by the expenditure if there
is a sound business reason to incur
the expense in the first place.
I get equally disturbed with people
who won't spend money desperately
needed because "it's not in the budget" as I do those who freely spend
money when it is not necessary, simply because "it's in the budget."
I think the authors failed to draw an

COMING IN
JANUARY
■ How to Value
Computer
Software
■ Post M &A:
Integrating
Accounting
Systems

After reading your article on Charles
McDaid, CMA, (CMA News, July
1990) I remembered a conversation I
had with our office manager, Robert
McCarthy, CMA.
Charlie and Bob met each other at
an American Truck Dealer Twenty
Group meeting in October 1989. Bob
had recently received his CMA certification and Charlie was in the final
stages of completing his. I honestly
feel if it were not for the encouragement Bob gave, Charlie might not
have completed the tests.
It is our company's good fortune to
have someone with Bob's abilities on
our staff. We have yet to give him a
challenge he hasn't skillfully and professionally handled.
Small businesses, such as Tidewater Mack and Beam Mack, need to attract people with a CMA certification
in order to meet the many challenges
facing us as we enter the nineties.

Gary G. Brown
Executive Vice Pres./Treas.
Beam Mack Sales & Service, Inc.

KEEPUPTHEGOOD
WORK!
The October 1990 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® was outstanding. I am teaching a graduate course in
cost accounting that places great emphasis on the emerging costing techniques. Much of the AMC, throughput, and JIT accounting has not made
the classic texts. We rely on current
journal articles and solid cases. I used
the article by John Lee, "ActivityBased Costing at CAL Electronic Circuits," as the basis of a mid -term exam.
Keep up the good work! Graduate
business education must be closely
linked with the issues facing management today.
Lawrence P. Carr

Assistant Professor
Babson College

FlagsW Engineering, working with
one of the world's largest accounting
firms, has worked for two years to
produce a professional tool designed
by auditors for auditors.
Solve the problem of capturing audit
information from a computer, with the
revolutionary software solution called
Prospector. At last, you can open the
world of mainframe and minicomputer
information to your PC. Request a
data file from the MIS department and
read the file into your PC, without
programmer assistance. You don't
peed to ask the MIS department
"What's the format of the file?" or
"Can I have a copy of the record
layout?" Just say, "Please, give me a
copy of the Capital Equipment file on
a 1600 BPI tape" or "Get me a copy
of the Payroll file on diskette ".
Using an IBM PC running Windows,
Prospector will find the structure of
the file using pattern analysis and
artificial intelligence rules to let you
see the data fields on the screen. You
can then select the data fields and
specify the output file format needed
for your audit program such as Lotus.
It's that simple — no programmer
needed. Data files can be read from a
9 -track magnetic tape, 3480 or QIC
cartridges, any size diskette including
8 ", optical or hard disks.
Flagstaff Engineering is one of
the largest manufacturers of OCR,
document storage, diskette, optical and
magnetic tape conversion systems for
the IBM PC. Working with thousands
of customers in over 100 countries, we
are experts on understanding how data
files and text documents are stored
by computers. Call us today at 602
779 -3341 or send us a FAX at 602
779 -5998 for more information on our
produc ts.

FLAGSTAFF

ENGINEERING

1 120 Kalbab Lane
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Circle No. 4
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The Rockm*troduces
an even higher peak in
individual lifeinsurance.
Announcing the first $30,000,000 policy without the need for reinsurance.
Introducing insurance coverage for clients who've climhed to the top: $30 million for individual life, and $50 million fiir survivorship.
These are the largest amounts ever offered to the public without the need for reinsurance. So, The Prudential continues to be the insurance company
that offers the highest retention limits in the industry. But at The Rock' we've always known that to reach new heights you have to keep climbing.
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WASHINGTONREPORT

those payments. The deduction was
left intact There also were some fairly
technical provisions dealing with such
issues as accounting treatment of debt
exchange and corporate capital gains.

SEC WANTS FASTER
PROGRESS FROM
FASB
STEPHENBARIAS,EDITOR

WYDEN BILL FAILS
hough it moved through the
House in short order this fall,
the bill from Rep. Ron Wyden
(D -Ore.) requiring audits of corporate
financial controls failed to clear Congress. Wyden got the bill attached to
a crime package that passed the House
on October 4. But the Senate crime
bill, passed last spring before Wyden
introduced his measure, had no counterpart When the House and Senate
worked out a compromise crime bill
during the last week of October, the financial controls amendment was
dropped. Opposition from the Financial Executives Institute (FED helped
blow the Wyden bill out of the crime
package. The FEI believed the Wyden
proposal would cost corporations too
much money and that the proposal had
not been considered thoroughly
enough. Peter Newbould, Wyden's administrative assistant, says the FEI refused to negotiate with Wyden to produce a more amendable bill. Jim Kaitz,
director of government affairs for the
FEI, explains that Wyden was willing
to discuss a watered down bill only after his legislation passed the House.
The FEI felt that would diminish their
leverage. Newbould says Wyden will
introduce his legislation again when
the new Congress reconvenes in January. The aide was unwilling to say
whether the congressman would
make changes in the bill before he reintroduces it in an effort to accommodate the FEI.

NO MAJOR
HEADACHES FOR
FIRMS IN TAX BILL
Corporations will not be hurt very
much by the tax increases in the fiscal
1991 reconciliation bill passed by Congress at the end of last session. The
10

Ed Coulson

big question, though, is whether Congress, looking for more revenue in
1991, will consider major changes in
the corporate income tax. "I think it
will be on their revenue options list
next year," says Monica McGuire, director of fiscal and monetary policy for
the National Association of Manufacturers. Of the $164.1 billion in new taxes over five years authorized by the
reconciliation bill, only $18.6 billion --0r 119 -will be raised from the
corporate sector. Of that an insurance
industry provision accounts for $8.5
billion of the total, and an extension of
the .2% surtax on unemployment insurance contributions accounts for $5.4
billion. The bill increases by two percentage points the interest rate that
corporations have to pay the Internal
Revenue Service on tax underpayments over $100,000. That is a $1.8 billion revenue raiser for Treasury. But
corporate lobbyists consider that a victory because Rep. Pete Stark (D.
Calif.) originally proposed eliminating
the deduction corporations take for

The Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) believes the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) has
been moving too slowly with its financial instruments project "We think
more, faster progress is in order," says
Ed Coulson, the SEC's chief accountant The FASB project got under way
in 1986 in response to a letter from the
SEC. To date, one disclosure statement, relating to off - balance sheet assets and liabilities, has been published.
Coulson says the SEC has made its dissatisfaction with FASB known to officials there. Under Chairman Richard
Breeden, the SEC has been taking a
much higher - profile stance, particularly with regard to accounting for financial institutions. While SEC cajoling of
the FASB has been private so far,
Breeden has taken a more public role
in lobbying the Accounting Standards
Executive Committee to toughen its
proposal on valuation of debt securities held for investment. Breeden
thinks those securities should be
"marked for market" The ASEC first
resisted the SEC overture, then decided to reconsider its proposal that
would have required financial institutions to disclose information in the
notes to financial statements about the
amortized cost and market value of
debt securities held for investment
Coulson admits that is a "short-term issue," dwarfed in importance by the
FASB project He acknowledges that it
will be difficult to apply the "mark to
market" valuation process to such
things as loans, liabilities, and off -balance sheet items. "That is more of a
long -term project," he admits. But he
thinks the FASB should step up its efforts in that area.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 12 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D. C.
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Conference o n Field Research Skills
in Management Accounting
Sponsored by
The Management Accounting Section of the American Accounting Association
and the
National Association of Accountants
March 22 -23, 1991
Clarion Harvest House Hotel, Boulder, Colorado
SPEAKERS INCLUDE
•
•
•
•
•

SHAHID ANSARI
JACOB BIRNBERG
MARK COVALESKI
ROLAND LAING
C.J. MCNAIR

Topics in clud e:

•
0
•
•
•

KENNETH MERCHANT
MIKE ROBERTS
PATRICK ROMANO
JAMES SORENSEN
JOHN VAN MAANEN

Field Research - Wh at It Is, What It Isn't
Field Research - Th e Accounting Perspective
Ho w to Write a F u n d ab le Proposal
Fram in g th e Issu e, Gen erating the Sam ple and Collecting the Data
Th e Organ izatio n al Co sts and Benefits of Participating in a Study
Th e Qu estio n n aire as Part of the Field Research Project
An Ex am p le of a Co m p leted Project

Hotel and Travel Arrangements
Single or d oub le roo ms may be reserved b efore Feb ruary 21, 1991 for $68 per night by calling (303) 443 -3850 and
identify in g th e gro u p nam e. Sp ecial airfare disco un ts have been arranged with United Airlines. Call 1- 1300 -5214041 and refer to I.D. # 4400B. Van service is available through the Boulder Airporter from the Denver Airport.
"rhe regis tration fee includes all s eminar materials, breakfas t and lunch on S aturday, and recep tions on Frid ay and S aturday.
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1991 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING CONFERENCE
Registration Form
Name
SchooUCompany

Nickname for Badge
Phone (—�

Address

Send $200 registratio n fee ($75 fo r do cto ral stu d ents) payable to Am erican Accounting Association to:
Lyn da Sydenstricker
Am erican Accounting Association
5717 Bessie Drive
Sarasota, Florida 34233

ENROLLMENT IS LIMITED - REGISTER EARLY!!
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'HOW CAN I PREPARE FOR CUTBACKS?'
ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
I've recently been reading about recession psychology," the sortofparanoia thatgrips
certain people in bad economic times even ifthey're doingfine. Pve come to the conclusion that I fall into this category. I still have my job in the tax division of a large
corporation in the southwest. In fact, I received a raise only a few months ago. Still,
Iftnd myself increasingly pessimistic about myself and myfamily in the months ahead,
and feel 1 ought to be taking steps to prepare for the eventualityofbeing laid off and
without work for an extended period of time. 1 acknowledge that my fears might be
unfounded, but I would still like to know what things 1 should be doing to get ready
for the worst. Are there such things?
first of all, I wouldn't be
too paranoid about
your paranoia. As the
old saying goes, just because you're paranoid
doesn't mean someone
isn't following you.
I don't think reasonable concern
about one's job in the prevailing economic climate we're currently
experiencing is inappropriate. In fact,
I'm a firm believer in always being
ready to have to find a new position,
even in the best of economic times.
The problem is that most people wait
until they're laid off, or until a recession has actually hit, before they prepare to deal with these unpleasant possibilities.
You, and every other man and woman in business, should begin preparing
yourself for "bad times" from the day
you start your first job. Too often, we
work years for a company, making significant contributions to it doing good
work, saving the company money, and
yet we fail to preserve those contributions in some tangible way. Companies
keep files on employees. Employees
should keep their own files as well. In
it can go scraps of paper on which an
achievement is noted, a positive contribution jotted down. 'Ibis is important
because when the time suddenly
comes to prepare a resume and look
for a new job, it is literally impossible
to remember all those contributions
that should be part of the new resume.
Such a file also proves useful when going after a promotion or raise at your
current place of employment. By being
able to point out to your superiors the
12

tangible contributions you've made to
the company, you build a much stronger case for new recognition and compensation.
Similarly, people wait too long to
put their networks into shape. Each of
us naturally develops a network of men
and women who could be helpful to us
when the chips are down. Too often,
we consider our networks up-to -date
because we have an address and telephone directory with names in it But
that represents only the small, administrative aspect of building and nurturing a network. Have you been in regular contact with the people whose
names appear in your directory, or
must you —in the event of a sudden
loss of job — scramble to contact them
for help? That's not only transparent, it
is somewhat insulting. If you've maintained regular contact with these people, a call to them for help will, in most

s'rCIN

"Michelle, please bring me the three
spreadsheets on the Findlay Account, the
two printouts of the Baxter survey and a
...
partridge in a pear tree."

cases, be welcomed. If you haven't
maintained such contact, your
chances of gaining a sympathetic ear
and tangible help are diminished.
Along these same lines, have you
been receptive to calls from friends
and colleagues seeking your help?
Networking is definitely a two-way
street.
Have you done what you could to
create and maintain high visibility for
yourself within your industry and community? Articles written by you for professional trade journals will keep your
name and abilities in front of a large
number of people to whom you might
be turning when looking for a new job.
If you can quote in an article one or
several people on your network, send
a copy to them with their quote highlighted. We're all flattered to be
quoted.
Speeches you made at civic and professional gatherings accomplish the
same thing. Active participation in
worthwhile community organizations
not only keeps your name in front of
people, it says something positive
about your values and priorities.
Have you made a sincere attempt to
save money during your lucrative days
of employment?
What about hobbies or interests
outside your profession? While hobbies are to be enjoyed, they can also be
developed into income- producing activities when and if the time arises
where such income is needed.
Finally, don't forget the company
for whom you currently work. This is
a time to ignore the old army adage— "Volunteer for nothing" —and to
consider volunteering for assignments
others shun within the areas of your
training and qualifications. Seek to extend your responsibilities in your
present company. Identify those areas
where you might be of additional help
and offer to take them on. There is a
limit to how much one person can do,
but when companies are seeking to become "leaner and meaner," those employees who fulfill dual roles are obviously more valuable.
■
Mr. Half is founder of Robert Half International, Inc., a financial and data processing recruiting firm with 150 offices
on three continents. His latest book is
How To Get a Better job in This Crary
World (Crown Publishers).
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ANew
Monograph
Publication:
WORLD-CLASS
ACCOUNTING
FOR

WORLD-CLASS
MANUFACTURING

WORLD -CLASS
ACCOUNTING

Many new co st co n cepts h ave su rfaced in th e last
three or fou r y ears — total qu ality co n trol, ,just -in tim e, activity -b ased co stin g, and new techn iq ues in perform ance m easu rem en t an d in vestm en t . At th e sam e
tim e, m anagem en t n eed s h ave ch an ged , an d p revio u s
approaches to co st acco u ntin g may n o lo n ger su ffice to
meet them.
Until no w th ere h as b een n o cu rren t sy n th esis o f th e
published wo rk in th ese n ew areas o f co st an d m an agem ent, b u t NAA h as n o w b ro u gh t o u t a h igh ly
organized sin gle- sou rce referen ce gu ide, World -Class
Accounting for World -Class Manu facturing. Th e vo lu m e

WORLD -CLASS
UFACTURING

$ 125

ta N

contains 24 key articles selected from Management
Accounting. These articles are written by noted professionals and practitioners and cover a wide range of
subjects, from factory automation to activity accounting to product costing. NAA members should find this
book a useful guide in their efforts to improve cost
management practices in their firms.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
Mail to:
National Association or Accountants
Special Order Department
10 Paragon Drive
Phone: 1.800.6384427
Montvale, NJ 07645.1760
In New Jersey, 1- 201 - 573.6278

Please send me
I Wirld -Class Accounting for World -Class Manufacturing
®31.25 each.
Total books:

Total price:
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All orders under $25
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Payments must be
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Less 20% (.if applicable):*
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Shipping & handling charge:

X

TOTAL:
All items are shipped by UPS.
*NAA members are entitled to a 20% discount.
Special quantity discount for members: 10 or more copies
$20 each (no further discounts allowed).
Member q
O Nonmember; please send me membership information.
This coupon may be photocopied.
SHIPPING AND HANDLING
All .odors within the continental United Stites are sent by United Parcel Service
(UPS). You should mcenve delivery within one week. Mimmum shipping & handling
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items; and SI5 for 21 or more items. Overnight via Federal Express or 2nd Day
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NEWS
KATHYWILLIAMS,EDITOR

MANUFACTURERS
MUST GLOBALIZE
n order for American
manufacturers to become more competitive
in world markets and stave
off foreign competitors on
U.S. soil, they must "global ize," or manufacture abroad
to sell abroad; be able to
ship their products worldwide; manage capacity on a
worldwide basis; be flexible
enough to respond almost
instantly to changing markets and opportunities; standardize their materials, processes, measures, and
tolerances worldwide; and
satisfy local and regional
preferences, no matter the
country. At present, about
78% of discrete manufacturers with sales over $1 billion
are creating 15% or more of
their products offshore to
sell offshore, and it has
been predicted that in five
years, the percentage will
be 87. The smaller Companies, especially the process
industries, are not as far
along.
These are just some of
the findings from Coopers
& Lybrand's study, "Made
in America III: The Globalization of Manufacturing." A
total of 150 chief executive
officers of the largest U.S:
based manufacturers were
surveyed by Louis Harris
and Associates, an independent survey research firm.
The survey sample came
from the Dun & Bradstreet
list of U.S.-headquartered
14

companies with sales revenues of at least $250 million
and falling into the categories of chemical, computer,
consumable, electronic,
electrical, fabricated metal,
industrial equipment, instruments, or transportation. The study explored
American manufacturers'
status as worldwide competitors and the readiness of
U.S. industries to globalize
their product lines.
Coopers & Lybrand devised a "globalization report
card" for the companies,
giving them a B' for globalization readiness, a B— for
understanding the challenge, a B+ for corporate response to the challenge,
and a C+ for manufacturing's response to the challenge. Japan, on the other
hand, received an A for
readiness, an A+++++ for understanding the challenge,
an A— to B+ for corporate response, and an A for manufacturing's response. Europe received the grades,
respectively, of B —, A —, B to
B—, and F to Zero.
A prime example of the
coming competition involves shipping. In the future, the difference between
competitors may lie in one
container ship reaching
shore first. Nissan already
has in place a system
whereby automobiles are
loaded and unloaded from
their ships in reverse order
according to destination, so
no time is lost on arrival.
The United States will

continue to be a dominant
market /manufacturing center. In Europe, 1992 will create huge consolidation/re gional growth. Japan is
opening up for direct investment and manufacturing.
Latin America has a strong
manufacturing base plus a
growing stability and market attractiveness, while
there are numerous opportunities opening up in Asia.
In the European Bloc there
is high potential for growth
and opportunities, but there
will be a long lead time before anything is in place.
"Made in America III" is
a follow -up study to the
firm's 1987, "Made in America: A Survey of Manufacturing's Future," which revealed several vulnerable
areas in U.S. manufacturing: a lack of focus on foreign competition, reluctance to implement new
technology, and problems
in human resource management. Coopers & Lybrand
also conducted a 1988 survey, "Made in America II:
The People Dimension,"
which revealed manufacturers' slowness to improve
worker relations, fulfill
training requirements, establish long -term human resource initiatives, and implement participatory
management principles.

INFLATEDJOB
TITLESRISE
n abundance of inflated job titles has hit
corporations, executives said in a survey by
Accountemps, temporary
personnel service for accounting, bookkeeping, and
information systems.
Of the 200 executives
polled from the nation's
largest 1,000 companies,
53% replied that the incidence of inflated job titles
has increased over the past
five years. An even greater

number still believe that &
des are the leading indicator of corporate status.
Max Messmer,
Accountemps chairman,
says, "If a title is artificially
inflated to compensate for a
low salary increase, or to appease an employee who appears less committed to the
company, employers may
be doing a disservice to
their employees and themselves. A title should be
meaningful and carry along
with it a strong measure of
accountability."

FINDING
NEWJOBS
hanging industries but
staying with your
same job function is a
good way to find new employment. In the third quarter ending September 30,
more than 50% of discharged managers found
new jobs by switching industries, noted a survey by
Challenger, Gray & Christmas outplacement firm.
In addition, 93% of those
who switched gained a salary equal to or higher than
that of their last job.

ACCOUNTINGIS
PROFITABLE
ccounting was
ranked one of the top
five businesses in the
1980s, with profitability stable in the 110% to 115%
range. Its prospects for profitability remain high for the
'90s. These results come
from the 1990 edition of
Business Profitability Data,
published by Weybridge
Publishing Co. in Dallas,
Tex. The company has
tracked trends of 300 service, retail, wholesale, and
manufacturing businesses
nationwide over the last 10
years.
■
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TAXES

TaxMagic I

FREE TAX

DEMO
DISK
For IBM PC or compatibles.
Prepare your own tax returns with
Tax Magic 1040 software. SAVE
time and money by computing the
results of different tax strategies.
Fast, easy to use, and powerful.
Personal - 40 Forms...........? 49
Plus - 53 Forms .................. $129
Professional - 63 Forms..... $399

DA X800 -873 -2829
ISRAELBIUMENFRUCHT,EDITOR

SIMPLIFIED
EMPLOYEE
PENSION PLANS
ccording to the Small
Business Administration, 80% of all
businesses have less
than 26 employees
and less than 20% of
individuals employed
by these small businesses are covered
by retirement programs, compared
with 83% of workers in firms with over
500 employees. In order to encourage
small businesses to establish retirement plans, Congress established the
Simplified Employee Pension plan
commonly referred to as SEPs. Yet,
SEPs are not fully understood or utilized today. The general rules and tax
advantages of SEPs are presented below, as well as why taxpayers should
consider adopting a SEP plan as part
of their 1990 tax planning.
SEPs can be established by regular
corporatio n s, S corp oratio ns, p artn er-

ships, and self - employed individuals.
Sole proprietorships can establish a
SEP plan as well.
One of the significant provisions
with respect to SEPs is that they can
be established after the tax -year. Taxpayers have until the due date of the
return, including extensions, to establish and make a contribution to a SEP
plan for a prior taxable year.
There are additional advantages for
SEPs, as they relate to businesses and
small corporations. SEPs do not have
to cover all employees under the age
of 21, or employees who have not performed "any" service during at least
three of the immediately preceding five plan years. Other statutory exclusions allow nonresident alien employees and unionized employees (whose
retirement benefits were the subject of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1990
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ness. Once the plan is established, it is
simple to administer. Moreover, the
Form 5500 which must be filed for other pension plans need not be filed for
a SEP.
Another advantage of a SEP is that
an employer can increase the amount
contributed on behalf of an employee
by establishing another qualified plan,
such as a money purchase pension
plan, to be used in conjunction with the
SEP. For example, a SEP and money
purchase plan combination could effectively raise the annual SEP contribution percentage limit from 15% of
compensation to 25% of compensation.
Under a money purchase pension
plan, contributions are generally expressed as a percentage of compensa-

good -faith collective bargaining) to be

excluded from participation under a
SEP. A special de minimis rule allows
exclusion of part-time employees otherwise eligible but earning below $342
($327 for 1989 plans). An employer
may specify requirements that are
more liberal —for example, no service,
age or compensation requirements. In
such cases all employees participate.
Unlike qualified plans, however, SEP
contributions cannot be made contingent upon an employee being employed on the last day of the plan year,
nor require the completion of a fixed
number of hours, say 1,000.
How much can be contributed to a
SEP on behalf of an employee or selfemployed individual? As a general
rule, up to 15% of each participating
employee's compensation, to a maximum of $30,000, may be set aside each
year. "Compensation" generally includes all wages, salaries, tips, bonuses, professional fees, and other
amounts received for personal ser-

vices actually rendered in the course
of employment with the employer
maintaining the plan. If the individual
is self- employed, then compensation
means earned income after deducting
plan contributions made on his or her
behalf. Starting with the 1990 tax year,
"earned income" is also to be determined after taking into account the
new deduction for one -half of the 15.3%
self - employment tax. (Note that beginning in 1990, self - employed taxpayers

can deduct, for the first time, one -half
of their self -employment tax as a deduction for adjusted gross income.)
This change could result in decreasing
the amount contributed by about 1%.
A SEP is truly easy to establish.
Most banks and financial institutions
have prototype SEP plan documents
that can easily be used by any busi-

tion and are required to be made by the
employer each and every year. An employer could establish a 10% money
purchase pension plan and also maintain an "up -to" 15% SEP plan. In this
case, although there is an upside potential of 25%, there would also be a
downside obligation to contribute 10%
of compensation each year. A profit
sharing plan should not be maintained
with a SEP because they share a combined 15% deduction limit.
Yet another advantage of a SEP is
that it may include a salary reduction
arrangement commonly referred to as
"SAR SEP." Under this arrangement,
the employee can elect to make contributions to the SEP from his or her salary from pre -tax dollars. The total
amount that an employee can contribute is generally limited to $7,979 (t1dexed each year for inflation). Note,
however, that while the contribution is
deemed to be from pre -tax dollars for
income tax purposes, the contribution

does not reduce the wage base for social security purposes. Furthermore,
SARSEPs generally are restricted to
businesses where the employer has
less than 26 eligible employees and requires that at least 50% of the eligible
employees elect to contribute to the
SEP.
■
This article was prepared in association
with Gary S. Lesser, JD, RIA, an employee benefits and distribution planning
consultant in New York.
Israel Blumenfrucht is associate Professor of accounting at Queens College.
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COMPUTERS
&ACCOUNTING

HARDWARE /SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

COMPUTETAX
PENALTIESAND
INTERESTWITH
TAX2220
ne of the more frustrating experiences for a corporate taxpayer
is receiving an Internal Revenue
Service deficiency notice. While the
notice cites the section of the Internal
Revenue Code (IRC) that supposedly
has been violated, it rarely provides
enough detailed information so the
taxpayer can make an intelligent judgment regarding its accuracy.
Finding an employee of the IRS
who knows how to apply the penalty
and interest rules to a given tax situation is next to impossible. Moreover,
almost every controller and practitioner can cite instances when reliance
on the IRS was misplaced.
The reason for this phenomenon is
unmistakable: interest and penalties
are complex. Interest can change every three months, and almost all code
sections dealing with tax penalties

0

ACCOUNTANTS!
/ Control YOUR financial
future! PADGETT BUSINESS
SERVICES will professionally
train you to build own
accounting business,
utilizing State of the Art
marketing systems.
Territories available in
Mass., N.J., Ohio, Penn.,
Maryland and Virginia.
1- 800-323 -7292.
Circle No. 13
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were revised in the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1989 or during recent federal budget negotiations.
Tax2220, produced by TimeValue
Software and costing only $50, is a PCbased stand -alone utility designed to
help a practitioner with these least rewarding tax problems. Without the
help of this program, tax practitioners
can spend hours researching rates and
calculating the amount due on a rather
ordinary assessment. With this pro-

stallment is at least 25% of the lesser of(1) 90% of the tax shown on the current
year's tax return or (2) 100% of the tax
shown on the corporation's tax return
for the preceding tax year. Under current economic conditions, either election could unnecessarily penalize cash
flow for the small corporation, cannot
be used by the "large corporation,"
and has limited application for controlled groups. Using Tax2220,the astute controller can quickly test whether the annualized income or the
adjusted seasonal installment method
will satisfy IRC requirements while simultaneously conserving cash.
Table 1 shows the Annualized Income Installment Worksheet for an
imaginary company named Seasons
Corporation, which normally earns its
income in the last part of the year. Beginning last year, however, sales in
new markets have begun to shift the
first part of the year to modest profitability. An estimated tax payment of
$50,000 was made on April 15, 1989,
and another of $400,000 was made on
December 15,1989. Because income
was not consistent throughout the
year, the controller needs to deter-

TABLE 1 /ANNUALIZED INCOME INSTALLMENT
WORKSHEET
Period
First 3 months
First 5 months
First 6 months
First 8months
First 9months
First 11 months

Tax Year Beginning in 1989
Taxable income
Other taxes
Other credits
0
200,000
0
0
0
150,000
0
0
0
0
0
1,100,000
0
0
1,200,000
1,800,000
0
0

gram, the task becomes easy and can
be accomplished in a few minutes. Perhaps most important, Tax2220 fully
documents all calculations and produces a detailed report to verify or refute the IRS assessment.
Tax2220 computes the penalty for
underpayment of estimated federal income taxes for corporations. It deals
explicitly with fiscal years, the
annualized income installment method, the adjusted seasonal installment
method, large corporations, personal
service corporations, and controlled
corporations. It also prints a complete,
IRS - approved Form 2220.
Tax2220 also can be used to evaluate the advantages of alternative methods for paying quarterly estimated taxes. Many small corporations still use
the method whereby each quarterly in-

mine the least costly method for reporting the total tax liability at year
end. Table 2 shows the Adjusted Seasonal Installment Window for the company, including taxable income for the
three preceding years.
Table 3 shows the main screen resulting from the two input worksheets.
It summarizes the data from the
worksheets, confirms that the company is eligible to use the adjusted seasonal method, and shows that the company will owe a penalty of $1,836 under
the alternate method. If the firm had
used the normal method, the penalty
would be $34,208.
TimeValue Software also offers other tax programs. Tax2210 ($50) calculates tax penalties for individual estimated tax situations. Taxlnterest
($149) is valuable for figuring tax penMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/DECEMBER 1990

allies and interest covering several tax
years, for federal and selected state
taxes. Tax941($99)efficiently handles
payroll tax deposit requirements including tips, hospital insurance, and
EIC payments. TimeValue's TValue
and TValue Report (at $129 each) are
considered by some to be the benchmark programs for computing compound interest and loan amortization.
I was very favorably impressed with
Tax2220.With its on -line help, I was
able to get it up and running without
using the manual, yet the manual was
clear and easy to follow when a more
sophisticated problem arose. Tax2220
achieves its intended job perfectly.
Tax2220 runs on any IBM or compatible computer with DOS 2.0 or higher
and 512K RAM (although 640K is preferred). It can be run from a floppy disk
or a hard disk. For more information,
contact TimeValue Software, 4 Jenner
Street, Suite 100, P.O. Box 16157, Irvine,
CA 92713; (800) 4264741,
James F. Hopkins, CPA
Madison, Tennessee
Circle No. 47

ONTIME
nTtme, from Campbell Services
Inc., is a complete calandar and
reminder system that works
two ways. The first is as a memory-resident or standalone system on your

0

TABLE 2/ADJUSTED SEASONAL INSTALLMENT
WINDOW
Tax Year Beginning in
Period
First 3 months
First 4 months
First 5 months
First 6 months
First 8 months
First 9 months
First 11 months
Entire Yedr

1986
0
0
0
10,000
100,000
200,000
800,000
1,500,000

PC's hard drive. The second is from a
floppy disk. I preferred the hard
drive /resident option. The publisher
refers to OnTime as a complete remembering system and I couldn't
agree more.
This software is very easy to use.
The installation took all of about two
and a half minutes, including reading
the instructions -put the OnTime disk
in drive A and type INSTALL.
After answering a few basic questions, start putting in your appointments, dates to remember, whatever
you want. In all, I was up and running
with a calendar printed in 10 minutes.

Prompt message will
appear here,
depending on cursor
position

Seasons Corporation
98.7654321

Fiscal year:
Type of corporation:
Preceding year a full tax year?
Tax paid in preceding year:
Total tax for current year:
Personal holding tax included:
Credit for federal tax on fuels:
Estimated tax payments:
Annualized income worksheet:
Adjusted seasonal worksheet:
Earlier of filing or due dates:

Due date

Est tax paid

0415 -89
06 -15-89
09 -15-89
12 -15-89
Total

50,000
0
0
400,000
450,000

F1 =Help

F2= Window

Dec
Large
Yes
500,000
850,000
0
0
450,000
Active
Active
03 -10 -90

Normal method
Payment dues Penalty
125,000
257,500
191,250
191,250
765,000
F4= Calculator

Alternate method
Payment due Penalty

5,860
14,956
8,493
4,899
34,208
F9= Compute

1988
90,000
89,000
0
10,000
100,000
200,000
800,000
1,500,000

Tax Year Beginning In 1989
Taxable Income
Other taxes
Other credits
200,000
0
0
150,000
0
0
1,100,000
0
0
1,800,000
0
0

Period
First 3 months
First 5 months
First 8months
First 11 months

TABLE 3 /MAIN SCREEN
Name:
ID#:

1987
0
0
0
10,000
100,000
200,000
800,000
1,500,000

60,521
0
0
429,078
489,599

822
0
0
1,014
1,836

F10= Commands

Here is a partial list of the OnTime
features:
■ A free trial offer. If you like it pay
the invoice. If not, send it back with
no questions asked.
■ A day planner that you can set for
15, 30, or 60- minute increments.
Stop buying those time management systems every year for upwards of $100.
■ Automatic tracking of recurrent
dates and events such as 941 and
sales tax filings. Remember the last
time the sales tax was late? Not exactly great for that career of yours.
■ Alarms that can be set to ring at a
certain time each day.
■ A basic to-do, appointments, and
meeting list.
■ A birthday /anniversary reminder.
■ A full-blown calendar that lists all of
your activities and can be printed.
■ An instruction manual that actually
makes sense and that's easy to use.
OnTime requires only 15K of memory in the resident memory mode. I
used a Panasonic 24-pin printer for the
printout of the calendar. It looked
good, but on an HP laser printer or
compatible, it would have looked
much better.
In all, OnTime, which costs $69.95,
is a very useful tool for the busy executive. Campbell Services Inc. is located
at 21700 Northwestern Highway, Suite
1070, Southfield, MI 48075; (313) 5595955.
Steven F. Farrell
Allied Paper Inc.
Edison, New Jersey

Circle No. 48
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FINANCIAL MANAGER
T.CARTER HAGAMAN,EDITOR

BACKTOBASICSIN
FINANCIALMARKETS
rimitive societies don't
have financial markets. That's one of the
reasons they're called
primitive. The long
history of the development of civilization included the creation of wealth in the
form of capital (the result of production which is not immediately consumed) which, in turn, is available for
investment in further productive activity. This capital investment enables
subsequent production to be more efficient than before, generating still
more capital and contributing to a
higher standard of living for society.
A problem of long standing has
been to find a way to transfer the capital from those who have it to those
who see an opportunity to use it in new
production of goods and services. Capital markets evolved to solve that problem in market economies. In general,
the track record of market economies
has been vastly superior to other systems in terms of producing in an efficient manner the goods and services
that people need and want Certainly,
recent developments in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe give eloquent testimony on this point.
As capital markets evolved, so did
the need to control them —at least to
establish some rules that would encourage them to function in a fair and
orderly manner. An orderly market depends on depth and liquidity—sufficient market participants interested
both in buying and selling in sufficient
volume. Markets are always subject to
crowd psychology and when nearly everybody is on one side of the market,
price volatility is the result. This is
where the market speculator has a legitimate role. Speculators contribute
to market liquidity when they take a
contrary position, usually in the hope
of short -term profit as prices fluctuate
within minutes or hours. Some speculators take a somewhat longer view,
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but the essence of speculation is to
seek a profit from trading rather than
from holding a security over time. In
effect, investors pay speculators for
contributing to market stability. Even
so, the premise of liquidity quickly dissolves when the market encounters
major changes in perceived future
prospects or investor sentiment.
Evolution in securities markets has
moved more rapidly in the last 30
years than in all of time before. The
principal reasons are two: development of computer technology and
global communications networks. The
result has been an explosion in the
number and type of trading instruments, including futures, options, warrants, strips, and a host of other securities. Complex trading opportunities
in various currencies also have become commonplace. In consequence,
financial markets have boomed, attracting more money and more participation than ever before. At the same
time, markets have become increasingly institutional, reflecting their increased complexity and technological
requirements. Even institutions with
no clear evidence that they will benefit
from the new instruments have entered the market, fearing that they will
pay a price in lost opportunity by standing aside. This means more business
for traders and market makers.
What then is the problem? It seems
to me that financial markets today
have only a tenuous connection with
their original and still primary function
of facilitating real capital investment.
It's not quite the South Seas Bubble or
the Florida Land Boom of the'20s, but
markets have clearly taken on a life of
their own. This makes a comparison to
casino gambling painfully appropriate.
Rational gamblers know (as do market
speculators) that a wager is a zero-sum
game. It's possible for you and others
to win, and sometimes to win big, but
only to the extent that still other players lose in the aggregate the same
amount Actually, the deal isn't quite
that good because the people who arrange the game (the brokers, traders,
and back office crowd) must also be

paid. This is analogous to the percentage for the house in a casino.
One could argue that this may very
well be true, but that it makes no difference because the gamblers and
speculators pay for their own game.
But they don't pay the whole cost. In
fact, any net gain from trading and
speculation as well as the cost of running the market can only come out of
the real returns generated by real capital investment — returns that are siphoned away from long -term investors! A September issue of The
Economist reported that in America
"the income of banks and financial institutions now accounts for more than
10% of gross world product, up from a
fraction of that a decade or so ago."
This suggests that the "house" is now
taking a heavy cut.
There's another problem as well. Liquidity has become an objective in its
own right, defined as the ability to buy
or sell any security immediately and in
any size. Market participants who believe that such liquidity exists are positively encouraged to rely on the "market out" rather than analyze an
underlying investment in terms of its
ability to generate real returns over
time. An overwhelming percentage of
market transactions have absolutely
nothing to do with the real transfer of
funds between investors and businesses. Program trading has been widely
criticized recently as a contributor to
market volatility. While there is no
good evidence to support this charge,
it is clearly true that such trades are
unconnected with a company's performance. Investment analysis has been
lost in a sea of traders, all counting on
market liquidity to keep the waters
calm and to offer a safe harbor before
any storms arise.
What can be done to strengthen the
connection between financial markets
and their primary (and critical) role in
our market economy and to minimize
market costs that don't further this
role? Maybe those companies that
don't require public markets to raise
capital are the lucky ones. They still
have what our financial markets have
lost a strong linkage between the
success of their business and their financial outcome as investors in it ■
T. Carter Hagaman is a consultant with
Oxxford Information Technology, Ltd.,
New York, N. Y.
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WALTERWRISTON

Are Accountants on Target?
Citicorp's former chairman praises theireffortsbut hints they're
missing the mark.

W

at is the true state of U.S.

usinesses today? What will
take for America to stay
ompetitive in the expanding global marketplace while retaining
its strong, unique personality? Are our
accounting and financial systems helping or hindering or making any contribution? MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® asked Walter Wriston, former

chairman and chief executive officer of
Citibank and Citicorp and chairman of
President Reagan's Economic PolicyAdvisory Board (1982 - 1989), to comment

on the current state of affairs and offer
a glimpse into the future.
Mr. Wriston began his career with
Citibank in 1946 as a junior inspector
in the comptrollers division, became
president in 1967, and served as chairman from 1970 until his retirement in
1984. Called 'banking's recognized visionary leader" by The New York
Tunes, he has influenced U.S. fiscal and
business matters over the years while
serving on the National Commission for
Industrial Peace, the Rand Corp., the
American Enterprise Institute, the Manhattan Institute forPolicy Research, and
the Council on Foreign Relations, Inc.
His first book, Risk and Other Four -Letter Words, offers an insightful, entertaining look at what would and should
happen in the world with a free flow of
competitive ideas. His second, on which
he's working now, will discuss the im-

pact of information technology on business.
You have made some interesting comments about accounting and the problems
that you see with accounting information. If you had to rank them,
what problems would you put at the
top of the list.?
The first is an information problem.
When you look at any problem, the
first thing you do is find out what it is
you're trying to do. A businessman is
trying to find out how his business is
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTtNG /DECEMBER 1990
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doing. Originally, some years ago, the
accounting system really didn't tell
him how his business was doing, so a
whole other discipline called management information systems developed.
When you think about it, it's ridiculous. 'theoretically, accounting should
be a management information system.
There are a lot of people out there who
didn't think that it was. Therefore, they
developed management information
.systems, quite often feeding off the
same database. As in most disciplines,
the businessman's objective to find out
"how am I doing" clashed with the theoretician's desire for spiritual purity.
The battle is now joined in the FASB.
The basic problem is the so -called current value accounting as opposed to
historical accounting.
To me, whatever system you use
has to remain reasonably constant, or
you don't know what you're doing. It
was always my hope when I worked for
Citibank that we would be permitted to
keep our books the same way two
years in a row. In the 39 years I was
there, that never happened. The result
is that you always have a moving target, which is not an argument against
a particular requirement, or wanting to
be more accurate, or "telling it like it
is." You have to have stability to basi-

cally figure out what it is that you're
doing. The dichotomy is that the theoreticians don't seem to want stability.
Some God, I guess, will value your
assets every year. Only God works in
America. In the rest of the world you
write up your assets, real estate and so
forth. In America, the puritan ethic is
you never write anything up—you
write everything down. Neither one is
correct. You can write something
down, you can write it up. The difficulty with current value is it makes those
kinds of changes part of current income.
We have a perfect example now.
The bank regulators have little experience in telling sophisticated real estate
lenders how much a piece of real estate, say, on the corner of 53rd & Lexington [the Citibank building] is
worth. On the basis of what they say,
would you write your loan up or down?
So who makes these wonderful judgments? If you have a market, that obviously makes it But the market has to
be broad enough and deep enough to
be useful. That's why I question current value accounting. It's bad news.
Nobody will ever know what they're
doing because some swami will have
to tell you what something is worth.
They don't know any more than we do,
quite frankly.
How do you feel about the

FASB? Is the standard -setting system working as it
should?
When the SEC was setting accounting
rules, some people on the accounting
side wished to experiment on the
American economy by changing the
accounting rules. I suppose Sandy
Burton was the principal person in that
regard. You never knew what was
coming next from Sandy's group. So
several businessmen said, "We cannot
run our businesses on what one person is promulgating, with the strength
of the sovereign government of the
United States of America behind him."
19
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So the concept arose of forming a private group of outstanding folks who
would review accounting rules, and, in
effect, act for the SEC and quite often
at their direction. They would have
public hearings and generally would
be responsive to "the real world."
That's how it started.
I guess the first clash came during
the city of New York crisis. The FASB
said they were issuing a rule that investment securities would be written
to market every day. People said,
"Well, we didn't buy them to
trade —we bought them to hold to maturity." A public hearing was scheduled for a few hours, but it went for several days. Every mayor and every
governor in the country asked, "How
am I going to sell my bonds? Every
time the balloon goes up, why you
write it up and down." If you have a
trading account, it should be valued every day. But investments are something else again.
That was the first big blowup. Then
the conceptual papers began to arrive,
and other people got involved. Due
process started, which is a good process, but people began to argue that
the Board members became distanced
from the real world and began to issue
statements that had a technical purity
from their point of view but which
could destroy the business or destroy
the usefulness of the information to
run a business. Then the Business
Roundtable became active.
The process has now gotten more
democratic, I believe. In one sense the
business community has made its
point—with the help of the Congress
and the SEC —that you have to accept
inputs from the real world, as well as
the conceptual framework, to deliver.
I would argue that it is better than having one person decide one morning
that wouldn't it be wonderful if everything were bookkeeped this way and
this person was a gorilla who has the
backing of the U.S. government.
You mentioned a conflict between external reporting and
internal management reporting. Do you think that Citicorp has
done a good job in resolving this
conflict?
I can only talk about history because
I've been out more than five years. Just
to give you a little background, in the
banking business we used to report
our earnings, and after we reported
our earnings we would then set up a
loan loss reserve that was a charge to
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undivided profits; it would not flow
through the income statement. I said,
"'That's crazy! Loan losses are as much
a part of the banking business as
shrinkage is to the retail business."
Shrinkage is a wonderful word. It
means people don't know where the
hell their money went. Shrinkage in
most retailers is three times what a
bank loses on bad loans, but nobody
focuses on it because that's a wonderful, cosmetic word. But it's a cost of doing business. I guess Citibank was the
first to report earnings after loan
losses. That seems ridiculous now, but
then it was a real innovation.
Then we started segment accounting, which was regarded as something
new. We had an accounting system
that had to close every day. We had to
publish a balance sheet every day like
any other bank, and at the same time
we had to build a management information system that told you how you
were really doing with product line
functions, geography and customer,
whatever it was. In the ideal world, you
would have built the two together, but
we couldn't do that. We didn't have the
resources, so we built two parallel systems, which any theoretician would
tell you is the wrong way to do it but
it was the only way we could do it.
Now we have one integrated
database. For example, we wanted to
know the mix of our portfolio by investments, or geographic location, even by
classification —good, bad, or indifferent—so that we never put too much
money in any one area, in any one
thing. Well, the ordinary accounting
system didn't produce that. You could
dig it out if you worked at it, but the
system didn't produce it automatically.
Also, we could see what our loan total
was—$100 billion or whatever they
were —but how many were in Bangladesh, and how many were in real estate in East Texas? That's a perfect example of what management has to
know, or what it should know, to run
an institution as opposed to what the
SEC requirements are in a 10•K
What do you think are the respective roles of MIS professionals and accountants?
I think you need both. Perfect accounting numbers in a perfect world still
don't necessarily give managers what
they need to know to manage the business. In other words, if you're in manufacturing, what is the productivity increase of your plants? Your accounting
system won't tell you that. What good

is it if managers don't know that? The
name of the game in the 1990s is productivity increases, and it probably is
not useful to have an accounting system that ignores productivity, even if it
is useful to management talking about
all the paraphernalia needed for external investors.
Has any progress been made
in this regard?
I think the good companies are way
out front. General Electric has always
been a leader in these areas, and their
increase in productivity is just outstanding every year. It's much higher
than the Germans', they are catching
the Japanese very rapidly, and they're
ahead of the Japanese on computers.
They are concentrating on measuring
productivity, working on what causes
it finding out how you improve it (and
it's not automation; it's people). Using
the MIS system to analyze how you do
it is different from using the accounting system to tell you what it is you just
did. To me, that's the difference between the two systems. They're both
required.
I think one of the problems is that
the measurement of productivity. has
been a cottage industry. It's really a
joke in a sense. I read all the time that
the increase in productivity in the financial services business is terrible. I
don't know how you get those numbers. I know that for $2.25 you can buy
a hand -held calculator that would do
everything a Burroughs adding machine could do for $500 a few years
ago. I know that we measure things in
millions of bits a second. And I know
that the cost of a computer comes
down every morning. That's another
way of saying that productivity's going
up. Yet none of this appears on the national productivity index. The whole
national accounting system is yesterday's ballgame. I'm not arguing whether we are right or wrong —we don't
know. Productivity was originally
throughput per hour per week. That's
the way you measured it How many
gismos did one guy produce in an
hour? That was terrific!
But how do you measure the productivity of a bank officer? Is it the
amount of money he lent today? Is it by
the number of loans? Is it by how many
get collected? Or how lousy these
credit statements are? I think that this
is an intractable problem. Therefore,
I'm very skeptical of people who tell
me definitive answers.
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Let's go back to accounting.
To what extent do bank management, bank loan officers,
look at the quality of the financial
statements that their borrowers
provide? In other words, are you
more comfortable lending money to
a company that seems to have a
good handle on its financials?
I think that banks are in a unique position in that they are both a consumer
and a producer of financial information. So their interest in good accounting is as high as or higher than anybody else's in the world because they
are lending other people's money on
the basis of it. The standard of accounting and auditing in the United States is
quite high. You always hear about the
horror stories, and there will always be
some. But basically I think that CPAs
have done a good job.
The difficultly is that there are people who believe that an audit certificate
should mean something from a broad
point of view, but the current accountant's certificate is so drafted as to be
totally useless. It just basically says the
numbers are the responsibility of management, and we looked at how they
put them together, and it looks okay.
I understand why they do that —because no one will pay to audit in a
broad mode. But Congressmen love to
get up and say, "You certified this
statement, and the chairman was really stealing money for his condo in Florida." One of the accounting profession's public relations failures is to get
across the idea that if you want to audit
in a broad mode it's going to cost an
awful lot of money. Most companies
won't pay that money. The result is
that they haven't made the point to the
public that an audit certificate doesn't
guarantee that there hasn't been fraud.
As a bank officer, though, you
have some power over what
you can request an actual or
prospective borrower to do.

ever

Sure, no question about that, but that
power has attenuated substantially
over the years.The first thing I learned
in the fur business, which is not the
most stable business in the world, is
that you always said to the firm, "Well,
mail me your statement," because
sending false information through the
mail is a federal offense! None of those
guys would
mail you a statement
They'd always bring it in and put it on
your desk. That would give you some
qualms. That's the nitty-gritty of the
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old days.
But because of global competitiveness, because of the balance of the
SEC rules and 10-Ks, and the reporting
requirements, the comparative advantage that banks had looking at the
numbers, by understanding the business, by talking to the management no
longer exists. Banks have lost their
comparative advantage because of the
information society. The treasurer of
General Electric knows just as much
about the credit of Chrysler as Citibank does.
You see it in the government bond
market. Everybody's got the same
[computer] screen on his desk. Twenty -five years ago you could call up General Motors and say, "Hey, I've got
some Treasury Bills, and the yield is
3.68 %. Do you want to buy them ?" The
guy would say "Yes" or "No," but today
he sits back, staring at my screen, and
it's really 3.66 %. The information is the
same everywhere. That's caused the
banks to lose their comparative advantage of information. The integrity of
the numbers becomes a cause celebre
if they're not right. With the potential
headlines and everything else, the discipline of the system is stronger today
than it was before for most big companies.
With little companies the comparative advantage for banks is still there.
There are two standards. There's no
question about it.
In your book, Risk Is a Four Letter Word, you have some
strong things to say about tax
laws. Do you see any hope for improvement.?
I think one of the great things Ronald
Reagan did was to cut the marginal tax
rate. It helped kick off this extraordinary expansion that we had over the
last eight or nine years. The interesting thing is that business was against
a lot of it One of my good friends, a
CEO, was against reducing the corporate tax break because he lost the investment tax credit. Every line on the
budget has a constituent. Every time
they "simplify" the tax law, it gets
worse. We could help this country
enormously by simplifying, but some
businesses love the complexity. The
more complex it is, the more they can
work at how to get around it, through
it or over it whatever. I read in the paper that they want to raise taxes on
booze, except for champagne. How
about that? And the answer is, according to the paper, the tax on champagne

is already higher than the tax on beer.
I mean that is a perfect example of total
nonsense. But it has such an impact on
the bottom line of some companies
that people very naturally spend a lot
of time fighting about it
The Ronald Reagan presidency
changed the world. It forced all the
countries in the world to lower marginal tax rates. It's one of the most remarkable revolutions in history. People don't focus on that I don't know
why. To say that taxes are now simpler
is just not true. I don't have a clue
what's in my taxes. Mr. Peat and Mr.
Marwick fill it out and I just sign it. I
don't think H &R Block exists on simplification. I don't think accountants
want to simplify it either. It's bread out
of their mouth and of the lawyers who
wrote 'it!
AftChanging the subject totally,
do you have any comments
on the current crisis in Iraq?
Are there any lessons from 1973,
or 1979, that we may have forgotten that apply now?
We always forget our lessons. We immediately saw that the world started to
beat up on the oil companies, and
there was a crisis. People made
speeches with the Rotary Club in favor
of free enterprise but then wanted oil
prices controlled. It's the same old
nonsense. What you have this time
around is a different problem. Not like
the stupidity of the "old" oil or the
"new" oil. It's really mind- boggling
when you think about it. Back then the
government allocated the fuel, and
there were long lines in one place and
oil coming out your ears in another. I
hope we've learned that lesson.
But, at the same time, President
Bush recently spoke about our dependency on foreign oil. The facts are that
he just signed a bill to prevent drilling
in Alaska. We haven't yet made the national decision whether the spotted
owl is more important than finding
some more oil and gas. Like any complicated democracy, we have all these
special interests.
The American merchant marine
said, "By God, oil transported between
two American ports must be in an
American flag carrier." We have the
environmentalists who say that big
platform owned by Chevron standing
off the California coast can't pump any
oil. We've got a shortage, but we can't
pump it because we might have an oil
spill. We have the spectacle of New
York Governor Mario Cuomo closing
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a nuclear plant, loading it on the taxpayers' back, when there are brownouts all over Long Island.
I think we've learned enough from
the last embargo that we won't set up
another price control or rationing allocation. The Japanese, who import all of
their oil, adjusted. The only country
that didn't adjust last time is the United
States. Part of that is geography. It's
nice for our friends in Japan to talk
about the high cost of gasoline. But if
you live in Laramie, Wyoming, and you
drive 50 miles a day to work, you have
a different perspective on the world
than if you ride the subway in Tokyo.
I guess what people don't understand
is the complexity of our country and its
huge spaces.
There isn't any question about the
need for alternative fuels. I would predict that over time the environmentalists (so- called) will become allies with
nuclear power because there just isn't
any other way out. It sounds strange,
but I really think that will happen.
Another area we would like to
get your views on would be
the Savings & Loan crisis.
lessons can or should America learn from that?

q

That's an interesting conundrum. Popular "talking heads" say this catastrophe—and it is—is a result of deregulation. Ergo, to save the world well
re- regulate. A very persuasive case can
be made that it's just the opposite. The
chairman of the House Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs Commit tee—the late, unlamented Freddie St
Germain —was retired by the good
people of Rhode Island. Without holding hearings, in the dead of night he
raised the FDIC insurance from
$40,000 to $100,000. That was the beginning —that in a sense was regulation, not deregulation. That permitted
all these people to take a gamble with
other people's, with government, money. That was the root cause. All intelligent studies have come out with that
including those at the Brookings Institute and the American Enterprise Institute, which are not two hearts that beat
as one.
Second, the management's structure of S&Ls was not robust They
were mom and pop stores, and when
interest rates were set free, you had to
have management that could handle
that volatility. You didn't have it, so you
have a kind of Catch 22.
This is happening now in the banking business. Regulators say you need
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to raise your capital. Almost every
bank that's failed met the capital requirements set by the regulators. You
could argue that that's not the most important issue, but they think it is. If you
must raise more capital, how are you
going to do that? You're going to raise
your earnings. How are you going to
raise your earnings? You're going to
get higher interest payments on your
loans. Who will pay higher interest
rates? The worst credits, obviously. So
the more you try to increase your earnings and raise your capital, the riskier
the loans get and the more chance of
default
The second part is that the S&L industry was structured to fulfill a specific need that was ignored by the banks.
The banks were wrong, but they
wouldn't go into the home mortgage
business years ago, so we created
these S&Ls. Their usefulness in this
society has now passed. Banks have
taken over; my alma mater, Citicorp, is
the biggest originator of mortgages in
the state. So we're trying to preserve
an S&L industry that doesn't have a
function any more, at least not the
function it used to have. Then, if you
read the bookInside Job, youcan't help
but believe that there were a lot of
crooks in the business. That book is
just devastating. So you have all of
those things working together.
Now you have something that I
think will be even worse. The last regulators made deals with S&Ls. Whether they were good deals or bad deals,
I don't know, but each one was different They kept them in business. So we
have this giant mess. That these institutions are now being taken over and
run by the government doesn't give
me a lot of comfort. I've never been too
impressed with the efficiency of any
government-run company. They do
some things very well, like the military, but every government-run company I've known in Latin America and
Europe wasn't competitive. So I think
the situation is going to get worse before it gets better.
How serious is the federal
budget deficit, in absolute
terms?
The deficit, per se, is not the problem,
but it has become the symbol of the
problem. Countries with fast economic
growth have bigger deficits than we do
as a percentage of the GNP — France,
for one. Our total debt, you know, is
between 30% and 40% of the GNP, and
this is the low end of the range for the

post -war period.
There are two issues here. One is
accounting. The United States of
America does not have a capital budget They expense a five -cent pencil or
a billion -dollar aircraft carrier. It
doesn't make any difference. The argument that you and I balance our household budget, therefore the government should, is dishonest In the
extreme case, I don't know anyone
who expenses their home. Most folks
get a mortgage, and they pay it off over
time, and they "balance their budget,"
which means covering their mortgage
payments. The United States, if they
buy Yellowstone Park, would expense
it

Why doesn't the U.S.
government have a
capital budget?
All of the studies from the General
Accounting Office have shown that we
should have a capital budget. If we had
a capital budget, we would have all
kinds of judgment problems about
what is capital. Is an aircraft carrier
capital? Is a wilderness capital? Just assume that 10% of what we spend is capital —the budget's balanced. Almost
every state in the union has a capital
budget The reason that we don't have
a capital budget has nothing to do with
accounting —it has to do with politics.
The facts are that nobody trusts the
Congress of the United States, particularly OMB [Office of Management
and Budget], to allocate what is capital
and what is not The reason they don't
trust them is because of history.
In the New York City crisis we
found that they were capitalizing the
salaries of the sanitation department
There were people who argued that
wasn't good accounting. Today, New
York City has generally accepted accounting practices, the best accounting system of any city in the United
States. Now the federal governments
accounting is terrible. The Grace Commission showed that the average age
of the computers down there in Washington was eight or nine years, and
that was eight years ago. You know
they haven't got a clue as to what the
total debt is with old accounting systems like that Our accounting system
has created this paranoia about the
deficit.
The deficit is not the problem. The
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problem is spending! And spending
has been going up because we never
cancel a program. Even those that
don't work are never canceled. That's
the issue. Ronald Reagan solved it by
saying, "I'm going to cut taxes. So if
you, the Congress, spend more you'll
create this deficit, and well bring pressure on you to reduce spending." After
a long life, I've concluded that was the
only way to do it. I know that —I was
there when Reagan made the deal with
Bob Dole, et al. One dollar of new tax
for two dollars of cuts. Well, we got the
tax, but we never got the the cuts.
Congress' inability to discipline itself, I believe, can only be countered
by choking off the income. The deficit
as a percentage of the GNP has been
going down for five years; total debt is
not out of line. I spoke to the Business
Council and explained the accounting
for capital, and they all said, "Gee,
that's interesting, I didn't really know
that, but of course that's irrelevant;
look at the deficit." I give you eight to
five if you go out to any businessman
and explain that to him, he'd say,
"Yeah, you're right, but how about the
deficit ?" The whole measurement system in the country is out of date.
Over the next 12 to 18
months, what do you feel is
the greatest problem facing
the nited States—inflation, recession, war, all three, or something
else?
I think that we'll need articulation of
our economic policy on a macro basis
with a little more force and precision
than we've seen recently. I was very
pleased when the President talked
about growth. Expansion of the economy is the only way to go. He made the
point that it's counterproductive to
raise taxes. You have to create the climate in which individuals can prosper
and grow. I think that's very important.
The liability explosion is one of the
ticking time bombs that has to be dealt
with. When America is not getting the
medicine sick people need because
you know as a pharmaceutical company you're going to get sued if one person dies, this is a bad reaction. Only
the AIDS epidemic stirred people with
this terrific lobby that lets you try a
new drug on somebody that's dying
even though it has side effects. You
have a liability problem and a legal
problem which have to be addressed.
Talking about underlying issues,
the Rand Institute for Civil Justice has
shown that the liability lawyers collect
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30% to 60% of everything, it takes 10
years, and their clients don't see anything on it, so that's a problem.
The increase in the cost of health
care is a national problem. The technology of health care and its cost expands faster than our ability to pay for
it Therefore, a social judgment has to
be made. The British, for example, say
if you're over 50 they won't pay for a
liver transplant in their national health
care. Is America ready to make such a
decision? I doubt it The other side of
the coin is that 80% or 90% of all health
care costs are in the last year of life.
What are you going to do about that?
That's an enormous problem that
needs a lot of national commitment for
a solution.
I think clearly there is an educational problem. I'm very upbeat and cheerful about bringing competition to the
schools through choice. Minnesota,
Milwaukee, school district 4 in New
York —all have shown that you can upgrade education very substantially
without any new money.
On balance I think we're doing very
well, but I think we have to address the
underlying structural problems. America is the only country that hasn't gone
to privatization, which is interesting.
Mexico is selling the phone company,
and the Argentines and the British are
going down this path, but we're still operating TVA, the Post Office, and who
knows what else!
Peter Drucker makes the point, and
I think he's right as usual, that the ordinary guy in the street has lost faith
in the ability of the government to
solve specific problems. This is a big
change. In the Great Depression,
Franklin Roosevelt was there —was
going to solve unemployment, set up
social security, save the banks. People
basically believed that the government
could provide "a chicken in every pot."
And with good reason. Government
did solve a lot of problems. But today,
if you stop any of us on the street and
ask, "Do you believe that the government can solve the drug problems ? ",
the answer is "No." "Do you feel the
government can solve the crime problem?" The answer is "No." We believe
the government can set frameworks,
and they should. The government has
specific things they do correctly and
should —but the private sector, the volunteers, are where the problems will
be solved.
Are there any other aspects of
accounting on which you
would like to comment?

In the accounting profession there's a
lot of discussion on assets and liabilities. I would argue our most important
assets in American business are, not on
the balance sheet today. I don't think
that anyone would argue with the fact
that if all the software and computers
disappeared tomorrow, the lights
would go out, planes would be grounded, phones wouldn't work. The whole
economy would grind to a halt, without
any question. That isn't even an issue.
Yet it was only a year ago or so that the
FASB said, "Well, maybe you should
capitalize 15% of your software. But
please capitalize that old building
you've got in Brooklyn that you
couldn't give away to your mother -inlaw." What is a "tangible asset" is a
holdover from the industrial age because yesterday's intangible asset is
really today's tangible asset. We don't
know quite how to book it We don't
know what its average life is, whether
to depreciate it all those good things.
I don't know what Citicorp spends today —when I left it was over $500 million a year on software. Without that
your check wouldn't clear; it's just that
simple. But you see, that's not a considerable asset.
An argument could be made
that something is better than
nothing. Right now, we have
nothing.
Oh, we have 15%. But most businessmen would argue against setting it up
as an asset because they grew up in
the age of touch and feel. If it just isn't
there, then somehow we're not reflecting it properly. Another one is goodwill. Maybe Coca Cola isn't worth anything but the name. I don't know.
Maybe Citibank isn't worth anything.
I would argue it sure in hell is worth
something. We call it goodwill, and we
write it off. In the banking business,
the Federal Reserve says that if you
buy another bank, you immediately
write off the goodwill at that point.
GAAP says, "Not so fast. Set it up. It is
a business asset. Write it off over X
years." The bank has two masters telling them to do exactly the opposite. So
which is right? I don't know. But I
would argue a trade name is worth
something. If you don't believe it, just
try using CocaCola. Somebody might
come around and sue you.
■
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The Corporate
Alternative
Minimum Tax
in the 1990s
The recent Revenue Reconciliation Act offers a
revised concept in the computation of taxes.
AP /Wide World Photos

pays whichever tax is larger. Thus, the
AMT is a true alternative tax.

CORPORATE AMT
ADJUSTMENTS
he current AMT calculation begins with the corporation's regular taxable income.' This approach changes the old calculation of
the AMT before the Tax Reform Act of
1986 when corporations made a separate, independent calculation of an
add -on minimum tax
Tax preference items are broken
down into "adjustments" and "preferences." For the "adjustments, "* taxable income may be increased or decreased' (see line 1 of Table 1).
The current treatment for adjustments is more equitable than under
the prior law. For example, depreciation taken on property placed in service after December 31, 1986, may
cause either an increase or a decrease
in taxable income to arrive at alternative minimum taxable income.
Example 1. Gaming Corporation
constructs and operates a Nevada
gambling casino. Gaming uses accelerated depreciation on its equipment.
For the 1990 taxable year, total accelerated depreciation computed for the
regular tax is $175,000. The deprecia-

tion permitted under the alternative

minimum tax rule is $100,000. The corporation must increase its taxable income by $75,000 in calculating its al-

ternative minimum taxable income.
Example 2. In 1991, regular tax accelerated depreciation on the equipment is $75,000. Depreciation permitted under the alternative minimum tax
�

0

�

Senate Budget Chairman James Sasser (D.-Tenn.) listens as Sen Pete Domenic! (RA .M.)
speaks during a recent budget meeting.
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minimum tax credit.
These changes are the most significant facing corporate accountants in

he filing of corporate income
tax returns for calendar year
1990 and beyond will be significantly different than in prior years because of important changes
in the alternative minimum tax (AMT).
For taxable years beginning after
1989, a new concept—adjusted current
earnings—must be used to compute
the AMT. In addition, the Revenue
Reconciliation Act of 1989 ' made important changes in the computation of
both adjusted current earnings and the

the upcoming filing season (for tax retu rn s with March 15, 1991, and subse-

quent due dates).
The formula to compute the corporate alternative minimum tax is illustrated in Table 1. This equation shows
that the alternative minimum tax is actually the excess of the corporation's
tentative minimum tax over its regular
tax liability.Z For practical purposes,
however, the corporation computes its
tax under both the regular and the alternative minimum tax systems and

rule is $100,000. For 1991, the corporation must decrease its taxable income
by $25,000 in calculating its alterna-

tive minimum taxable income.
OBSERVATION: There are two
important items to consider about the alternative minimum tax rules for adjustments. First, observe that taxable income was increased in Example 1 while
it was decreased in Example 2 Second,
the depreciation amount for regular tax
purposes is aggregated and then compared against the aggregate depreciation permitted for minimum tax purposes. The difference increases or
decreases taxable income. nis procedure is called "netting. "Netting depreciation, together with the new minimum
tax credit, may serve to reduce the corporation's overall tax bill.
The basis of property is determined
independently for regular and alternative minimum tax purposes. The basis
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1990

TABLE 1 /FORMULA TO FIND CORPORATE AMT
Regular Taxable Income + AMT Preferences +/ -AMT Adjustments
Alternative Minimum Taxable Income Before Net Operating Loss Deduction
— Alternative Tax Net Operating Loss Deduction = Alternative Minimum Taxable
Income (AMTI)
— AMT Exemption = Net AMTI x AMT Rate (20 %)
Tentative Minimum Tax (TMT) Before Credits — AMT Foreign Tax Credit
= Tentative Minimum Tax — Regular Tax Liability
= AMT

adjustment causes different gains and
losses for both purposes. Basis, calculated independently for purposes of determining adjusted current earnings,
is discussed below. Corporations must
be alert to the potential complexities
caused by three different basis rules,
tied to separate depreciation systems.
There are a number of possible adjustments that must be considered in
determining a corporation's alternative minimum taxable income. These
are presented in Table 2.

CORPORATE AMT
PREFERENCES
mike adjustments, preferences
are solely positive in nature!
Thus, preferences affect the
AMT calculation only when they increase alternative minimum tax income. See Table 3.

U

the loss forward to 1991 for alternative
minimum tax purposes. This treatment must be consistent with the regular net operating loss. Also, alternative minimum taxable income cannot
be reduced to less than 10% of alternative minimum taxable income without
regard to the NOL deduction.

CORPORATE AMT EXEMPTION
orporations have an initial exemption" for the AMT of
$40,000, which is reduced by
25% of the corporation's alternative
minimum taxable income (AMTI) in
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CREDITS AVAILABLE AGAINST
THE CORPORATE AMT
he foreign tax credit can be applied against a corporation's
AMT, but it generally is limited
in any specific year to 90% of the corporation's tentative minimum tax before this credit and any NOLs.B Any excess can be carried back two and
forward five years. Also, the overall
general business credit is limited to
the excess of the corporation's net income tax over the larger of its total
minimum tax, or 25% of its regular tax
liability over $25,000. Thus, the general business credit cannot reduce tenta-

TABLE 2 /SUMMARY OF CORPORATE AMT
ADJUSTMENTS
ADJUSTMENT

AMT TREATMENT

Depreciation

ADS with 150% declining balance for nonSection 1250 property, but if straight -line is
elected for regular tax purposes, it must be
used for AMT purposes

Mining Exploration and
Development Costs

10 -year ratable recovery

Long -term Contracts

Percentage of completion

Pollution Control Facilities

ADS

Alternative Tax Net Operating
Loss Deduction

Use in lieu of regular tax net operating loss

Installment Sales

Installment method not available for dealer's
inventories

Adjusted Basis of Property

Determined with AMT adjustments and
preferences (gains, losses, depredation,
etc., are calculated with AMT basis)

Book Income (Adjusted Current
Earnings for tax years beginning
after 1989) Adjustment

Percentage of difference between book
income (adjusted current earnings) and
alternative minimum taxable income
increases (increases or decreases with
ACE) alternative minimum taxable income

Merchant Marine Capital
Construction Funds

Special rules for deposits, earnings, and
withdrawals on construction funds

Blue Cross /Blue Shield
Organizations

Special deduction not allowed

AMT NET OPERATING LOSS
or alternative minimum tax purposes, the regular net operating
loss (NOL) is replaced by the alternative minimum tax net operating
loss.' To be consistent with the overall
AMT approach, the taxpayer must begin with the regular tax NOL amount.
This amount is then modified by the
AMT adjustments and reduced by the
AMT tax preferences. Minimum tax
carryback and carryforward rules are
similar to those under the regular tax
provisions except that carrybacks cannot extend beyond the first post 12/31/86 taxable year.The election to
forgo carrybacks (or the failure to
elect them) applies to both alternative
minimum tax NOLs and regular tax
NOLs.
Example 3. In 1990, Loss Corporation, a calendar year corporation, has
a taxable loss of $50,000. Because of
$20,000 in AMT preferences, its AMT
NOL is $30,000. It can carry the
$30,000 loss back to 1987, or it can
elect to forgo the carryback and carry

excess of $150,000. Thus, there is a $1
reduction for each $4 of excess of
AMTI. The exemption is phased out
when AMTI reaches $310,000
($150,000 + $160,000 [$40,000 / 25 %1).
Example 4. Management Corporation has AMTI of $250,000. The exemption available to Management is
$15,000 [$40,000 —.25($250,000 =
$150,000) j, or a $40,000 initial exemption less a $25,000 reduction due to the
phaseout.
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tive minimum tax.' °

MINIMUM TAX CREDIT
djustments to the AMT can
have either a negative or positive effect. Negative adjustments are designed to alleviate the
problem caused by deferred adjustments that reverse in later years, becoming less valuable than their corresponding regular tax deductions. This
reversal is not beneficial if it occurs in
a year in which the taxpayer is subject
only to regular tax. To help correct this
potential inequity, Congress created
the minimum tax credit."
Prior to the Revenue Reconciliation
Act of 1989, the AMT was computed in
two ways: using all adjustments and
preferences (the normal way) and using only those adjustments and preferences involving exclusion items (permanent differences such as interest on
private activity bonds). The second
computation ignores all deferred adjustments involving timing differences
such as depreciation. Initially the difference between the two computations
was the minimum tax credit. In other
words, the minimum tax was created
solely by timing differences between
the AMT and the regular tax. This
credit is carried forward indefinitely to
future years when the regular tax is
larger than the tentative minimum tax
(TMT). It then can be used to reduce
the regular tax for that year, but without going below the year's TMT. Unused credits are carried forward until
needed against a subsequent year's
regular
tax. Apparently this
carryforward is allowed even if the reversal occurs in a minimum tax year.
Unfortunately, there is no corresponding regular tax credit for regular tax
years —if the item first occurs in a regular tax year and then in an AMT year.
The Revenue Reconciliation Act extended the minimum tax credit for corporations to include all items in the
AMT calculation, whether due to timing or permanent differences. This
change goes beyond the original purpose of the minimum tax credit and
gives rise to a number of planning opportunities.
OBSERVATION: If handled properly, the minimum tax credit will limit

the consequences of the AMT to an acceleration of taxes even when permanent
preferences exist. the availability of the
AMT credit does not depend on an actual reversal of the adjustment that produced the credit taking place in the year
the credit is used. Also, the reversal of a
26

TABLE ISUMMARY OF CORPORATE AMT
PREFERENCES
TAX PREFERENCE

AMT TREATMENT

Depletion

Increase taxable income by excess of
deduction over the property's adjusted basis

Intangible Drilling and
Development Costs (IDC)

Increase taxable income by difference
between excess IDC and 65% of net
income from the property

Tax - Exempt Interest

Interest on specified private activity bonds
is included in alternative minimum taxable
income

Appreciated Property Charitable
Deduction

AMT deduction generally limited to adjusted
basis of property

Accelerated Depreciation on
property placed in service before
January 1, 1987

Increase taxable income by excess of
accelerated depreciation over straight tine depreciation

Statutory Bad Debt Reserves of
Certain Financial Institutions,
if available

Limited to reserves based on actual
experience

timing difference can reduce the AMTI
in an AMT year (thereby reducing that
year's minimum tax credit) and the cor-

responding credit can reduce taxable income in a regular tax year. When these

effects are combined with the fact that
there is no regular tax credit, the timing
of adjustments and preferences becomes
of prime importance to corporations.
The minimum tax credit available in
any specific year is equal to the corporation's adjusted net minimum tax (adjusted for timing differences prior to
1990 —no adjustment is required
thereafter) from post-1986 years, reduced by any amount used as a credit
in prior years.` The minimum tax
credit may not exceed the regular tax
liability/tentative minimum tax difference for a particular year.II This credit
may be carried forward indefinitely until it can be used. Thus, the corporation
must maintain careful records to compute and support its minimum tax
credit calculations from year to year.
Furthermore, because of the limitation
on the amount of minimum tax credit
that can be used in any one year, the
corporation needs to calculate its tentative minimum tax in a regular tax
year even when it clearly has no minimum tax problem for that year.
Example 5. As of January 1, 1990,
the Credit Corporation has no minimum tax credit carryforwards. In 1990,
Credit has a tentative minimum tax of
$500,000 and a regular tax liability of
$400,000. Therefore, its alternative
minimum tax is $100,000, which also is
the minimum tax credit carr forward.

In 1991, Credit's tentative minimum
tax is $600,000, and its regular tax is
$550,000. This creates an AMT (and
minimum tax credit carryover) of
$50,000. Total minimum tax credit
carryforwards to 1992 are $150,000.
In 1992, Credit's regular tax is
$700,000, and its tentative minimum
tax is $400,000. Because the regular
tax exceeds the tentative minimum tax
by more than $150,000, the corporation can reduce its regular tax liability
by the entire carryforward, creating a
final tax liability of $550,000
($700,000 - $150,000). If Credit's tentative minimum tax in 1992 had been
$600,000 instead of $500,000, only
$100,000 of the minimum tax credit
carryforward could have been used to
bring the final 1992 tax liability down
to the tentative minimum tax of
$600,000.
ADJUSTED CURRENT
EARNINGS
or taxable years beginning after
1989, alternative minimum taxable income must be adjusted
for the excess of the corporation's adjusted current earnings over its alternative minimum tax income. Specifically, AMTI is increased by 75% of the
excess of the corporation's adjusted
current earnings over its alternative
minimum taxable income before the
current earnings adjustment and the
AMTI net operating loss adjustment."
This adjustment, unlike the previous
book income adjustment, is a true adMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1990

justment because AMTI also may be
reduced by 75% of the difference when
AMTI, before this adjustment and any
net operating loss, exceeds adjusted
current earnings. Reductions in AMTI,
however, are limited to the "net" increases that have occurred from the
current earnings adjustment in previII
ous years,
Example 6. A corporation has adjusted current earnings of $500,000 in
1990, $300,000 in 1991, and $50,000 in
1992. The corporation has AMTI, before considering the current earnings
adjustment and the alternative net operating loss deduction, of $300,000 for
each of the three years. For 1990,
AMTI will be increased by $150,000
[75% x ($500,W0000,000) j. For
1991, there will be no adjustment to
AMTI because adjusted current earnings equals AMTI. For 1992, there is
a potential negative adjustment to
AMTI of $187,500 [75% x
($50,000-$300,000) ]. However, the
negative adjustment is limited to the
previous year's net increases of
$150,000. The unused negative adjustment of $37,500 ($187,500- $150,000)
is apparently lost forever because
there is no provision for the carryover
of an unused negative adjustment from
previous years.
The formula to compute adjusted
current earnings depends on AMTI.
Consequently, to calculate adjusted
current earnings, begin with AMTI.
Then remove any alternative net operating loss deduction included in AMTI.
TAX POINTER:Unlike the book income adjustment, which made reference
to readily available financial accounting information, adjusted current earnings (ACE) requires a separate, independent computation. 77jus, ACE must
be computed annually before the corporation can determine if it is subject to the
AMT. Therefore, corporations shouldseriously consider establishing and main taininga formal system to compute ACE
annually, even in non AMT years.
Next, certain specific adjustments
are incorporated into the remaining
AMTI figure. In other words, the
amounts determined under the specific adjusted current earnings provisions need to be compared to the
amounts reflected in AMTI, and AMTI
would have to be increased or decreased accordingly. These adjustments are listed in Table 4.
After AMTI is adjusted for these
nine items, the result is adjusted current earnings. This amount is compared to AMTI without the adjusted
current earnings or the alternative net
MANAGEMENTACCOUNCING /DECEMBER 1990

operating loss deduction, and the current earnings adjustment is computed
according to the formula in Table 5.
Critical to the calculation is that AMTI
is determined after the current earnings adjustment.
Although it has its own complexities and problems, adjusted current
earnings after the Revenue Reconciliation Act changes should not be as distasteful as the previous book income
adjustment for most corporate taxpayers. Adjusted current earnings has
been compared by some to corporate
earnings and profits. Earnings and
profits is a term often used in
Subchapter C of the Internal Revenue
Code. It is used to determine corporate
dividend distributions and the accumulated earnings tax, among other
items. However, adjusted current
earnings for alternative minimum tax
purposes is a statutory creature. It is
defined specifically in the Code and
does not always follow earnings and
profits concepts. In fact, it is evident in

TABLE 4 /LIST OF
ADJUSTMENTS TO AMTI
TO COMPUTE ACE
Depreciation
(IRC Section 56 (g) (4) (A)]
Inclusion of items which are included in
computing earnings and profits
[IRC Section 56 (g) (4) (B)]
Disallowance of items which are not
deductible in computing earnings and
profits
[IRC Section 56 (g) (4) (C)l
Certain other earnings and profits
adjustments
[IRC Section 56 (g) (4) (D)]
Disallowance of losses on the
exchanges of debt pools
[IRC Section 56 (g) (4) (E)]
Capitalization and amortization of
acquisition expenses of life insurance
companies, in accordance with GAAP
[IRC Section 56 (g) (4) (F)]
Cost depletion
[IRC Section 56 (g) (4) (G)]
Adjusted basis of assets in certain
ownership changes
(IRC Section 56 (g) (4) (H)]
Adjusted basis of assets affected by
these eight adjustments are to reflect
these adjustments when subsequently
taking into account such assets for ACE
purposes
(IRC Section 56 (g) (4) (1)]

the formula in Table 5 that adjusted
current earnings16 is actually alternative minimum taxable income adjusted
for the items in Table 4. Note that
some of the adjustments make reference to earnings and profits, but most
do not.

SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS
or income exclusion items, adjusted current earnings treatment generally parallels the
treatment for earnings and profits. If
an income item is excluded from
AMTI but is included in computing
earnings and profits, it is built into the
determination of adjusted current
earnings. Although excluded from the
regular tax computation of income as
well as AMTI, these items are included
in the computation of earnings and
profits and, consequently, adjusted
current earnings. If items of income
are included, their related costs may
be deducted in computing adjusted
current earnings.17
If an item of income is excluded
when computing earnings and profits
but included when computing AMTI,
the item will be included in adjusted
current earnings because it is included
in the base AMTI. As a general rule, if
income items are included in either
AMTI or earnings and profits, they will
be included in adjusted current earnings. However, there are not many income items included in AMTI that are
excluded from earnings and profits.
Adjusted current earnings is not reduced by federal income taxes, excess
capital losses, or dividends paid to
shareholders, even though the
amounts for these items reduce earnings and profits. This is because these
items are not deducted in computing
AMTI and are not specifically deductible under adjusted current earnings.
Furthermore, even though they are
allowable for regular taxable income
and AMTI purposes, deductions cannot be used to compute adjusted current earnings unless they are either
deductible in computing earnings and
profits or specifically allowed in Code
Section 56(8) (4).1 8 This rule is,
through adjusted current earnings, an
indirect limitation on deductions for
AMTI purposes.
Example 7. Domestic Corporation
receives $100,000 in dividends from
another domestic corporation in which
it owns less than a 20% interest. Domestic is entitled to a $70,000 (70%)
dividends received deduction under
Code Section 243 in calculating the
27

regular tax and the AMT. However,
this item cannot reduce earnings and
profits, nor, unlike the 10096 and 8096
dividend deductions, is it specifically
allowed in Code Section 56(g) (4).
Therefore, this amount is not deductible in computing adjusted current
earnings.
In addition to these general rules,
there are rules for specific items.19 Unlike the treatment of the 70% exclusion,
the Revenue Reconciliation Act provides that the 80% and 100% exclusion
amounts for dividends received from
domestic corporations do not have to
be added back in computing adjusted
current earnings if the dividends are
included in income. The installment
sales method for sales taking place after 1989 cannot be used in determining
adjusted current earnings except for
those sales for which interest is being
paid at the tax underpayment rate in

1989 must be calculated using cost depletion.
Appropriate adjustments should be
made for affiliated corporations and
corporations filing consolidated returns to avoid duplication of items. Additional rules will be established when
the Department of the Treasury issues
either temporary or final regulations
on adjusted current earnings. The
Treasury is scheduled to issue regulatory guidance for adjusted current
earnings by March 15,1991. Proposed
regulations, issued in May 1990,2 0 are
likely to undergo substantial revision
before they become effective.
The most significant special rule in
computing adjusted current earnings
relates to depreciation and affects
most corporations. Depreciation in itself is important because under adjusted current earnings, three separate
federal tax systems (regular, AMTI,

TABLE 5 /MODELS TO COMPUTE ACE ADJUSTMENT
AND AMTI ADJUSTED FOR ACE
IF ACE > AMTI WITHOUT ACE AND AMT NET OPERATING LOSS
ACE — AMTI (without ACE and AMT Net Operating Loss)
= Positive difference x 75%
= ACE Adjustment + AMTI
= AMTI adjusted for ACE
IF AMTI WITHOUT ACE AND AMT NET OPERATING LOSS > ACE
ACE — AMTI (without ACE and AMT Net Operating Loss)
= negative difference x 75%
= ACE adjustment + AMTI
= AMTI adjusted for ACE

conformity with Code Section 453A.
Discharge of indebtedness income excluded from regular taxable income
under Code Section 108 also is excluded from adjusted current earnings. For
the current LIFO recapture amount,
the same adjustments made in computing earnings and profits must be
made for adjusted current earnings.
Income from the inside buildup of life
insurance contracts is included in adjusted current earnings with a deduction allowed for the portion of premiums paid that represents insurance
coverage.
Corporate organizational costs cannot be deducted to compute adjusted
current earnings. Intangible drilling
costs must be amortized over 60
months beginning in the month in
which the costs are paid or incurred.
Depletion on property placed in service in a taxable year beginning after
28

and adjusted current earnings) may be
required by corporations after 1989.
Originally, the depreciation deduction
for adjusted current earnings was limited to an amount not in excess of the
present value of the depreciation deduction taken on the corporation's
books. The Revenue Reconciliation
Act simplified and strengthened this
provision by eliminating the references to book depreciation and
present value. The book income
and /or present value limitations on intangible drilling costs and depletion
also were eliminated by the Revenue
Reconciliation Act.
As with the book income adjustment Subchapter S corporations, regulated investment companies, real estate trusts, and Real Estate Mortgage
Investment Conduits (REMICs) are
not subject to adjusted current earnings.' Thus, the choice between S

Corporation and regular corporation
status also could be influenced by the
current earnings adjustment.

DEPRECIATION
f the nine items listed in Table
4, the depreciation computation should be the biggest component of the current earnings adjustment. The depreciation adjustments
for adjusted current earnings require
an understanding of the depreciation
methods for regular and AMT pur22
poses. The depreciation methods for
regular tax purposes are in Table 6.
For AMT purposes, depreciation is
calculated using the alternative depreciation system (ADS) for the proper ty.L3 However, the 150% declining balance method is to be used over the
ADS class life. But for Section 1250
property such as residential rental
property and nonresidential real property, the usual straight -line method is
to be used over the ADS class life.
Also, if straight -line depreciation is
elected for any property for regular tax
purposes (such an election could be
over the usual recovery period in accordance with Code Sections
168(b) (3) (D) and Section 168 (b) (5),
or the property's class life under the
ADS in accordance with Code Section
168(8) (7)), then the straight -line
method is used for AMT purposes. Unless careful consideration is given to
the regular tax depreciation method
chosen, an adjustment is necessary to
compute AMTI.
Example 8.Jolly Corporation purchases and places in service $10,000
worth of office furniture in 1990. Jolly
makes no special depreciation election. Consequently, Jolly uses the double declining balance method of depreciation for regular tax purposes.
Assume that Section 179 expensing is
not available for the office furniture.
Jolly Corporation is subject to the alternative minimum tax in 1990.
For regular tax purposes, Jolly computes double declining balance depreciation over the seven -year modified
accelerated cost recovery system
(MACRS) recovery period for the office furniture. Taking into account the
half -year convention for 1990, Jolly has
a $1,429 depreciation deduction for the
office furniture.
For alternative minimum tax purposes, Jolly computes 150% declining
balance depreciation over the 10 -year
ADS recovery period for the office furniture. Taking into account the half year convention for 1990, Jolly has a

0
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$750 depreciation deduction for the office furniture for alternative minimum
tax purposes.
Regarding the office furniture
alone, Jolly must increase its regular
taxable income by $679 [$1,429 -$750]
to compute its 1990 alternative minimum taxable income before the adjusted current earnings adjustment.

It is worth noting that a depreciation adjustment for AMT purposes will
be consistently necessary unless the
150% declining balance method or
ADS is elected for regular tax purposes. If the 150% declining balance
method is elected for regular tax purposes, depreciation is computed over
the property's class life. For office furniture, as well as for three -, five-, 10-,
and other seven -year property, the
double declining method is the normal
method and is applied over the property's MACRS recovery period.
The depreciation for regular tax
purposes depends on when the property is placed in service. Property
placed in service before 1981 comes
under the class life asset depreciation
range system. After 1980 and before
1987, the accelerated cost recovery
system (ACRS) applies. After 1986, the
modified accelerated cost recovery
system ( MACRS) applies.
Because adjusted current earnings
does not apply .until tax years that begin after 1989, adjusted current earnings depreciation for years after 1989
and later depend on when the property
in question is (was) placed in service.'

amount for both models in Table 5).
Almost incredibly, Jolly Corporation has had to make two different adjustments to reflect three different depreciation amounts. This is because
Jolly is subject to the alternative rriHmum tax and was not cautious about
selecting its depreciation method for
regular tax purposes.
TAX POINTER: From an administrative complexity standpoint, the adjusted current earnings depreciation requirement places a premium on the
ADS election for corporations that believe they may be continually subject to
the AMT. Remember that a depreciation
adjustment for AMT purposes always is
necessary unless the 150% declining balance method or ADS is elected for regular tax purposes. ACE depreciation is determined under the ADS. So, the only

1. Property placed in service in a tax
year that begins after 1989: The depreciation deduction under adjusted current earnings is determined
under the ADS.
Example 9. Refer to the facts for the
Jolly Corporation in Example 8. Because the office furniture is purchased
and placed in service in 1990, the depreciation deduction under adjusted
current earnings is determined under
the ADS.
The ADS depreciation deduction
for office furniture requires that the
straight-line method be used over the
class life of the office furniture, which
is 10 years. Taking into account the
half -year convention, the 1990 depreciation deduction for adjusted current
earnings purposes is $500.
With respect to the office furniture
alone, Jolly must increase its alternative minimum taxable income by $250
[$750-$500] to compute its 1990 adjusted current earnings (the line 1
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justments may not be troublesome for
corporations that have the technology to
compute the adjustments easily via sophisticated computer software. For
small companies without such software,
the regulartaxADS election maybe well
worth it.

2. Property for which MACRS is used:
Furst, compute the basis of the property (for purposes of computing alternative minimum taxable income)
at the end of the tax year ending before January 1, 1990. Second, apply
the straight -line method over the
rest of the class life for the property
to compute the annual depreciation
deduction for adjusted current
earnings purposes.
Example 10. Kimbell Corporation, a
long - distance personal transportation
company, has been continually subject
to the alternative minimum tax. In
March 1987, Kimbell purchased and
placed in service buses valued at
$500,000, for which Section 179 was
not elected. No other recovery property was placed in service in 1987. Making no special election for regular tax
purposes, Kimbell had used the double declining method over the five year MACRS recovery period to compute depreciation.
For alternative minimum tax purposes, Kimbell had to use the 150% declining balance method over the nineyear class life for buses. Kimbell was
subject to the alternative minimum tax
in 1987 -89 and is again in 1990. The basis of the buses at the end of 1989 for
alternative minimum tax purposes is

Alternative minimum tax forms require new
calculations beginning in 1990.

depreciation method common to
all —regular tax purposes, the AMT,
and adjusted current earnings —is ADS.
To reduce administrative complexity
and avoid different depreciation calculations in what possibly could be at least
three separate instances for federal income tax purposes, the corporate taxpayer continually facing an AMT problem
should consider seriously the benefit of
electing the ADS for depreciation. Loss
of MACRS is a deferral of the benefit, a
present- value- analysis problem.
TAX POINTER: Avoiding the ad-

$318,287.
Kimbell Corporation computes its
1990 adjusted current earnings depreciation by taking the $318,287 basis
and depreciating it straight -line over
the remaining six - and -a -half years of
the class life for the buses. (Considering the half -year convention, one -half
of a year's depreciation is allowed for
1987, and a full year of depreciation is
permitted for 1988 and 1989. Therefore, subtracting the two-and- one -half
year's depreciation from the nine -year
class life leaves six - and - one -half years
remaining as of the beginning of
1990.) So, Kimbell's 1990 ACE depreciation is $48,967 ($318,287 / six-and -ahalf years).
OBSERVATION: The Internal
Revenue Code specifies that the basis to

be used is the adjusted basis of the property "as determined for purposes of computing alternative minimum taxable in-

come." It is not clear, therefore, if this is
29

TABLE &DEPRECIATION METHODS FOR REGULAR
TAX PURPOSES
PROPERTY/
RECOVERY
PERIOD

NORMAL MODIFIED ACCELERATED
COST RECOVERYSYSTEM
DEPRECIATION METHOD

AVAILABLE ALTERNATIVE METHODS

150%
Alternative
Declining
MACRS Depreciation
Balance Straight -line System
3 -Yr. /3 Yrs.

Double Dec. Bal."

Yes

Yes

Yes

5 -Yr. /5 Yrs.

Double Dec. Bal."

7 -Yr. 17 Yrs.

Double Dec. Bal."

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

10- Yr. /10 Yrs.
15- Yr. /15 Yrs,

Double Dec. Bal.—

Yes

Yes

Yes

150% Declining Balance

N/A

Yes

Yes

20- Yr.120 Yrs.

150% Declining Balance

N/A

Yes

Yes

Residential Rental/
27.5 Yrs.

Straight- Line—

No

No

Yes

Nonresidential
Real /31.5 Yrs.

Straight - Line—

No

No

Yes

Alternative Depreciation System depreciation is calculated using the straight -line
method and using a class life for property which may be different from the recovery
period. The class life for residential rental and nonresidential real property is
specified as 40 years, and the class life for automobiles is specified as five years.
Most other class lives can be found in the IRS's Asset Depreciation Range tables.
Use half -year convention, but use mid - quarter convention if more than 40% of bases
of property is placed in service during last quarter of fiscal year,
Use mid -month convention.

tions for the adjusted current earnings
adjustment.

ACCELERATIONS
AND DEFERRALS
axpayers normally prefer to defer the reporting of income until
a later year, thus postponing
paying tax on income. Similarly, taxpayers favor accelerating deductions
into the current year. The alternative
minimum tax changes these behavioral patterns for many taxpayers.
If the current year is an AMT year
and the next year is anticipated to be
a regular tax year (with a 34% marginal
rate), taxpayers should consider reversing their old habits. Income can be
accelerated into an AMT year subject
to a 20% tax rate, and deductions can
be deferred until a regular year and deducted at a 34% rate. Although this
strategy results in an increase in the
current year's tax bill, an overall tax
savings often will be the final result,
demonstrating that with the advent of
the revised AMT, tax deferral isn't always the best course. But taxpayers
should monitor the effect of these maneuvers on adjusted current earnings
and the minimum tax credit.
■
L Stephen Cash, LLM., CPA, is profes-

the basis to be used when the corporation
previously has not been subject to the alternative minimum tax. Neither the
committee reports nor the Proposed
Treasury Regulations issued in May
1990 clarify this potentially contentious
item. Corporate taxpayers should expect
future guidance on this point. Nevertheless, corporations must compute adjusted current earnings in non AMT years
to maintain accumulated depreciation
and basis accounts for future AMT
years. Otherwise, in an AMT year the
corporation must go back and compute
adjusted current earnings relying on old
data that may be incomplete.

3. Property for which accelerated cost
recovery system is used: First, compute the basis of the property (for
purposes of computing regular taxable income) at the end of the tax
year ending before January 1, 1990.
Second, apply the straight -line
method over the rest of the class
life for the property to compute its
annual depreciation deduction for
adjusted current earnings.
4. Property placed in service before
1951: Use the same depreciation deduction that is used for regular tax
purposes. No adjustment is neces30

sary to compute ACE depreciation.
5. Property excluded from the modified accelerated cost recovery system and accelerated cost recovery
system rules: This category includes property for which a corporation properly elects to use a unitsof- production method, motion
picture films, videotapes, sound recordings, and property depreciated
by a related party under a predecessor depreciation system (property
depreciated by a related party under accelerated cost recovery system and transferred to a related party when the modified accelerated
cost recovery system rules are in effect). Use the same depreciation deduction that is used for regular tax
purposes. No adjustment is necessary to compute ACE depreciation.
OBSERVATION: No special adjusted current earnings calculations are
required either for "excluded property"
or property placed in service before
1981. In addition, no special calculations are required for property for which
the ADS election was made for regular
tax purposes. Therefore, corporations
need focus only on other property in
making special depreciation calcula-

sorofaccounting at Clemson University,
Clemson, S. C.
Thomas L Dickens, Ph.D., CPA, CMA,
also is professor of accounting at
Clemson University.

'Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 (P.L
101 -239), Title VII, December I.M.
'See Internal Revenue Code Section 55(a).
'Internal Revenue Code Section 55(b) (2).
' Internal Revenue Code Section 56.
'Internal Revenue Code Section 55(b)(2)(A).
'Internal Revenue Code Sections 55(a)(2)(B) and
57.
'Internal Revenue Code Sections 56(a) (4) and 56(d).
"Internal Revenue Code Section 55(d).
°Internal Revenue Code Section 59(a).
"Internal Revenue Code Section 38(c) (1).
"Internal Revenue Code Section 53.
"Internal Revenue Code Section 53(b).
"Internal Revenue Code Section 53(c).
'•Internal Revenue Code Section 56(8)(1).
"Internal Revenue Code Section 56(g) (2).
' °Internal Revenue Code Section 56(g) (3).
"Internal Revenue Code Section 56(a) (4) (B) (ii).
' "Internal Revenue Code Section 56(a)(4)(C).
"Internal Revenue Code Section 56(a) (4).
"Proposed Treasury Regulation IA - 29 - 89, published May 3. 1990.
"Internal Revenue Code Section 56(a) (6).
"See Internal Revenue Code Sections 167 and 168
for the authority for these rules.
"Internal Revenue Code Section 56(a) (1).
°'Internal Revenue Code Section 56(a) (4) (A).
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INDEPENDENTCONTRACTOR
OREMPLOYEE?
could be
The tax consequences of misclassification

BY THOMAS J.
O'ROURKE

significant.

Act of 1978, which restricted the IRS from
reclassifying independent contractors as
employees if there
was a reasonable basis for this classification.
A reasonable basis
exists under Section
530 if:

ndividuals and
personal service
corporations providing services as
independent contractors soon will find
themselves the targets of increased scrutiny by the Internal
1. The classification
Revenue Service as it
was accepted by
attempts to stem the
the IRS in a prior
loss of an estimated
$1.6 billion a year in
audit,
2. It was consistent
tax revenues attributThe U.S. Tax Court held that professional hockey players were employees
with a long- standable to the improper
of their team and not of their own personal corporations.
ing recognized inclassification of emdustry practice,
ployees as indepen3. The IRS had issued a private letter
ning with the passage of the Tax Redent contractors.'
form Act of 1986 and including recent
ruling to the taxpayer approving the
Both employers and consultants
classification, or
have economic incentives to classify
legislation, court decisions, a General
Accounting Office report published in
4. There is judicial precedent favoring
an individual as an independent conthe taxpayer's position.
tractor rather than an employee. From 1989 ( "GAO Report"), and IRS pronouncements, all signal increased atthe employer's perspective, it simply
Although Section 530 was intended
tention to these relationships. Indeed,
may be cheaper to use an independent
merely to be a temporary measure, it
the IRS has stated that, beginning in
contractor than to hire an employee.
remains in effect. It clearly has inhibJanuary 1991, it will expand audits of
Employers do not have to pay either
ited IRS audits of both independent
individuals or personal corporations
social security or employment taxes
contractors and employers who use infor independent contractors as they do who claim to be independent contractors and of employers who use indedependent contractors. The GAO Refor employees. Moreover, indepenport shows that in 1979, the IRS condent contractors typically are not cow
pendent contractors.
ducted 109,000 examinations, or .43%
-red by fringe benefit programs such
of all employment tax returns filed, but
as health insurance or pension plans
THE PRE -1979 IRS AUDIT
in 1988, it audited only 24,000 returns
and generally do not qualify for any va- PROGRAM
or .09% of all employment tax returns
cation or sick pay.
rior to 1979, the IRS had an acfiled.
The person performing the services
tive audit program for identifyalso has economic incentives to be
ing employees who were imclassified as an independent contracTHECHANGINGCLIMATE
properly classified as independent
tor. An independent contractor may
he Tax Reform Act of 1986 was
contractors. Most of these audits requalify to deduct automobile exthe first of several significant desulted from worker complaints to the
penses, home office expenses, medical
velopments suggesting that both
IRS, IRS examination of business inreimbursement costs, insurance plans,
come tax returns, and referrals by fedCongress and the IRS believed that inretirement plans, and business trips.
creased scrutiny of employers using
eral and state agencies. As a result of
An independent contractor also may
independent contractors and of the inprovide very generous tax- favored
these audits, the IRS many times assessed and collected substantial back
dependent contractors themselves is
fringe benefits programs for his emtaxes, penalties, and interest. Conwarranted.
ployees (many times only himself),
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 limited
gress was concerned, however, that
which would be prohibitively expenthe applicability of Section 530. The
the IRS was too aggressive in pursuing
sive for an employer to provide for
employers who misclassified workers.
legislative history of this provision inlarge numbers of employees.
dicates that Congress was concerned
It enacted Section 530 of the Revenue
A number of developments, beginMANAGEMENTACCOUNnNG /DECEMBER 1990
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that persons covered by the protections of Section 530 enjoyed a competitive advantage because of lower costs.
Employers who used independent
contractors not only avoided employment tax liability but also reduced the
cost of doing business by excluding
these workers from employee fringe
benefit programs 2
Congress also concluded that the
workers classified as independent contractors enjoyed significant tax advantages. They could establish Keogh or
other retirement plans and claim certain business deductions unavailable
to employees. Congress noted that IRS
studies had shown that independent
contractors were much more likely to
underreport their income and overstate their deductions.
Taxpayers performing technical
services were believed to be particularly aggressive in taking advantage of
the situation. In response, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 modified Section 530
so that it would not apply to a person
who provides services as an engineer,
drafter, designer, computer programmer, systems analyst, or other skilled
person in a similar line of work.

suggested that it may have been justified in doing so. Six judges joined in a
strong dissenting opinion criticizing
the majority for reaching a conclusion
inconsistent with prior Tax Court
precedent. An appeal of the decision is
expected.
The Sargentdecision is significant
for a number of reasons. It suggests
that a person will not be insulated from
possible reclassification as an employee of the entity for whom he performs
services, merely because he performs
the services through a personal corporation. Second, it demonstrates that
the IRS will use the relevant factors in
the IRS regulations to determine
whether an employee who is ostensibly an employee of a personal corporation is in fact the employee of another
organization. Finally, it concludes that
Section 530 will not necessarily deter
the IRS from successfully challenging
the employee status of a service provider.
The Court's decision should be
viewed as a warning to people who
have established personal corporations, especially if such corporations
derive all or a substantial part of their
income from one source.

THETAXCOURT'SVIEW
recent Tax Court decision suggests that Section 530 will not
be an impediment to a successful IRS challenge of an individual's status as an independent contractor. In a
November 1989 decision,Sargent v.
Commissioner,93 T.C. 572 (1989), the
U.S. Tax Court held that professional
hockey players were employees of
their team and not of their own personal corporations. The taxpayers in Sargent played for the Minnesota North
Stars. Each player had established a
personal corporation, and his corporation signed a contract with the team
that committed him to play for the
North Stars at a specified salary. All
payments by the team were to the personal corporation, whose sole employee was the player. The personal corporation paid the player a salary and
established a pension plan and other
tax - favored fringe benefit programs.
The Tax Court ignored the personal
corporations and concluded that the
players were employees of the North
Stars. In reaching this conclusion, it relied on the IRS regulations relating to
the classifications of an individual as
an employee or as an independent contractor. The IRS did not challenge the
deductions claimed by players' personal corporations; however, the court
34

THEGAOREPORTAND
THEIRS VIEW
n January 1988, the House Committee on Government Operations requested the General Accounting
Office to study
the employee/independent
ee
/independent
contractor classification problem and to determine
whether the IRS
could use information returns
to identify emQ
ployers who
misclassify employees as independent contractors.
The GAO issued its report in September 1989. It found that at least $1.6 billion in revenues were lost as a result
of improper classification of employees because employers failed to collect
and pay employment taxes and independent contractors claimed tax benefits they were not entitled to.
The GAO indicated that as a result
of improvement in the IRS documents matching program, technology now
exists for initiating audits of employers
and independent contractors on a systematic basis. The IRS may match in-

formation reports filed by businesses
and independent contractors to identify audit targets and employees who are
mfisclassified as independent contractors, a procedure that should result in
the collection of significant additional
tax revenues. Finally, the GAO indicated Congress may wish to consider repealing Section 530.
IRS Commissioner Goldberg has
advised the GAO that he concurs with
the views expressed in its report He
stated that steps to ensure compliance
will be taken by the IRS beginning in
January 1991 and agreed that Congress may wish to consider repealing
Section 530.

WHOWILLBEAFFECTED?
he pending IRS program should

concern both independent contractors and employers because
the economic and tax consequences of
an IRS examination may be significant.
It especially should concern employers who rely regularly on the same independent contractors to perform routine services and consultants or
one - person corporations who perform
services for one or relatively few businesses.
If the IRS determines that a person
classified as an independent contractor is, in fact, an employee, it may assess back social security and unemployment taxes against the employer.
If the business is unable to pay these
back taxes, the
IRS also may attempt to find
those persons
considered responsible for
Of I Mthe misclassification (i.e., officers and directors of the
business) personally liable
for any delinquent taxes. Finally, if a person is
found to be an employee rather than
an independent contractor, the employee may be able to assert a claim for
any benefits he or she may have been
eligible for as an employee.
The independent contractor also
may be at considerable economic risk
if the IRS determines that he is an employee rather than an independent
contractor. Such a reclassification
could result in the disallowance of any
deductions claimed because of the independent contractor status, such as
contributions to a pension plan, travel

least $1.6 billion
in tax revenues were
lost as a result
proper classifaeation
f employees.
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expenses, home office deductions, and
deductions for fringe benefit programs. In addition to more tax liability,
an affected person will be liable for interest and possible penalties.
SOME WHOARE NOT AT RISK
he tax code and the regulations
provide clear guidance about certain classes of persons who are
not employees, for example, physicians, lawyers,
dentists, veterinarians, contractors, subcontractors,
public stenographers, auctioneers, and others who
follow an independent
trade, business, or profession in which they offer
their services to the public.
(Reg. 31.3401(c)- 1(e)).
Moreover, Code Section
3508 provides that qualified
real estate agents or direct
sellers are generally not
employees.
A qualified real estate
agent is a licensed real estate agent. Substantially all
payments to the agent are
related to sales and not
hours worked. A direct seller is any person engaged in
direct sales or in a place other than a permanent retail
establishment. Substantially all compensation is related to services rather than to
the number of hours
worked. The services of
both real estate agents and
direct sellers are performed
pursuant to a written contract that provides that the
person is not an employee
for federal tax purposes.
GUIDELINES FOR
ENSURING
COMPLIANCE

is required to comply with instructions about when, where, and how
the work is to be performed, this requirement indicates that he is an
employee.
2. Training. If a worker is trained by
being required to work with an experienced employee, to work with
others, to attend meetings, or to use
specified work methods, such training indicates an employment rela-

services must be rendered personally, presumably the person for
whom the services are performed is
interested in the methods used to
accomplish the work as well as the
results. This situation indicates the
existence of an employment relationship.
5. Hiring, Supervising, and PayingAssistants. If the person for whom the
service is performed hires, supervises, and pays assis'"der
tants, such action shows
control over the workers
on the job. If one worker
hires, supervises, and
pays the other assistants
pursuant to a contract
under which the worker
is responsible for the attainment of a result, this
factor indicates an independent contractor status.
6. A Continuing Relation-

~M
t
1

Recent decisions of the U.S_ Tax Court indicate that the IRS may be
successful in challenging an individual's tax status as an independent contractor.

he ultimate determination as to whether a person
performing services is an independent contractor or an employee depends upon all relevant facts and circumstances. The IRS has published
detailed guidance in Rev. Rul. 8741
setting forth 20 factors it considers relevant in determining whether an individual is an independent contractor or
an employee. These factors, listed below, are to be used as guidelines.
1. Instructions. If the service provider
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1990

ship. A continuing relationship performed at
frequently recurring although irregular intervals indicates the existence of an employment
relationship.
7. Set Hours of Work. The
establishment of set
hours of work by the person or persons for whom
the services are performed is a factor indicating control.
8. Full -Time Required. If
the worker must devote
substantially full-time to
the business, control exists over the amount of
time the worker spends
working. An independent contractor, on the
other hand, is free to
work when and for
whom he or she
chooses.
9. Doing Work on Employer's Premises. The fact

tionship.
3. Integration. Integration of the
worker's services into the business
operation generally shows that the
worker is subject to direction and
control. When the success or continuation of a business depends
upon certain services, the workers
who perform these services must
necessarily be subject to a certain
amount of control by the owner or
business.
4. Rendering Services Personally. If the

that the work is performed on the
premises of the person or persons
for whom the services are performed suggests control over the
worker, especially if the work could
be done elsewhere. The IRS has
noted, however, that the importance of this factor depends on the
nature of the services involved and
the extent to which the employer
generally would require employees
to perform such services on the employer's premises.
35

10. Setting Order or Sequence. The obligation to perform services in an order or sequence specified by the
person for whom the services are
performed shows that the worker is
not free to follow his or her own pattern of work but must follow established routines.
11. Oral or Written Reports. The requirement that the worker submit
regular oral or written reports to
the person for whom the services
are performed indicates control.
12. Payment at Regular Intervals. Payment by the hour, week, or month
generally points to an employer /employee relationship, provided
that this method of payment is not
just a convenient way of paying a
lump sum agreed upon as the cost
of a job. Payment made by the job
or on a straight commission generally indicates that the worker is an
independent contractor.
13. Payment of Business and /or Travel
Expenses. Payment of the worker's
business and /or traveling expenses
by the person for whom the services are performed indicates an
employment relationship. An employer generally retains the right to
regulate and direct the worker's
business activities.
14. Furnishing Tools and Material.The
fact that the person for whom the
services are performed furnishes
tools, materials, and other equipment tends to show the existence of
an employer /employee relationship.
15. Significant Investment. Investment
by a worker in significant facilities
used in performing services and not
typically maintained by employees
tends to indicate that the worker is
an independent contractor. On the
other hand, lack of investment in facilities indicates dependence on the
person for whom the services are
performed.
16. Realization of Profit or Loss.A worker who can realize a profit or suffer
a loss as a result of services provided (in addition to the profit or loss
ordinarily realized by employees) is
generally an independent contractor, but the worker who cannot is an
employee. The risk that a worker
will not receive payment for his or
her services, however, is common
to both independent contractors
and employees and thus does not
constitute sufficient economic risk
to support treatment as an independent contractor.
17. WorkingforMore Than One Firm at
36

a Time. If a worker performs more

than de minimis services for a number of unrelated firms or persons at
the same time, it generally indicates
that the worker is an independent
contractor.
18. Making Service Available to the
General Public.The fact that a worker makes his or her services available to the general public on a regular and consistent basis indicates
an independent contractor relationship.
19. Right to Discharge. The right to discharge a worker indicates that the
worker is an employee and the person possessing the right is an employer. An independent contractor,
on the other hand, cannot be fired
so long as the results produced
meet the contract specifications.

Prudent planning
minimizes the risk.
20. Right to Terminate. An employer /employee relationship is indicated if a worker has the right to end
the relationship with the person for
whom the services are performed at
any time he or she wishes without
incurring liability. An independent
contractor generally has a contract
to do a specific job and is contractually obligated to complete the job.

SUGGESTIONSFOR
COMPLIANCE
he determination as to whether a
person is an independent contractor or an employee is based
upon an analysis of all the facts and circumstances. While there can be no assurance that the IRS ultimately will
agree, certain steps can be taken by
workers to make their position as
strong as possible. Some of these suggestions may prove helpful:
1. Evaluate the relationship in terms
of the 20 criteria given above. If, after applying the criteria, the relationship appears to be one of employer /employee, the individual
either must accept it or change the
nature of the relationship.
2. Prepare a written agreement indicating that the individual is performing services as an independent
contractor. While the mere written
characterization of the worker's
role as an independent contractor

will not bind the IRS, it may be a factor indicating the existence of such
a relationship.
3. Structure the relationship and the
written agreement to emphasize
those factors that indicate independent contractor status, if such factors are present.
4. Make it clear in the written agreement that the independent contractor is responsible for paying all federal, state, and local taxes due on
payments made pursuant to the
contractual relationship.
5. Make provision in the agreement
for the person performing the services to reimburse the employer for
any additional taxes paid, if the IRS
determines that an individual is an
employee rather than an independent contractor. In this case, the independent contractor presumably
would be entitled to a refund of any
employment taxes paid to the IRS.
6. Address other matters related to
the relationship that do not involve
tax considerations. For example,
the fact that a person categorized as
an independent contractor is determined to be an employee does not
necessarily mean that the employer
must provide insurance benefits or
vacation or sick pay.
7. Seek an advance ruling from the
IRS if the risks of recharacterization
of the relationship are significantly
large.
In many instances, it will be impossible to determine in advance with any
absolute certainty that a relationship is
one between a company and an independent contractor. Prudent planning
will minimize the risk of any successful IRS challenge.
■
Thomas f O'Rourke is a partner in the

Washington, D. C., law firm of Neill,
Mullenholz, and Shaw, where he specializes in taxation and business and estate planning. He holds a J.D. degree
from Notre Dame and a Master of Laws
(Taxation) from Georgetown University. Mr. O'Rourke can be reached at 202 -

463-8400.
'The most recent available data are for 1984, See
GAO Report, Information Returns Can Be Used to
Identify Employers Who Misclassify Workers,
GAO /GGD-89-107, September 1989.
'General Explanation of tke Tar Reform Act of 1986,
prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, pp. 1343.1344.
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CHARITYANDJIT
One Can Help the Other
Contributions ofexcess inventory may reduce inventory levels.

Certificate of Merit 19W9O
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he implementation of new manufacturing approaches,
such as total quality control
and just-in-time
([M, has placed strains on the traditional activities of
the management accountant. On the other hand, these
new approaches provide management accountants with an opportunity to reestablish management accounting as an essential
link between the vast quantities of data available in the manufacturing environment and the pursuit of organizational goals.
Management accountants can become proactive mem-
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not been considered relevant to the process of managing operations. One such area is tax strategies —in particular, charitable contributions of inventory. Such contributions might
produce surprisingly large reductions in a variety of inventory- related costs during a move toward JIT manufacturing
methods or during occasional lapses in demand - driven production.
Properly planned, charitable contributions of inventory
may produce tax benefits sufficient to cover a very large part
of the total cost of manufacturing inventory. Before we
present details of such deductions, however, some backS7

ground on the nature of the problems and opportunities in
this area is in order.
MANUFACTURING AND INVENTORY IN A
TQC /JIT ENVIRONMENT

of quick inventory reduction, it also carries what may be strategic public relations benefits.
The management accountant is probably the only member of the management team who can demonstrate the financial advantages of such a plan. Before we discuss the
management accountant's role in this decision, however, a
brief review of the tax rules related to charitable contributions of inventory is in order.

he JIT philosophy can be described simply as the
view that any activity that does not directly add value
to a product is waste and must
be avoided or eliminated. Such a phiTHE CHARITABLE
CONTRIBUTION DEDUCTION
losophy implies constant improvement
throughout the entire manufacturing
orporations are allowed a charorganization and the minimization of
itable contribution deduction
all kinds of inventory: materials, work under §170(a)(1).1 In general,
in- process, and finished goods.
the deduction amount is the fair marObviously, the kinds of changes
ket value (FMV) of any donated propthat such a philosophy requires canerty at the time of donation (Reg.
not be achieved immediately. Con§1.170A-l(c)). This deduction must
stant improvement implies continual
be reduced by any gain that would not
experimentation. Not all experiments
have been long -term capital gain if the
are unqualified successes, however, a
property had been sold by the corpofact that may be especially true at the
ration ( §170(e) (1) (A)) . That is, under the general rule, inbeginning of a firm's journey toward a JIT environment.
ventory donations yield deductions equal to inventory baAs manufacturers move toward JIT production, one goal
is to meet delivery requirements and improve customer sersis.z
An exception to the general rule is provided by
vice while reducing inventory levels. Because the change§170(e) (3) (A). If certain requirements are met, a corporaover to continuous flow lines from discrete departments oftion other than an S corporation that contributes inventory,
ten occurs in "islands" within the organization, matching
depreciable property, or real property used in a trade or busiproduction processes to demand schedules may require a
ness may deduct an amount in excess of basis. The following
long period of adjustment. Thus, all the inventory reduction
requirements, listed in §170 (e) (3) (A), must be met to qualify
benefits of a JIT environment may not occur immediately.
for a charitable contribution deduction in excess of basis.
While the reduction of inventory at the raw materials and
in- process stages is a natural by- product of the JIT approach,
reducing inventory at the finished goods level is affected by ■ The property must be used by the donee solely for the
care of the ill, the needy, or infants and in a manner redemand for the product. Logically, demand must exceed
lated to the donee's exempt purpose;
production for a time until the buffer stocks of finished
■ The property cannot be transferred by the donee in exgoods are reduced to their practical near -zero levels.
change for money, other property, or services;
Achieving this state is not so simple. Reducing finished
inventory by stopping work would affect the attitudes of the ■ The donee must furnish a written statement to the donor
that the above requirements have been met; and
work force seriously. Because positive work force attitudes
are a critical ingredient in the success of TQC and JIT, this ■ The property must satisfy certain requirements of the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act if subject to its regualternative is not practical. At the other end of the range of
lation.
alternatives, depending on slow attrition to reduce inventory
will delay doing away with unnecessary costs. Such delay
If the above requirements are met, the charitable contrimay be politically risky as well as economically inefficient
bution deduction calculation begins with the FMV of any doin some environments. Upper management probably will
nated qualified property.
want to see the muchThis
amount then is reballyhooed benefits of a JIT
duced by one-half of the
implementation as soon as
amount of gain that would
possible.
EXAMPLE 1
not have been long -term
The most desirable way
poration A donated inventory that qualifies as a charitabl
capital
gain if the contributto reduce finished goods, of
tribution under Section 170 (e) (3) (A). At the time of the
ed property had been sold.
course, would be to have an
ation the inventory had a basis of $50,000 and a fair ma
The resulting amount must
ue (FMV) limited to $80,000.
instantaneous spike in debe reduced by any amount
mand exactly equivalent to
p 1: Reduce FMV by one -half the difference in FMV and
in excess of twice the propthe amount of excess invenbasis
erty's basis.' This computatory. The market is seldom
tion yields a charitable conso accommodating, but
$110,000 - (($110,000 - $50,000) _ 21 = $80,000
tribution deduction equal to
charitable donation of extwice basis if the FMV of dop 2: Reduce the amount calculated in step 1 by any exc
cess inventory is an often
of the step 1 amount over twice basis
nated qualifying property is
overlooked method of inequal to or greater than
ventory reduction that may
$80,000 - $0 = $80,000
three times basis. Example
produce results approach1
illustrates this two-step
ing those of a momentary
ause $80,000 from step 1 is less than twice inventory
procedure. Examples 1 and
spurt in demand. Besides
., $100,000), the reduction in step 2 is equal to zer
2 demonstrate that as FMV
solving the tactical problem

The attractiveness of
donations will
diminish as the cost of
making donations
increases.
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increases, tax savings increase, but the maximum tax savtion, however, cost efficiencies will be met as a consistent
ings result when FMV is equal to or greater than three times level of output can be obtained, and the responsiveness of
inventory basis.
the system will be greater. Thus, much of the previously
If Corporation A, in Example 1, were in a 34% marginal
needed finished goods and intermediate product safety
federal income tax bracket, the federal income tax would be
stock become superfluous. At this point, holding inventory
reduced by $27,200 ($80,000 x 34 %) as a result of donating wastes space and exposes the business to risks of obsolesinventory with a basis of
cence and spoilage. It also
$50,000. A higher FMV, as
causes unnecessary financin Example 2, would yield
ing costs, inventory trackEXAMPLE 2
tax savings of $34,000
ing efforts, and insurance
($100,000 x 34%) even
Assume the same facts as in Example 1 except that the FM
costs. Charitable contribuinventory at the time of donation was $260,000. The
though inventory basis retions of this excess invencitable contribution deduction under these facts is $100,
mains at only $50,000. The
tory may be a relatively
tax savings, then, can be up
painless and uncomplicated
Step 1: Reduce FMV by one half the difference in FMV and
to 68% of inventory basis for
way of reducing inventory
basis
a corporation with a 34%
levels quickly.
marginal federal income tax
$260,000 - [($260,000 - $50,000) 21 = $155,000
The use of charitable derate. The potential savings
ductions also may come
Step 2: Reduce the amount calculated in step 1 by any exc
can be dramatic when state
into play at the next level of
of the step 1 amount over twice basis
income taxes and inventory
improvement in the JIT odfinancing costs are considyssey. The goal is depend$155,000 - ($155,000 - (2 x $50,000)) = $100,000
ered.
able schedule performance
$155,000 Irom step 1 is greater than $100,000 (2 x $50,000
on a tighter schedule. Such
and the $55,000 reduction in step 2 causes the deduction to
INTEGRATING
improvements are made
$100,000.
PRODUCTION GOALS
continuously and incremenAND TAX LAWS
tally as production continues. Thus, a reasonable exiven that the charitable deduction may cover a signifpectation is that the rate of improvement will be highest
icant portion of production costs, the question rewhen the opportunities for learning are best—with smooth,
mains as to why a company would want to use charconstant, repetitive production. Because the market may not
itable contributions as part of an overall production strategy. cooperate by providing a constant, moderate demand,
Obviously, no manufacturing firm is going to move to JIT smooth production may result in the need to "pull" into final
simply to achieve these tax benefits. Rather, the use of char- inventory. Conversely, when physical changes in the proitable contributions to reduce inventories should be viewed
duction or delivery processes are made, production will be
as only a part of the controller's role in the overall cooperadisrupted. These ebbs and flows in finished goods inventory
tive effort of waste reduction under an already existing JIT
cannot be counted on to zero out. Thus, transient excess levmanagement philosophy. The discussion that follows idenels of inventory are likely to occur. Any persistent excess intifies some of the more general
ventories resulting from this proconditions under which charitacess could be eliminated
ble contributions may be useful.
through charitable contribuCreative management teams
tions.
probably will be able to see opThe top level of JTr operation
portunities in their specific situinvolves flexibility. Operations
ations.
shoulddeveloptheability,forexOnce the organization has deample, to withstand fluctuations
cided to pursue a JIT philosophy,
in demand (volume flexibility)
the development of JIT capabiliand in product type (mix flexibilties in a manufacturing organizaity) as appropriate to the market.
tion generally follows a three -phase pattern: quality, then de- The ultimate flexibility also incorporates new product or
pendability, then flexibility. Maturity within each phase is
model introduction flexibility. During the transient phase it
signalled when a high level of achievement in the JIT target
may be easiest to develop these capabilities by building safeis matched by a high level of cost efficiency. At an internaty stock when adding products to a production line or by
tional conference on manufacturing strategy and perforbuilding excess stock as a by- product of relatively low -risk
mance measurement held at Boston University in 1988, this "volume surge drills." Once again, the option of neutral or
conclusion was reached by two independent studies conpositive disposal of the excess after the transition makes
ducted, respectively, by Kasra Ferdows of INSEAD in
such activity more acceptable.
France and Jinchiro Nakasone of Waseda University in JaThe situations discussed above are a few of the typical
pan. The material presented here integrates the findings of
ways that charitable giving could be used to ameliorate the
their papers.'
problems encountered on the road to full -scale JIT producThe first issue that must be dealt with is the development
tion. However, such charitable giving requires that a ready
of consistently flawless quality. Defects should be detected
donee and a process for making such donations be in place.
as they occur and corrected on site. As the factory adapts The attractiveness of such donations will diminish as the
to this approach to manufacturing, there are bound to be
cost of making the donations increases. The items discussed
some rough spots. Thus, prudent management will maintain
below are words of caution and are an indication of the desome level of safety stock at this early development point.
gree of care that must be exercised as a program of chariOnce the lines have "matured" in terms of quality productable giving is established.
L.

gain?

Was the donation
motivated by generosity or
by anticipated financial
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TAX PROBLEM RELATED TO
CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
number of factors may affect a corporation's ability
to use a program of charitable giving successfully to
mitigate some of the problems of moving into a
TQC /JIT environment', A few issues that may affect a plan
to make charitable contributions of inventory are described
below.
Donor Intent. Inventory donations might be reclassified
as business expenses in certain situations. A review of the
judicial history in this area suggests that the controlling factor is whether the donation was motivated by generosity or
by anticipated financial gain.6 Inventory
acquired or produced
with the knowledge
that such inventory
might later be donated conceivably could
be recharacterized as
an expense of doing
business rather than a charitable contribution and the deduction for such inventory donations limited to inventory basis. Prudence dictates that corporations consider making periodic donations of inventory in a manner that would help
establish donative intent
Returned Property. Charitable contributions returned by
donees sometimes cause substantial problems even if another suitable donee can be found immediately. This is especially true if the FMV of the donated inventory declines significantly between the time the first donation was made and
the inventory was returned. Under the tax benefit rule, donors are required to include in current -year income any
charitable contribution amount that produced a tax benefit
in a prior year.7 This result has been upheld in a variety of
factual situations.e A second attempt to donate returned
property receives tax treatment similar to the original donation (Rev. Rul. 76-150,1976 -1 C, B. 38), so if the FMV of the
donated inventory tends to decline over time, the deduction
available in the current year may be substantially less than
the original deduction because of the decline in FMV. The
situation may be aggravated or mitigated by changes in income tax rates.
Problems Related to FMV Determination. In general, corporations do not encounter as many valuation problems as
other entities. In fact, most corporations are excluded from
the qualified appraisal rules of Reg. §1.170A-13(c)." A complete review of the rules related to property valuation in a
charitable contribution context is beyond the scope of this
discussion.
State Income Tax Considerations.The charitable contribution rules of many states differ significantly from the federal
income tax rules discussed in this article. The income tax
rules in states with relatively high income tax rates could affect, and in many cases offer additional benefits to, corporations subject to such state income tax rates. In any event,
state taxes should be considered before a program of charitable giving is implemented.
Federal Limitations. For some corporations, maximizing
the charitable contribution deduction may conflict with the
overall goal of minimizing corporate taxable income. Charitable contributions greater than 10% of federal taxable income before the charitable contribution deduction are not
deductible in the contribution year but can be carried over
to the five succeeding taxable years ( §170(b) (2) and (d) (2)).

Therefore, to the extent a corporation is successful at lowering its taxable income, charitable contributions may be
less effective as a way of producing tax savings.

THE CONTROLLER'S UNIQUE POSITION
he controller is in a unique position to integrate the
option of charitable giving into an organization's plans
to implement JIT manufacturing because of being on
the spot where the costs and opportunities of alternative actions in operations are examined. Instead of viewing the implementation of JIT methods as diminishing the influence of
the controller, managers knowledgeable about the relevant
tax laws may see such
implementation as
having the opposite
result—making the
controllership function even more integral to the process.
'Ilse controller can
make a proactive contribution.
We have explored one tax issue that illustrates this contention: the rules for charitable contribution deductions.
Awareness of the existence of this option and its restrictions
and ramifications can help reaffirm the role of the controller
as one of the major managerial links between strategies and
actions in the modern manufacturing environment
■

State taxesshould be considered
before a program ofcharitable giving
is implemented.
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FMV of donated inventory exceeds inventory basis. If FMV is below inventory
basis, the deduction is divided between cost of goods sold and charitable contributions.
§170(e) (3) B) and Reg. §1.170A4A(c) (1). In addition, see §170(e) (3) (C) and
Reg. §1.170A -4A(d) for special rules related to recapture.
' K. Ferdows, "Flexibility: The Next Competitive Battle," and J. Nakasone, "Japan
2001," papers presented at Implementing Manufacturing Strategies: Breaking the
Performance Measurement Barriers,an international conference sponsored by the
Boston University Manufacturing Roundtable, October 20-21, 1988.
'See AP. Curatola, W. R. Smith, and H.T. Woo, "Using Charitable Contributions
of Perishable Inventory to Increase Cash Flow,"The Tar Adviser,December 1986,
pp. 805.88; and A.P. Curatola, W.R. Smith, and D.D. Souza, "Charitable Contributions of Inventory: Problems and Opportunities for Corporate Taxpayers," The
Tax Adviser,August 1989, pp. 566573.
',See for example Clark D. Brooks, T. C. Memo 1951-335; S.M. Howard,39 T.C.
833 (1963); A. Byron Smith, T.C. Memo 1980.523; Hardess Linen Service Co.,32
T.C. 1029 (1959).
'Alice Phelan Sullivan v. United States,381 F2d 399 (Ct. Cl. 1967).
'E.g., Rosen v. Commissioner,611 F2d 942 (1st Cir. 1980), afrg 71 T.C. 226 (1978)
(donee returned property to the donor); Alice Phelan Sullivan Corp. v. United
States,id. (donee returned property to donor in accordance with a requirement
of the original transfer that the property be returned if it was not used for a particular purpose); Rev. Rul. 54566, 1954 -2 C.B. 96 (donee transferred property to
a third party at the donors request).
'Certain C corporations were included under the qualified appraisal rules proposed in LR -8387 (5/5/88) but later were excluded (see 40 Tax Notes1253
(9/19/88)). For a discussion of the importance of accurate valuation, see Thomas
Silk, "Charitable Deductions and Procedures," 40 Tax Notes741.
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Management Accountants
IN COURT
No longer can theyaffordto ignore the legal risks that theyface.

is

1:00 a.m. and Randy is still awake, even though he
went to bed early to be sharp for tomorrow's court date.
Randy is controller for Ae National Group, Inc., and
he's scheduled to take the stand tomorrow in a suit
against National. National's attorneys have made it clear that
the case revolves around accounting issues, especially various
cost measurements made by Randy's department. Randy knows
that several million dollars of alleged damages hang in the balance.
Now it's 2:30 a.m., and Randy is thinking about one attorney's response to Randy's question as to what the opposing counsel might ask him on the stand. Her response —that the opposition in a legal dispute can ask practically anything about the
firm's accounting practices --- gives Randy little comfort. Further, Randy knows that the opposition has obtained several of
National's internal accounting documents.
To make matters even worse, National's attorneys also reminded Randy that in court it is not enough to be right --ou
have to convince a jury you are right —and often judges and
juries have no background in accounting.
"How will I explain our complex accounting models to people who don't even know a debit from a credit ?" he wonders.
Randy feels pretty confident that National has done nothing

wrong, but he also remembers the attorney's last statement in
yesterday's meeting: 'You never know what will happen when
you go to court. "At 3:00 a.m., Randy finally falls asleep wondering what life might have been like ifhe had majored in mar-

keting instead of accounting.
Both Randy and National are fictitious, but they represent
very real situations for many firms and their management
accountants, who face an increasing likelihood of litigation.
While public accountants have become quite aware of legal
risks, management accountants often feel relatively secure
from these risks. The negative consequences of remaining
unwary can be great, however. In today's environment, management accountants face risks because internal accounting
reports are used as evidence in court and because of the nature of the management accounting reporting function.
These risks can result in substantial losses for their firms
and, in some cases, personal liability for accountants. A
knowledge of these risks, along with sound planning and
preparation, can
the likelihood of adverse and costly court decisions.
Legal risks for management accountants include:
minimize

BYLES HEITGER ANDJOHN W. HILL

• The use of firms' internal accounting reports against
them in litigation,
• Litigation over the determination of damages under alter-

Management accountants often are obliged to defend their firm's practices and accounting models in court.
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native accounting assumptions,
■ Legal attacks on accounting models used to calculate
charges under sales contracts,
■ The complication of legal defenses by inconsistent messages conveyed by internal accounting reports,
■ Personal liability for failure to disclose information required by regulatory or other authorities.
In several recent court cases, firms and their management accountants faced one or more of these risks. In each
case, the firm's internal accounting records were scrutinized
in court, and expert witnesses testified about the validity of
the firm's accounting procedures. The magnitude of the alleged damages frequently ranged into the millions of dollars.
Management accountants often take a rather narrow view
of the implications of their work, perceiving their role as primarily that of a producer of information for internal planning, decision making, and control. When internal accounting information is linked to alleged violations of others' legal
rights, however, an internal report can become public information through the legal process known as "discovery."
During discovery, opposing parties have the right to obtain
access to each other's internal accounting records that bear
upon the litigation. Often the courts place broad interpretations on the relevance of accounting records. Consequently,
virtually all internal records are fair game in discovery and
potentially can be used againstAe firm in court.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING IN
AN ANTITRUST CASE
ecently a retail merchandising chain was charged in
an antitrust case with attempting to force its competitors out of certain markets through a predatory pricing strategy. Three points were critical in establishing liability: evidence of monopolistic ability, determination of
monopolistic intent, and evidence that a predatory pricing
strategy was used. In this case, monopolistic ability referred
to the firm's ability to monopolize certain specified markets.
Firm size, market share, and financial strength are commonly used measures of monopolistic ability. Internal accounting reports were necessary in this case to provide measures
of monopolistic ability for specific market segments.

Ignorance ofcost behavior is not
a viable legal defense.
Monopolistic intent is more difficult to measure than monopolistic ability, but it also involves the potential court scrutiny of internal accounting reports. Budgets, special pricing
reports, and management strategy memoranda based on accounting reports are illustrative of the internal reports that
were used as evidence against the firm in this case. In particular, "worst case" budget estimates, created to provide
management with estimates of the impact of low prices on
profits, complicated the defense. Despite the fact that the
"worst case" estimates did not constitute the firm's operating plan, these estimates were introduced as evidence that
the firm had plotted to lower prices in an effort to squeeze
its competition out of the market. The absence of any documentation as to the purpose of the estimates complicated
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efforts by the firm's defense counsel to substantiate the benign intent behind them.
Finally, there was the issue of whether predatory pricing
techniques actually were used. The general rule applied in
antitrust cases is that pricing products below average marginal cost is evidence of an attempt to engage in predatory
pricing. But average marginal cost is often difficult to determine, and courts have used average variable cost as a surrogate. In this case, determination of the actual variable
costs was confused by the firm's classification of costs in its
internal reports as `variable" and "fixed" when the costs
would have been classified more appropriately as "controllable" and "noncontrollable."
Some fixed costs were classified as variable because they
were controllable. For example, the cost of piped music in
the defendant's stores was classified as a variable cost on the
firm's reports when, in fact, it was a discretionary fixed cost.
In this case, the firm ultimately was able to mount a successful but costly defense through statistical cost analysis
conducted by experts that revealed more representative
variable and fused costs. The defense was made more difficult, however, by the misleading evidence that resulted from
the inappropriate cost classifications and the lack of documentation as to the purpose of the reports. This evidence
was refuted only at considerable legal expense. A major
point to be emphasized in this case is that, no matter what
their intended purpose, internal financial reports cannot be
counted on to remain private information and may be used
against the firm in court.
It also should be noted that, in antitrust cases, ignorance
of cost behavior is not a viable legal defense to charges of
predatory pricing. If monopolistic ability and intent can be
established, the firm will be liable even if it inadvertently
prices its products below average variable cost. Management accountants' failure to develop cost information that
permits accurate determination of variable cost presents a
potential legal risk in industries subject to antitrust litigation.
Like poor documentation of accounting reports, improper
cost classification and determination can present significant
legal risks in antitrust cases.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING IN A
WRONGFUL DISCHARGE CASE
he importance of documenting accounting reports
also was demonstrated recently in a wrongful discharge case. In this case, the firm's accounting reports were used against it by a former manager who had
been terminated for substandard performance. Although the
ex- manager was incompetent and had performed poorly, he
brought suit against the firm for wrongful discharge. The defense was complicated by the fact that the ex- manager had
managed a responsibility center that, based upon internal accounting reports, appeared to be performing satisfactorily.
The ex- manager introduced these reports as evidence that
politics, not performance, had motivated his discharge.
Unfortunately, there was no documentation accompanying the accounting reports or in the ex- manager's file that
adequately clarified the situation. The ex-manager was in a
position to argue that "responsibility accounting" means just
that—he was responsible for the apparent performance of
his responsibility center. In the absence of other written evidence, this assertion was difficult to rebut.
A very costly legal defense might have been avoided in
this case if the firm's accountants and personnel manager
had properly documented the relationship between the acMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/DECEMBER 1990

LEGAL CHALLENGES
TO ACCOUNTING
MODELS
ecentiy, a number of
suits have challenged basic accounting models used in recording assets and liabilities
and measuring costs and
revenues. Several cases involving grocery retailers
have challenged the legality
of certain periodic interest
charges even though the
contract required such accounting and the method
used to compute the
charges was common industry practice. The challenges
An accident like the one above can affect more than just the truck — it can end In extensive litigation.
to the accounting models
were made on the grounds
that the current practice vicounting reports and the ex- managers performance. The ap- olated state usury laws, which the plaintiffs claimed required
parent inconsistency between the information contained in
a daily accounting for interest as opposed to interest comthe personnel file and the message conveyed by the responputations on a monthly balance. In addition, one case alleged
sibility accounting reports had to be clarified by expert testhat liabilities associated with wholesale purchases of grotimony aimed at explaining the real meaning of the account- cery products had to be accounted for on a cash rather than
ing reports with respect to the ex- manager's performance.
accrual basis to comply with usury laws.
The jurors were not comfortable with accounting, and the
In another case, the challenge to the accounting model
attempts to explain the reports became complicated, time involved the issue of what constituted an inventory cost. In
consuming, and costly.
this case, there was a considerable difference of opinion as
to which costs were appropriate for purposes of a contract.
Agroup of franchisees alleged that their franchisor was makMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING AND
ing egregious profits under an inventory financing contract,
MEASUREMENT OF DAMAGES
claiming that the franchisees should be charged only the
nternal accounting reports also can play a role in cases franchisor's inventory acquisition cost. The franchisees
where the measurement of damages is an issue. In one
termed the difference between the franchisor's inventory accase, the plaintiff firm was damaged when the defendant
quisition cost and the amount it charged the franchisees
firm's truck driver struck a utility pole on the plaintiffs prop- "profit," ignoring the franchisor's inventory handling and
erty, disrupting the plaintiffs electricity and shutting down
stocking costs. This raises the question of what "inventory
its production plant. The defendant admitted liability but at- cost" is and whether such costs should be computed under
tempted to show by the plaintiffs own internal accounting
GAAP or on some other basis.
reports, obtained through discovery, that the damage estiThese cases have not been decided yet, but testimony in
mates were inflated.
each has involved arguments about the logic and legal acThe defendant's attempts to discredit the damage esticeptability of the defendant firms' accounting models. Clearmates were abetted by internal accounting reports that crely, the message here is that management accountants need
ated the impression that all costs classified as variable costs
to be sure that their accounting models are defensible in
were avoidable —not, in fact, the case. Especially at issue
court. This responsibility can be particularly troublesome
was direct.labor cost, which the defendant argued could
for firms engaged in interstate operations. They must decide
have been avoided simply by sending workers home. Direct
what to do if commonly used accounting models conflict
labor, though almost always classified as a variable cost, is with specific laws that vary from state to state. In such situoften not variable in the short run because labor contracts ations, close coordination between the firm's management
may preclude layoffs without advance notice. Also, sudden
accountants and its legal counsel is required to identify and
layoffs have a deleterious effect upon morale and can concategorize the costs upon which payment is predicated and
tribute to higher turnover and its associated costs.
to ensure compliance with state law.
Extensive expert testimony was required to rebut the de
fense's allegations. This testimony consumed several days THE ULTIMATE NIGHTMARE
and substantially increased the legal costs. Much of this
complication might have been avoided if the plaintiffs intererhaps the ultimate legal nightmare for a management
nal accounting reports had distinguished between avoidable
accountant arises when there is personal liability in
and unavoidable costs. The lesson, once again, is that the
the firm's legal affairs. Such was the case recently
precise classification of costs and documentation of internal
whep the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC)
accounting reports need to be considered carefully. Concharged that a firm had failed to disclose certain information
vincing a jury on even a relatively simple accounting matter
pertaining to a securities offering, as required by law. The
can be a time - consuming and expensive process.
information in question was judgmental in nature and perv
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tained to the firm's financial performance as reported in the
prospectus, certain parts of which had been prepared by the
controller.
Two points in this case are particularly worthy of emphasis. First, despite the fact that the undisclosed information
was judgmental in nature, the firm was still liable. The SEC
felt that this information was necessary for the proper interpretation of the financial information in the prospectus by
persons outside the firm. Second, despite the fact that the
controller was not the releasing authority for the prospectus,
the SEC charged that he, too, was guilty, along with the releasing officials, for the failure to disclose the information
in question. The SEC alleged that the controller knew that
the undisclosed information should have been included in
the prospectus and was therefore culpable along with top
management.
This case raises the ethical issue of whether a management
accountant who prepares financial reports is responsible for the
manner in which these reports are used by others in the firm
to influence outsiders. In this case, the SEC's position was that
the controller knew that his superiors were failing to disclose
information that although judgmental in nature, was important
to the proper interpretation of the financial information he had
prepared. By not objecting to what he should have known was
a misleading use of the reports, the accountant became a silent
participant in a deception.

Convincing a jury on even a
simple accounting matter can
be an expensive process.
The implications of this case are that management accountants' actions have consequences beyond the confines
of their firms and that accountants ultimately may be held
responsible for any outside use of the information they produce. Ethical reporting dictates that management accountants assume a moral responsibility for the accuracy of the
information they produce, regardless of its intended use or
the other parties involved. When management accountants
deviate from ethical reporting practices they assume a legal
risk.
RESPONDING TO A CHANGING
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT
f present trends continue, more and more management
accountants soon will join their public accounting counterparts as unwilling participants in the legal process. Recent years have seen a marked increase in litigation involving management accounting and the demand for expert
testimony on management accounting issues. As evidence
of this trend, one can point to the formation of legal technical
assistance groups in public accounting firms and the growing number of accounting academics engaged in providing
expert testimony in lawsuits. Management accountants no
longer can afford to ignore the legal risks that they and their
firms face. A knowledge of these risks and some precautionary measures will help to reduce the probability of successful litigation against them and their firms.
Management accountants must be thorough and professional in the development of accounting models when contracts are involved. They should have a detailed and accurate
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knowledge of their firms' cost structures and behavior. They
also must be careful in the preparation of management accounting reports, special studies, and other documents produced for internal purposes because these documents may
not remain private information. Answers such as, "What we
really meant by that report was..." and "We aren't sure why
we classified that as a variable cost, but..." do not make for
a strong defense on the witness stand.
The best defenses against successful legal prosecution
are sound forethought, accounting reports that clearly and
accurately classify costs, and proper attention to ethical considerations. These defenses imply:
• Designing accounting systems that accurately capture
cost behavior,
• Coordinating with other departments on matters such as
price setting and performance appraisal,
• Insisting on ethical reporting, and
• Working with the firm's legal counsel to incorporate legally defensible accounting models into contracts.
A firm needs strategic information system planning led
by its own management accountants and involving legal
counsel as well as representatives from production, personnel, and marketing. The participants in this planning process
should decide upon the accounting information system
needed for effective and efficient management and upon
ways to minimize the firm's legal risks that arise from the
use of the system. Explicit consideration should be given to
the critical points of potential legal friction such as sales contracts and performance appraisal systems that involve accounting numbers. When accounting models cannot measure real costs adequately, accountants should make this
limitation clear to counsel.
A common thread winds through all of the cases that
have been described —that is, the construction of internal accounting reports has implications beyond their immediate
use by management. Management accountants ultimately
may find themselves or their firms held liable in unanticipated situations if outside parties gain access to their reports
through legal channels. Awareness of the legal risks associated with management accounting in today's litigation -intensive environment can help the firm save time and legal
expenses and avoid costly damages in the event of litigation.
Management accountants need to be aware of these risks
and take an active role in educating other key members of
the firm about the potential legal liability associated with internal accounting reports.
■
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be contacted at the Accounting Department, School of Business, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN47405; (812) 8558966.
John W. Hill is assistant professor of accounting at Indiana
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PROTECTING
TRADESECRETS
What can a management accountant do to defend hisfirm?
Photo by AFI /Jos.

chinery looks suspiciously similar to
your equipment.
To make matters
worse, the competitor apparently can
produce copies of
your firm's products
at substantially lower cost (evident from
its lower prices in
the market). Customers are beginning to switch to the
lower -priced competitor, and for the
first time in years
your firm will experience a significant decrease in sales and
Imprinting documents that contain secret information will help
profitability.
show in a court case that the firm made an effort to protect its
Has there been
an unauthorized disclosure of company
BY MICHAEL C. SUDDEN,
secrets? The vice president of manuROBERT C. LAKE, CMA, AND
facturing details that division's subSAMUELL. LETT
stantial procedures to prevent disclosure of proprietary information and
Certificate of Merit, 1989 -90
notes that all manufacturing employees who have access to the process
ou have performed well as
must sign nondisclosure, noncompeticontroller, and your departdon forms. The vice president further
ment has established stanstates that no manufacturing employee
dard cost controls for the
with knowledge of the proprietary profirm's extremely complicated and
cess has left in the last three years (the
unique proprietary manufacturing sysmaximum estimated lead time retems. You've personally established
quired to duplicate the process). The
some internal auditing procedures
leak has to be somewhere else, but
that are exemplary in this type of busiwhere?
ness. Everything has been going well
It hits you like a ton of audit papers!
and according to your plan. Until now,
In the course of their responsibilities,
that is.
many of your accounting staff have
Top management has begun to noroutine access to all kinds of propritice that a competitor appears to be
etary manufacturing information. You
able to replicate many of the firm's
think back and remember one person
manufacturing processes. Indeed, the
whom you released two years ago for
trade press has mentioned this compoor performance. That employee had
petitor's new manufacturing process been involved heavily in the cost aces—a published photograph of its macounting for the firm's most propriMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1990

etary processes. Could that person be
responsible for the leak? Could you
be? What kind of recourse does the
firm have to the disclosing of trade secrets by a former employee?
This fictional case history dramatizes a fact —that companies face increased risk of having their trade secrets exposed. Because of this greater
exposure, the management accountant should be aware of the legal protection available to firms that want to
protect intellectual property.

TRADE SECRETS LAW
roprietary manufacturing processes, customer lists, customized software, and a great deal of
other valuable information about the
firm may lend themselves to protection under so- called trade secrets law.
In fact, some 20 states have adopted,
in whole or in part, the Uniform Trade
Secrets Act (UTSA), which provides
for the legal protection of valuable information that can be deemed to be a
trade secret (see Table 1).
Most controllers and accountants
are affected to some degree by trade
secrets law. The UTSA defines a trade
secret as any information, including a
formula, pattern device, method, technique, or process, that:
• Derives independent economic value from not being generally known
by other persons who can obtain
economic value from its disclosure
or use, and
• Is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to
maintain its secrecy.
Management accountants, as both
users and guardians of information,
should be aware of the protection this
law offers to the holders of trade secrets. As key participants in informaqg

lion processing and protection of assets through the internal control function, they must have a basic understanding of trade secrets law and
proceed accordingly.
The Uniform Trade Secrets Act has
been proposed and recommended to
the states by the Commissioners on
Uniform Laws. It is relatively new, having been approved only in 1979. The
UTSA is intended to strengthen property rights of businesses without subjecting them to the problems and limitations of patent, trademark, and
copyright laws. Your firm could have
patented the process it uses, but patents are good for only 17 years. The
trade secret process is often less expensive and quicker than the patent
process, thus providing management
with a cost - effective tool for protecting
various types of intellectual property.
In addition, to obtain a patent the firm
voluntarily gives up any trade secret
when it applies, making the process
available to any firms not subject to the
patent statutes (i.e., certain international competitors).
The UTSA provides legal protection
against the unapproved dissemination
of distinctly valuable information that
is not known by others or capable of
being learned readily by others
through legal means. What does this
mean to your firm?
Let's say your company develops a
new technique for speeding the operation of its product by using plastic
parts instead of steel. A competitor,
looking at a sample of the product purchased through a local dealer, readily
ascertains how you increased the
speed and adopts the practice in its
own products. The UTSA would not
protect your procedure as a trade secret (you might pursue rights under
U.S. patent law though). In Sheets v.
Yamaha Motor Corp., U.S.A.,' it was
seen that feats of so- called "reverse engineering" performed legally would
negate the possibility of UTSA protection. In this case, the purported inventor of a snorkel device that allowed motorcycles to cross deep water without
stalling failed to show that he had sufficiently protected his device as a secret It was noted that he had allowed
individuals to race with the device in
public races, had allowed Yamaha representatives to view the device, and
had even displayed the device at a
Yamaha service seminar.
What about proprietary manufacturing processes? Assuming your firm
can show that the process adds distinct and independent economic value
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to the firm, UTSA protection may be
available. Indeed, several of the court
cases that have arisen under the UTSA
have dealt with firms that have secured protection for valuable proprietary information. So, under the
UTSA, does the firm always win?
Not surprisingly, the answer is no.
Firms pursuing the protection of their
trade secrets in court have not always
been successful. The cases that have
made it through the courts demonstrate that knowledge of the law is
needed to enjoy its protection.
A trade secret, as defined by the
UTSA, is information that has independent economic value and is secret.
Proving value is often easy. Secrecy of
the information is another matter and
requires effort on the part of the firm.
The courts have noted that for information to be secret, there must be legitimate, reasonable efforts to restrict
access to the information and to protect its secrecy.
Cases lost by plaintiff firms often reveal lax or nonexistent security. More
than once it was shown that the information could be found in unlocked file
cabinets situated in reception areas
where almost anyone might gain unrestricted access. Other barriers to
UTSA protection have arisen when
plaintiffs failed to inform employees of
the proprietary nature of certain information or failed to specify which information was secret.

known outside of your firm and that
you intend to keep secret.
Next, decide if the information has
independent economic value. If it has
no value it does not fall under the
UTSA. If it doeshave value and you desire protection of the UTSA, you will
need to handle the following matters.
First, you should decide who will
have access to the information and under what circumstances. In Surgidev
Corporation v. Eye Technology, Inc. et

al.,3 a case in which the plaintiff firm
won a judgment, it was shown that the
information in question was released
only to certain persons in the firm and
then only on a need - to-know basis. At
all other times it was accessible only to
top management. In this case, the firm
successfully showed that steps to protect its customer list were sufficient to
earn protection under the UTSA and
that disclosure and use of the information by former employees was an illegal infringement on the property
rights of the firm.
Next, you should provide adequate
security for the information. In Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company v.
Stenger,' the court noted that the plaintiff (Nationwide Mutual) was not enti-

TABLE 1 /STATES THAT HAVE
ADOPTED THE UNIFORM
TRADE SECRETS ACT
State

HOW TO PROTECT SECRETS
he first point to remember in protecting your firm's secrets is to
avoid the attitude of many companies —that the best way to guard a
trade secret is to keep from attracting
undue attention to it. For example,
some companies refrain from establishing certain safeguards on the theory that doing so would draw attention
to the trade secret. Courts have ruled
that companies with trade secrets cannot simply do nothing and expect to receive trade secrets protection.' The
firm must take affirmative steps to
comply with the UTSA and other trade
secrets laws in its state and ensure that
proper procedures are being used to
protect its trade secrets.
Assuming you are in a state that has
adopted the UTSA and you want its
protection, you should first decide
which information is to be protected.
Be specific. There are many types of
information that would not be classified as secret. The information must
be truly secret information that is un-

Alabama
Alaska
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Illinois
Indiana
Kansas
Louisana
Maine
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Effective Date
1987
1988
1985
1986
1983
1982
1988
1987
1982
1981
1981
1987
1980
1985
1987
1983
1986
1987
1986
1988
1986
1981
1986
1985

Source: Uniform Laws Annotated, Volume
14, Civil, Procedural and Remedial Laws,
1989 Cumulative Annual Packet Part, St.
Paul, Minn., West Publishing Company.
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ded to a preliminary injunction against
its former agent for trade secret violations because the company failed to
take reasonable measures to limit access to files and to prevent their disclosure to others. Locking files, using
computer security codes (if applicable), restricting office access, imprinting documents containing secret information with statements attesting to
their proprietary nature, destroying or
shredding documents containing secret information (i.e., not just throwing
away the documents) all will lend support to your attempt to prove that the
firm values the information and is taking reasonable efforts to protect its secrecy. In Eiectro -Craft Corporation v.
Controlled Motion, Incorporated,' the
plaintiff firm lost when, among other
things, it was shown that the firm regularly threw out in the trash (rather
than destroying) documents containing the information it considered trade
secrets. Also, the firm failed to imprint
or mark documents with any statement as to their proprietary nature.
Finally, you should have those to
whom you will grant access to proprietary information acknowledge its seretive nature and value (preferably in
writing at the time of hire). A definite
plus would be an acknowledgment in
the form of a formal nondisclosure,
noncompetition agreement that is specific as to the types of information that
are secrets.
Isn't a nondisclosure agreement by
itself adequate? The answer is a resounding no. In Electro -Craft it was
found that the firm's nondisclosure
agreement was too vague as to what
the firm considered secret and therefore did not provide the firm adequate
protection. Interestingly, ElectroCraft's nondisclosure form also did not
contain a noncompetition clause, an
obvious weakness.
At a beginning or opening computer screen, when trade secret information is to be displayed, a statement
should appear affirming the proprietary nature of the information and the
importance of nondisclosure. Also, a
good practice is to provide written and
oral reminders during employee exit
interviews regarding the proprietary
nature of your trade secrets and the
importance of nondisclosure.

and the procedures used to protect
them.' The purpose of the audit would
be to improve security and confidentiality and to show compliance with the
requirements of trade secrets law. The
existence of an effective trade secrets
audit will demonstrate to the courts, if
the need arises, that the company has
taken the required affirmative steps to
protect its intellectual property. Also,
of course, it should reduce the later
need for potentially costly trade secrets litigation.
The audit process itself may encourage a potential defendant to settle
any disputes quickly. Incremental
costs of conducting the audit can be
more than offset by savings generated
by avoiding trade secrets litigation. In
addition to being expensive, litigation
requires executives and managers to
spend significant amounts of time preparing for the legal proceedings. This
is disruptive of day - today operations
and creates the potential for long range problems.
Also, during the course of litigation,
the company may have to reveal so
much information that even if it wins
the suit, the overall result may generate more loss than gain. Even a protective order by the court that protects
the secrecy of certain information during discovery provides no absolute
guarantee that the information will remain secret.
Selecting an audit group will be a
matter of concern. It should consist of
trusted individuals knowledgeable
about the area that contains the trade
secrets. An existing group in the company may conduct the audit, or a new
group (perhaps from the internal audit
department) may be established. Regardless of the makeup or size of the
audit group, members should be able
to identify those elements of the process that are trade secrets and require
protecting, a procedure that may require engineers, accountants, or marketers in some cases. A person who is
broadly knowledgeable concerning
the security functions in the firm also
would be of benefit. Finally, the company's legal counsel should be a group
member to ensure the company is
complying with existing trade secrets
law as well as prospective changes.

PROTECTION IS IMPORTANT

cases deciding trade secrets disagreements and the increased attention to
trade secrets law in various journals.
Management accountants as key players of the management team must
keep abreast of current trade secrets
law to carry out their functions responsibly. They should, as in any legal situation, seek the advice and assistance
of the firm's legal counsel when preparing to cope with the MA, especially because the versions of the
UTSA among the adopting states vary
slightly. Legal counsel in preparing
nondisclosure forms and procedures
is also a necessity.
The Uniform Trade Secrets Act
does not expect the impossible from
management accountants. But to
those accountants willing to take reasonable efforts to protect their proprietary trade information, the UTSA offers a welcome addition to the
property rights already granted
through trademark, copyright, and
patent laws.
■
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A TRADE SECRETS AUDIT
key step for successful use of
trade secrets law is to hold a periodic audit that reviews, on a
formal basis, trade secrets information
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he importance of protecting various intellectual properties
through trade secrets law has increased in the last 10 years, as attested
to by the growing number of court
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`I COUNT'
Jim Corboy of Dresser Industries
ames J.Corboy, senior vice president of accounting and tax at Dresser Industries, Dallas, Tex, illustrates how the unique partnership between the
National Association of Accountants and corporations works to benefit both organizations.
Jim Corboy affiliated with NAA in 1965 and has
been an enthusiastic supporter of the Dallas Chapter and the Association ever since. What's more,
he has helped introduce many of his colleagues at Dresser
to the Association and the educational and networking advantages of membership in the NAA. More than 100 employees of Dresser located in divisions throughout the country
are active members of the Association.
"I think the Association has provided us with exceptional
opportunities to maintain our competence," he notes.
"I've always been an enthusiastic supporter of chapters.
The chapter competition is one of the better management
games around," he says, pointing out that chapter officers
and directors have the opportunity to work toward clearly
defined goals and learn how to manage people and events
to achieve objectives in a no-risk environment. "When you
succeed in managing volunteers to accomplish set goals you
get recognized."
He also mentions the fact that membership gives every
member the opportunity to get on the phone and ask a fellow

member, and colleague, what his or her experience has
been on a particular problem. This networking opportunity
is invaluable in terms of helping corporate accountants and
financial managers to find solutions to common problems.
While pursuing his career at Dresser, a $3.9 billion international conglomerate,JunCorboy also has managed to contribute a great deal to the NAA. He has been a staunch supporter of NAA since his affiliation in 1965. After serving as
president of the Dallas Chapter, he was elected national vice
president, 197475, and served as chairman of the Committee on Finance, 1979 -80, and a member of the Planning Committee, 1986.87. He was an appointed member of the Executive Committee for three years.
Although Jim Corboy is too modest a person to claim
credit for his work with the Association, his thousands of
hours of work in the chapter and Association undoubtedly
have helped build the NAA. His enthusiastic support of NAA
membership for Dresser employees has aided many management accountants' careers and helped strengthen their
contributions to the company. His career at Dresser and his
work in NAA vividly illustrates how the partnership between
the Association and corporations can help grow a cadre of
capable managers.
In line with President Pylipow's theme this year, longtime NAA member Jim Corboy can truly say, "I count!" ■

During "Committee Week" in Irving, Tex., President Stan Pylipow met with Dresser Industries executives in pursuit of his objective to
promote a partnership between NAA and corporations. L.-r., NAA Vice President Robert Bruns, CMA; Stan Pylipow; Jim Corboy; and Jo hn
Macaulay, CMA, president of Texas Council.
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THEREVOLUTIONIN
ACCOUNTINGEDUCATION
What are the implicationsformanagement accountants?
BY GARY L. SUNDEM, DOYLE Z.
WILLIAMS, AND JOHN F.
CHIRONNA
o you remember sitting
through long lectures in your
accounting classes? Solving
problem after problem, trying
to come up with the one right answer?
How often do you solve similar problems in your job? If you are like most
management accountants, the problems you face in your work environment are nothing like those you solved
in your accounting classes.
If the Accounting Education
Change Commission accomplishes its
goals, this situation will change. A revolution is brewing in accounting education, and accounting programs in
the year 2000 may be very different
from the one you attended. The seeds
of change are being sown by a few universities that are leading the way in
bringing accounting education into the
21st century.

SETTINGTHESTAGEFORCHANGE
roblems in higher education are
not new, and they are not unique
to accounting. But accounting
educators and professionals are in the
forefront of trying to address the problems. Two of the efforts were the work
of the Bedford Committee and of the
managing partners of the (then) Big 8
public accounting firms.
Bedford Committee. In 1986 the
American Accounting Association
published the report of a blue -ribbon
panel that spent a year pondering the
future education of accountants.' Commonly known as the Bedford Committee Report, it concluded that accounting programs were not preparing
students adequately for professional
accounting careers in industry, government, or public practice. It contained two primary recommendations:
1. Colleges and universities should
"approach accounting education as
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1990

Authors, and members of the Accounting Education Change Commission, l.-r., Doyle Z
Williams, Gary L. Sundem, and John F. Chironna.

an information development and
distribution function for economic
decision making ";
2. Education of accountants should
"emphasize students' learning to
learn as the primary classroom objective."
Big 8 White Paper. In early 1989 a
white paper signed by the managing
partners of the Big 8 accounting firms,
"Perspectives on Education: Capabilities for Success in the Accounting Profession," echoed many of the Bedford
Committee's conclusions. A major
contribution of the report was a specification of the skills and knowledge required for a successful accounting career. Although the focus of the report
was on careers in public accounting,
the conclusions apply equally to management accountants. The skills were
listed first: communication skills, intellectual skills, and interpersonal skills.
Knowledge of three types followed:

general knowledge, organizational and
business knowledge, and accounting
and auditing knowledge.
Accounting educational programs
have focused on accounting and auditing knowledge, while education in other required capabilities has suffered.
The clear implication of both the Bedford Committee Report and the Big 8
white paper is that education for accountants must change. The main purpose of this article is to illustrate the
needed changes, to show how the
changes are being developed, and to
discuss their implications for management accountants.

ACCOUNTINGEDUCATION
CHANGECOMMISSION
iscussion of major changes in the
education of accountants began
in the 198Os, but it was not until
mid -1989 that a coordinated effort to
foster change began. Following up on
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the Bedford Committee Report and
the Big 8 white paper, the American
Accounting Association and major
public accounting films collaborated
to form the Accounting Education
Change Commission (AECC). The
mission of the AECC is to "be a catalyst for improving the academic preparation of accountants, so that entrants
to the accounting profession possess
the skills, knowledge, and attitudes required for success in accounting career paths." The Commission represents various stakeholders in
accounting education. The 18 members (shown in Table 1) include seven
accounting professors, four public accountants, two industrial accountants,
three nonaccountants, and two exofficio members (top education officers of the AAA and the AICPA).
Three of the 18 are active NAA members (Chironna, Ilorngren, and
Sundem).
The first resolution passed by the
AECC was a declaration that the Commission would "address the preparation of accountants for careers in public accounting as practiced in large,
medium, and small firms, corporate accounting (including financial management, controllership, treasury, financial analysis, planning and budgeting,
cost accounting, internal audit, systems, tax, and general accounting),
and governmental and nonprofit accounting." The Commission further
concluded that the basic capabilities
necessary for success are similar for
all accounting career tracks. Differences will arise only in specialized education, which comes late in a student's
academic program. Therefore, the proposed changes in the academic preparation of accountants will improve entrants to management accounting
careers as well as those to other types
of accounting careers. When the
AECC refers to "professional accounting," it appropriately includes management accounting as well as public and
government accounting.

OBJECTIVESOFEDUCATION
FORACCOUNTANTS
hat improvements in the education of accountants is the
AECC promoting? The answer is in Position Statement Number
One, "Objectives of Education for Accountants," issued by the AECC in
September 1990. We will summarize
some of the main features.
Change from Knowledge to Process
Orientation.The traditional approach
50

to accounting education has been to
teach the body of knowledge required
to be a professional accountant. This
worked well when the knowledge base
of accounting was easily identified and
changed slowly. But the knowledge
explosion, the proliferation of information- processing technology, and exponential growth in rules and regulations
has changed the accounting profession. These same forces mandate
change in accounting education.
As the accounting knowledge base
has expanded over the past 20 years,
educators have struggled to fit all the
new knowledge into the Curriculum.
But even with increased credit hours
in accounting, a smaller and smaller
percentage of the accounting knowledge base is being learned. Meanwhile, other important material is being squeezed out of the curriculum.
Accounting graduates today often
have fewer courses in nonaccounting

business subjects than did past graduates', which is not desirable for management accounting careers. Further,
the need to learn (or, often, memorize)
more and more facts in accounting
courses has limited the time spent on
developing a conceptual understanding of accounting and learning to exercise judgment. Graduates may know
much about FASB standards, tax laws,
and auditing standards, but they often
are not able to apply their knowledge
in real -world settings.
The solution is movement from a
knowledge-based educational program to a process - oriented approach.
Nearly a century ago law schools realized that students could no longer
learn the complete body of law. They
changed the focus of educational programs from learning the laws to learning a way to approach legal issues, a
way to discover the relevant laws when
needed. A similar change is needed to-
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day in accounting.
The objective of the new approach
to accounting education is to "prepare
students to become professional accountants, not to be professional accountants at the time of entry to the
profession." At the time of entry, it is
impossible to have the full range of
knowledge and skills expected of a
professional accountant. An accountant's academic preparation should lay
a base on which life -long learning can
be built. To accomplish this, students
must "learn to learn."
Learning to Learn.'tile most vital
part of the education of accountants is
learning to learn. This involves developing skills and strategies that help
one learn more effectively and developing ways to use these effective learning strategies to continue to learn
throughout one's lifetime. Students
who learn how to learn can adapt to
changes in the profession and to
change in their particular role in an organization. Such adaptability is especially important to management accountants, who often play various roles
in an organization.
To focus on learning to learn, academic programs must address content, process, and attitudes. Program
content must build a base to support
continued learning. Building this base
requires students to develop an understanding of basic concepts and principles and an ability to apply them in a
variety of circumstances. The key
word is understanding; memorization
of rules, regulations, and techniques
does not necessarily lead to understanding.
Students also need to develop a process of inquiry. Their academic program should include exercises in identifying problems and opportunities,
searching out information in unstructured environments, analyzing and interpreting the information, and using
judgment to reach well - reasoned conclusions. Solving textbook problems
with single correct numerical answers
is not sufficient for developing inquiry
skills.
Finally, an attitude.of continual inquiry and life -long learning is essential
to success in accounting. Students
should learn to accept, even thrive on,
uncertainty and change. Continual adaptation and self - improvement are
characteristics of successful professionals. Programs with a single goal of
learning the body of knowledge needed to pass a certification exam do not
generally instill an attitude of life -long
learning.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/DECEMBER 1990

COURSEWORKFOR
ACCOUNTINGCAREERS
here are many different sets of
courses that can prepare entrants
to the accounting profession. No
one model curriculum should be put
forth as best. But every professional
accountant should have some education in each of four areas: general education, general business education,
general accounting education, and
specialized accounting education.
General Education. General education in the liberal arts and sciences
helps develop intellectual, interpersonal, and communication skills. In addition it provides the background necessary to understand the social, political,
and economic forces shaping the
world. Accounting students usually
can satisfy their general education requirements by choosing from a long
list of eligible courses. However, a random selection from the list, or worse,
a selection based on minimizing effort
or maximizing grade -point average,
will not provide the desired background or skills. Students should receive guidance to select courses compatible with their career goals.
Accounting faculty need to be involved
in evaluating and selecting liberal arts
and sciences courses that further the
goals of accounting students.
General Business Education. General business education is critical for all
accountants, especially management
accountants. Accountants in industry
need to understand various functional
areas within their company, such as finance, marketing, personnel, and operations, as well as characteristics of
competitors, customers, and suppliers. Especially important for management accountants is a basic knowledge
of corporate finance, including financial statement analysis, financial instruments, and capital markets, both
domestic and international. General
business should not be sacrificed for
additional accounting courses.
General Accounting Education. The
most dramatic changes are needed in
general accounting education. Fist,
the definition of accounting needs to
be expanded. Accounting should -be
presented as an information development and communication process. As
the industrial society gives way to the
information society, accounting information will have to compete with more
and more sources of information. Accountants must recognize the expanded sources of information and be able
to define the new role of accountants

as information systems specialists. No
longer can accountants assume that
traditional cost systems and financial
statements will provide information
useful to managers or investors. To
adapt accounting information to a
changing environment, accountants
will need to understand decision making and information in organizations
and be skilled in the design and use of
information systems, in addition to being expert in financial accounting systems and public reporting.

The new accounting
classroom should
prepare students to
become successful
professionals — and
this involves cases,
role playing, and
simulations as well
as texts and lectures.
In addition to changing to an information systems focus, accounting
courses must emphasize the use of intellectual, interpersonal, and communication skills. Only by reinforcing
these skills in accounting classes will
students appreciate their importance
in accounting careers. Finally, accounting courses should be structured
to create an understanding of basic
concepts and an application of those
concepts in a variety of real-world
settings, including highly unstructured environments, multinational applications, and situations requiring
ethical judgments.
Specialized Accounting Education.

The main change in specialized accounting education is to move it almost entirely to the postbaccalaureate
level and to continuing education programs. The increased emphasis on
breadth and the need to spend time in
accounting courses developing basic
skills will leave little time for specialization at the undergraduate level.
Specialized accounting education is
necessary for success in accounting
careers. There are many ways to
achieve specialized knowledge, and
educational programs should be designed to allow great flexibility in spe51

o produce graduates with the
knowledge and skills to compete
successfully in today's accounting environment, faculty need to
change the way accounting courses
are taught. The typical pattern is to
spend class time lecturing on materials already explained in the textbook
and solving routine problems similar
to examples in the text. Accounting
students are intelligent enough that
with proper motivation, they can learn
the textbook materials on their own.
Valuable class time should be spent
going beyond the textbook.
Active Participation.The most important principle of accounting instruction is to make students active participants in the learning process. Cases,
role playing, simulations, and other interactive methods should be commonplace. Accounting education should
contain much learning by doing.
Effect of Technology.Technology
also will affect the classrooms of the future. But technology has the potential
for dysfunctional as well as beneficial
effects. Used correctly, technology can
make accounting education both more
efficient and more interactive. Used incorrectly, it may foster programs that
pay even less attention to basic skills
than do today's programs.
Two rules can help avoid dysfunctional effects. First, technology should
not decrease student /faculty interaction. In fact, efficiencies gained
through technology can create opportunities for more direct contact between faculty and students. Second,
and even more important, technology
should not decrease interaction
among students. Learning accounting
while sitting alone at home in front of
a computer terminal is the antithesis of
what is sought. But again, technology
can increase student interaction by fa52

IMPLEMENTINGCHANGE
he AECC does not believe the
needed changes in accounting
education will come easily. The
academic bureaucracy does not move
quickly, but forces both external and
internal to colleges and universities
create a unique opportunity for
change. The AECC is trying to hasten
changes by attacking impediments to
and providing incentives for change.
Overcoming Impediments to
Change.The AECC has identified five
main impediments to change and has
a task force developing strategies to attack each one:
1. Faculty performance evaluation and
reward systems. Program development, including improvements in
curriculum, is underrewarded in
most colleges and universities. The
task force will seek ways to increase
faculty incentives for undertaking
curriculum development, engaging
in educational experimentation and
research, and developing effective
teaching methods.
2. University support of accounting.
Most colleges and universities regard accounting departments as
"cash cows," generating more cash
from tuition revenue than they require to provide educational services. The task force will devise a
strategy to increase the level of recognition among university and business school administrators of the
importance of high -quality accounting education.
3. Instructional materials. Because
most accounting faculty rely on
published materials, mainly textbooks, for their classes, teaching
methods will not change until available materials change. The task
force will develop a strategy for promoting the development and marketing of relevant instructional materials.
4. Professional examinations.The objectives of professional exams are
not always consistent with educational objectives; therefore, programs designed to
exam
pass rates may not fulfill educational objectives. The task force will explore ways to minimize the dysfunctional effects of professional exams.
This might involve both influencing
exam authorities to align exam and
educational objectives and diminishing the use of exam success as
aximize
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cilitating group projects and reports.

m

cialized education. Some students may
benefit from a coordinated bachelor's /master's program offered in five
years. Others might learn more if they
have some practical experience after
receiving a bachelors degree and before pursuing graduate education.
Others may find continuing education
programs effective and more efficient
than graduate school for certain types
of specializations. Students interested
in management accounting careers often find it especially useful to gain
some practical experience before attending either an MBA or master's of
accounting program.

a measure of educational program
quality. The Commission has already supported a position requiring completion of all educational requirements before applying to sit
for a certification examination.
Such a requirement will allow students to concentrate on educational
objectives instead of exam preparation during their last term in school.
5. Accreditation.Accreditation of business and accounting programs by
the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business ( AACSB)
has had both positive and negative
effects on accounting education.
The AACSB is involved in a zerobased review of accreditation. The
task force is formulating AECC input to the AACSB to try to maximize the positive and minimize the
negative influences of accreditation.
Providing Incentives to Change— the
Grant Program. Changing academic
programs often requires great effort
and cost. The AECC has allocated
about $2.5 million of its budget to support a program of grants to colleges
and universities to underwrite the
costs of major innovative accounting
program improvements. Response to
the program has been very positive,
with 40 applicants for first -round
grants and more for the second round
on December 1.
Five universities received grants averaging about $200,000 each: Brigham
Young, Kansas State, Massachusetts
at Amherst, North Texas, and Rutgers.
Brigham Young is developing a
new curriculum that focuses on competencies deemed important in a field
study of alumni and other executives.
The redesigned curriculum will teach
students how to find, organize, and use
information to address complex reporting and recording problems; it will
feature interactive learning tools and
case - oriented teaching.
The centerpiece of Kansas State's
project is a revision of the sequencing
of materials taught in accounting
based on findings in the education and
psychology literatures. Methods of
classroom presentations and student
testing will be tied to the learning objectives of each part of the curriculum.
The University of Massachusetts
will create classrooms linked to a computer network that employs on -line
data from a real firm's database. They
also will develop an intensive, four week accounting course for juniors at
nearby liberal arts colleges to attract
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1990
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SCHOLARLY
PRODUCTIVITYAND
TEACHING
EFFECTIVENESS
BYRALPH L. BENKE,JR., CMA,
AND BRADLEY M. ROOF, CMA
hat is the relationship between scholarly productivity
and teaching effectiveness?
Will a faculty member with high scholarly productivity be more effective in
the classroom? Does scholarly productivity impact teaching effectiveness in
any way?
The relationship between scholarly
productivity and teaching effectiveness is important. If high scholarly
productivity increases effectiveness in
the classroom, there is strong evidence that all faculty should engage in
research. If high scholarly productivity decreases effectiveness in the classroom, there is a strong argument for
dividing faculty into teaching and research groups.
To determine the relationship be-

BUSINESSVALUATIONSOFTWARE
Menu - driven Lotus 1 -2 -3 template,
and "stand- alone" provides low, medium
and high values of eight common
valuation methods -41 graphs -51 ratios.
Only $195.00 4,000+ sold. Free infol

BUSINESSPLANNINGSOFTWARE
Eight financial models for business plans,
raising venture capital, leveraged buyouts,
and budget cash flow planning. Used with
Lotus 1 -2 -3, Excel, SuperCalc5, etc.
Great value! 12,800+ sold. Free info!

CALL: 1-800-777-4920
(714) 759.8987
ILAR Systems, Inc., 334 Baywood Drive
Newport Beach, CA 92660

tween scholarly productivity and any
other variable, we
must use an objective definition of
scholarly productivity. Most often, the
definition is an out-

Y •-

put measure, for example, counting
publications.
Kenneth
Feldman,' whose
meta analysis of
studies on the relationship between
teaching effectiveness and scholarly
productivity forms
the basis of this article, found four definitions that are used:
publication counts,
citation counts, suc-

cess in getting research grants, and
ratings of outside
observers.
Any of these definitions will do for
our purposes. We assume only that some
measure of output is
used. The measure
itself is not impor-

A teacher who carefully Integrates new knowledge into the
teaching process will be a more effective instructor, Above,
outdoor class at Rutgers.

tant to our arguments.

time or effort devoted to research is in-

Surprisingly, research studies have
not found a statistically significant relationship between scholarly productivity and teaching effectiveness. Dozens of studies in many different
disciplines have been performed over
the last two decades. These studies
show little to no positive association
between scholarly productivity and effective teaching.
When the research studies did discover some association between scholarly productivity and teaching effectiveness, the association had a strong
intuitive appeal. Weak positive, but statistically significant, correlations have
been discovered between scholarly
productivity and several teaching
attributes. A teacher's subject knowledge, intelligence, preparation, course
organization, and clarity of course objectives and requirements are associated positively with scholarly productiv-

versely related to teaching effective-

ity.

Further, the research studies do
not show a negative relationship between higher scholarly productivity
and teaching effectiveness. As
Feldman noted, '°There is almost no .
support, then, for the proposition that

ness either in some direct way or indirectly through its negative effects on
teacher's preparation and organiza-

tion, quality of the teacher's feedback
to students, or the teacher's helpfulness and availability."
The research shows that faculty
find additional time for research by
sacrificing leisure, family, and other
personal time. Thus, there is no evidence for the myth that highly productive scholars are poor teachers.
We would expect some type of substantial relationship, probably positive,
between scholarly productivity and
teaching effectiveness. Yet, the relationship has not been found.
Research is an investigation or inquiry to discover new knowledge.
Scholarly productivity, using any output measure, is the objective evidence
that the new knowledge has been acquired by the researcher. The evidence is important. Without the evidence, it is difficult to determine if new
knowledge has been acquired.
Effective teaching is imparting
knowledge so some acceptable
amount of new knowledge is added to
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the student's existing knowledge. The
process begins with the teacher's
knowledge, which is acquired through
research and evidenced by scholarly
productivity. The teacher furnishes
the knowledge to the student through
instruction, but effective teaching occurs only if the student has learned
some minimum amount of the knowledge. Although instruction is delivered, effective teaching does not occur
unless the student has learned adequately.
New knowledge (evidenced by
scholarly productivity) can influence
teaching effectiveness if it results in
some improvement in the teaching
process. For example, new knowledge
might create greater knowledge for
the teacher when it is furnished
through instruction to students, might
foster the improvement of instructional design or delivery, or might enable
the teacher to improve student learning motivation and better understand
student learning abilities. All cause
students to learn better.
As teachers, a large part of our responsibilities is to acquire new knowledge. Certainly, we do that Still, the
research cited earlier consistently
shows little or no relationship between
scholarly productivity and teaching effectiveness. Why?
The obvious explanation is that new
knowledge, as evidenced by scholarly
productivity, does not influence teaching effectiveness. Research resulting
in publications, professional presentations, consulting reports, and other
communications directed to constituents other than students might not improve the teaching process.
If this is true, most teachers must
be acquiring new knowledge that
benefits only groups other than students. Their research productivity
must involve matters that for some reason cannot influence student learning.
Even without empirical evidence, this
statement is difficult to accept. It might
be true in some cases, but it cannot be
true in the majority of cases.
Another explanation is that the impact of the new knowledge on teaching
effectiveness is not strong enough to
be detected. The degree of impact on
the teaching process depends upon
how effectively the teacher integrates
the knowledge into the class. A deliberate effort, such as having students
read and discuss one of the teachers
articles, will have a greater impact on
teaching effectiveness than the instructor simply placing the article on
reserve in the library for the students
MANAUEMENrACCUUNI7NG /DECEMBER 1990

to read.
Further, the observable relationship between scholarly productivity
and teaching effectiveness varies with
the circumstances. Research on the
teaching process is likely to have the
strongest impact on teaching effectiveness over all the classes the teacher instructs. Research on broad subject
specialty topics will have less impact
on teaching effectiveness over all the
classes the teacher instructs, but
might have a strong impact in several
classes. Research on narrow specialty
topics will have little impact on teaching effectiveness over all the classes
the teacher instructs, but will probably
have a very strong impact in select
classes.

Researchers have not
been able to find a
statistically
significant
relationship between
scholarly
productivity and
teaching
effectiveness.
The lack of an empirical relationship between scholarly productivity
and teaching effectiveness may be a
measurement problem. Many research studies about the relationship
simply used the number of publications as a measure of scholarly productivity. However, counting publications
ignores quality and makes no distinction between applied and nonapplied
publications.
Teaching effectiveness is even
more difficult to measure than scholarly productivity. Evaluations by students, colleagues, and administrators
are used to measure teaching effectiveness. Teaching awards are another
measure.
These measures can be ineffective
in capturing the role of scholarly productivity in teaching effectiveness.
Few evaluation forms include a question about the impact of scholarly activity on the teaching process, so the
impact must be captured indirectly

through another question. This might
account for the small positive correlations noted earlier with such evaluation questions as the teacher's knowledge, preparation, organization, and
clarity.
Considering the measurement
problems involved, it is no wonder that
researchers have not been able to consistently find a relationship, positive or
negative, between scholarly productivity and teaching effectiveness. Trying
to measure the impact of scholarly productivity on teaching effectiveness using imprecise instruments and indirect
questions is myopic.
What can we conclude? A positive
relationship between scholarly productivity and teaching effectiveness
does exist. Some research supports
this conclusion, although the support
is weak. However, the positive impact
of scholarly productivity on teaching
effectiveness is difficult, but not impossible, to detect.
Ours is a scholarly environment.
More knowledge is always valued over
the status quo. We must admit that increased knowledge, as evidenced by
scholarly productivity, gives us the
ability to make ourselves more effective in the classroom. A teacher who
learns through research will do a
slightly better job in the classroom.
The teacher who carefully integrates
the new knowledge into the teaching
process will do an even better job in
the classroom.
■
Ralph L Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is the
ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal ofAccounting Education Professor at fames
Madison University.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & Young Alumni professor and
Regent's professor at Georgia State University in Atlanta.
Bradley M. Roof, CMA, is associate pro-

fessor of accounting at James Madison
University and is a member of the Board
of Regents of the Institute of Certiied
f

Management Accountants.
'Kenneth A Feldman, "Research Productivity and
Scholarly Accomplishment of College Teachers as
Related to Their Instructional Effectiveness: A Re•
view and Exploration," in Research in Instructional
Effectiveness,edit by St. Pierre, et. al, James Madison
University, Center for Research in Accounting Education, Harrisonburg, Va.,1990: 163.225.
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MAP COMMITTEE
SEEKSSUGGESTIONS
he Management Accounting
Practices Committee's Subcommittee on SMA Promulgation welcomes suggestions by NAA members
regarding management accounting areas in which authoritative guidance is
needed. Having completed its work on
several important issues leading to
Statements on Management Accounting, the Subcommittee is in the process of refilling its agenda and would
be pleased to consider NAA members'
views regarding needed managerial
accounting guidance. Write to or call
(201)573 -6125, Lou Bisgay, NAA, 10
Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 076451760.

FMACMEETSINVANCOUVER
n October 2 and 3, representatives of several nations got together in Vancouver, British Columbia, at a meeting of the Financial
and Management Accounting Committee (FMAC) of the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC).
The United States was represented by
Robert Weiss, vice president/controller of Schering- Plough Corporation
and chairman of NAA's Management
Accounting Practices Committee. This
writer participated as Mr. Weiss's
technical advisor, a position common
to each national group.
The FMAC was established by
IFAC to develop and promulgate state-

0
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ments that offer guidance in areas of
management accounting. At this meeting, members and advisors discussed
a number of project papers in progress
and proposals for projects. Some of the
topics covered were "Cost of Capital,"
"Multinational Transfer Pricing,"
"Management Control of Projects,"
"Corporate Financial Performance,"
"Early Warning Systems," and "Managing Quality Improvement."
The U.S. delegation reported on the
status of NAA's management accounting glossary project, which is close to
completion. FMAC is especially interested in the glossary project because
of plans to make use of the completed
glossary as the basis of a glossary that,
after conversion to "British English,"
would be issued by IFAC as an international statement. To the extent that
such a statement would be translated
into other languages, it could mark an
important step toward achieving
worldwide harmony in communicating
financial information.

FASBSLATESPUBLICHEARING
he Financial Accounting Standards Board plans to conduct a
public hearing in March 1991 on
its discussion memorandum, "Distinguishing between Liability and Equity
Instruments and Accounting for Instruments with Characteristics of
Both." The hearing is scheduled for
March 25 and 26 in New York City and
on March 27 at the FASB offices in
Norwalk, Conn.
The discussion memorandum is issued as part of the Board's major
project on accounting for financial instruments. Other parts of that project
address disclosures about financial instruments and recognition and measurement issues. FASB Statement 105,

CHANGEOF
ADDRESS?
Send present address
label and new address
including zip code to
Membership Records,
NAA, Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760

"Disclosures of Information about Financial Instruments with Off- BalanceSheet Risk and Financial Instruments
with Concentrations of Credit Risk,"
was issued last March. The next step
in the disclosure phase of the project
will be to focus primarily on disclosures about market values. A discussion document on recognition and
measurement issues is expected in
1991.
Comments on the discussion memorandum are requested by December
31. Those wishing to make an oral presentation at the public hearing should
notify the FASB by December 21. One
free copy of the discussion memorandum is available by contacting the
FASB Order Department (by December 31) at 401 Merritt 7, P.O. Box 5116,
Norwalk, CT 06856 -5116.

IFACPUBLICATIONSISSUED
he International Federation of Accountants has issued proposed
International Public Sector
Guideline 3, "Applicability of International Auditing Guidelines to the Audit
of Financial Statements in the Public
Sector." The proposed Guideline was
approved for issuance by IFAC's Public Sector Committee. It recognizes
that, because of legislation and statutes, audit institutions in the public
sector have mandates that generally
extend beyond the audit of financial
statements. Moreover, technology differences exist between the private and
public sectors. The exposure period
ends December 15.
IFAC has released three publications approved by its International Auditing Practices Committee. They are:
■ Revised International Auditing
Guideline 12, "Analytical Procedures";
■ International Auditing Guideline /Related Services 3, "Engagements to Perform Agreed -Upon
Procedures "; and
■ International Auditing Guideline /Related Services 4, "Engagements to Compile Financial Information."
IFAC publications may be obtained
by calling the AICPA Order Department at 1- 800. 334 -6961 ('m N.Y., 1-800248-0445) .
■
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, management accounting practices.
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it sector. Active and dedicated, they
participate in many other ways to advance the profession of accounting.
Some of these activities that have
come to my attention recently are:

.r

1. Gary Sundem, Executive Director
of the Accounting Education
Change Commission.
2. William G. Sullivan, coauthor of

a

Economic and Multi Attribute Eval-

Fred Newton

RESEARCH
PATRICK L. ROMANO, CMA
EDITOR

NEWTONNAMED CHAIRMAN
OFTHERESEARCHCOMMITTEE
hairman Newton accepted reappointment as chairman of the Research Committee for 1990 -91.
Currently serving as deputy director of
the Defense Contract Audit Agency of
the United States Government, he follows in the footsteps of our current
president, Stan Pylipow, in advancing
the Association's "Bold Step" program
initiatives.
Fred enumerated his goals for the
Committee on Research for the 1990•
91 year. They are to stimulate research
producing (1) information to keep
NAA members abreast of rising issues
affecting management accountants
and (2) providing practical ideas for
meeting the demands of these issues.
In addition, in order to "help achieve a
clear sense of direction for the Bold
Step initiative," a research topic
guide —a list of high priority topics for
which the Committee is seeking research proposals —was developed and
is presently being distributed. (See Research Topic Guide in MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTINGS, November 1990.)
Twenty-two NAA members from a
cross section of the membership constitute the 1990 -91 Committee on Research. Eleven are from industry, seven from academe, three from public
accounting, and one from the nonprofMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1990

uation of Advanced Manufacturing
Systems, Prentice Hall.
3. Alan Vercio, one of the leaders in
CAMTs Cost Management System
Program, elected to the CAM-1
Board of Directors, and
4. David W. Goodrich, recently
authored an article in NAA's Business and Tax Planning Quarterly entitled, "Me FASB Reconsiders Accounting for Income Taxes: Some
Observations."
NAMES AND AFFILIATIONS OF
THE 1990 -91 COMMITTEE ARE:

ton, Calif.;
• David R Koeppen, associate professor, Boise State University;
• Grover L Porter, professor, University of Alabama;
• William G. Sullivan, professor, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University; and
• Gary L Sundem, professor, University of Washington.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
• Frank AJ. Gonsalves, senior manager, Price Waterhouse;
• William T. McDermott, partner,
Ernst & Young;
• Darrell J. Oyer, partner, Deloitte &
Touche.
NONPROFIT
■ Ray Vander Weele, CMA, administrator, Christian Reformed Church
Pension Fund
■
Patrick L. Romano, CMA, is director of
NAA research.

INDUSTRY
■ David W. Goodrich, senior tax accounting analyst, Columbia Gas
System, Inc.;
■ John Karabec, manager of accounting, IBM World Trade —Latin
America;
■ Ronald L Leach, vice president— Accounting, Eaton Corporation;
■ Robert C. Miller, corporate assistant controller, The Boeing Company;
■ Linda M. Onis, vice president,
North American Finance Group,
Citibank N.A.;
■ Alva C. Pipkin, vice president—finance, Coors Brewing Company;
■ W. Ron Ragland, director of business systems, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.;
■ Richard Troxel, president, Capital
Accounting;
■ Alan Vercio, control strategy manager, Texas Instruments;
■ David W. Vogel, consultant- accountant, E.I. DuPont de Nemours &
Company-, and
■ Robert C. Young, finance consultant, Digital Equipment Corporation.
ACADEME
• Jack C. Bailes, professor, Oregon
State University;
• Andrew D. Bailey, Jr., professor,
University of Arizona;
• Gerald B. Hoth, CMA, professor,
California State University, Fuller-
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HELP A
STUDENT
Each year deserving
students receive
scholarships from NAA
and the Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society to help
them pursue their
education. Tax deductible
contributions to this
Scholarship Fund are
welcome at any time.
Make your check
payable to the NAA
Memorial Education Fund,
Inc., and send it to:
National Association of
Accou ntants
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645
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SOFTWARE
Best Programs has issued its Tax
Partner 10401"' tax preparation software for 1990. The final edition will be
sent to all registered users. Improvements to the Tax Partner 1040 version
for 1990 include a Quick Menu, more
speed, new printing options, enhanced
client file management, and expanded
capabilities in transferring client information. The program already supports
electronic filing and 47 forms. It can
use preprinted tax forms or overlays
and also will print forms on laser printers equipped with a tax font cartridge.
'Me expanded business tax preparation software line includes Tax Partner
1065 and five customized state programs supporting Tax Partner 1120C,
1120S,and 1065. The states are California, Maryland, New Jersey, New
York (including New York City), and
Virginia.
Circle No. 32
Anderson McLean, Inc., has introduced PACKAGE Xon a disk,a comput
erized "laser library' of IRS tax forms and
instructions. PACKAGE X includes the
program, a user's guide, a set of IRS
forms, a set of instructions, and tax tables. The package requires an IBM PC
or compatible computer and an HP
LaserJet II or compatible printer. It does
not require a font cartridge, PostScript,
or a hard disk, as it can be run from a
floppy drive. The user selects a form
from the screen, presses "enter," and the
program produces an IRS - approved tax
form. PACKAGE X is compatible with
networks such as Novell, 3Com, and
Banyan.
Circle No. 33
Spokane Computer Services, Inc.
has produced MAG -FILER Magnetic
Media Filing Software, a full- featured
58

IRS reporting program. It files 1098, all
1099, 5498, and W2G forms with the
IRS and Form W2 with the Social Security Administration. The program
comes with all the paperwork and information required to file magnetically. MAG-FILER files for an unlimited
number of payers /employers and an
unlimited number of payees /employees under each payer. It is fully menu
driven and has on -line help. Every entry is checked automatically for validity against IRS /SSA standards. An optional conversion program is available
to transfer data from one year to the
next; an ASCII file import option eliminates data entry.
Circle No. 33
Softview has upgraded its Taxview
Professional Series to work under
Microsoft Windows 3.0. Other
changes include a full- featured Client
Organizer, Client Write -Up, several
new federal forms, and six additional
state supplements. Taxview 1120,
1120 -S, and 1065 products feature
more depreciable assets and new calculations to support short year and fiscal year returns. Features common to
all Taxview products include overrides, batch printing, toll -free technical
support, and batch export—data can
be moved to a spreadsheet or word
processor to create mailing lists, customer letters, and billing statements.
The package displays exact replicas of
IRS forms and schedules on screen.
Data are entered directly into the
forms, which are linked so that whenever new data are entered, recalculations are performed automatically on
all related documents. The forms can
be printed on blank paper using a laser
or dot - matrix printer, without forms
software or tax fonts. Specially designed statements and worksheets allow users to accumulate backup data

on key line - items. Line entries on any
form or schedule also can be broken
out in a series of unlimited itemization
windows. The program checks all input to prevent inconsistent and incomplete entries. The software requires an
IBM or compatible computer with
Windows 3.0, or a Macintosh Plus or
higher, with 2MB of RAM and a hard
disk.
Circle No. 34
Computer Planning Corporation
has brought out Plan- Pacs\3, a template program that runs on Lotus 1 -2 -3
release 3. It produces exhaustive financial plans on a PC, using 23 three -dimensional files. Plan- Pacs\3 uses four
bases to cost inventory— material, labor, machine, and unit of production —
and includes schedules for developing
transfer rates and volumes. It supports
forecasts of order entry sales and allows the user to define up to three different sets of system -wide parameters
at once. All files in the system are
menu controlled and extensively
linked. The system contains a
predefined chart of accounts that can
be modified easily.
Circle No. 35
Oracle Corporation has added Oracle Personnel'' to its Oracle Financials'" family. Oracle Personnel allows
users to store every form of employee
data and can be customized to meet individual needs. Information can be
sorted according to any field or multiple fields. The software uses a relational database management system
(RDBMS) that supports both centralized and decentralized applications. It
has built-in security features to protect
sensitive employee data. Oracle Personnel presently is available for several mainframe platforms and eventually,
like the other Oracle applications, will
run on more than 80 platforms.
Circle No. 36

EQUIPMENT
O'Neill Communications, Inc. has
introduced LAWN, the local area wireless network. LAWNs link computers
and peripherals such as printers,
modems, or plotters, using high -frequency spread spectrum radio transmissions. The LAWN unit (containing
a radio transceiver and microprocessor) attaches to each computer and peripheral at its serial port. The accompanying software prepares the LAWN
for use. LAWN networks are suitable
M A N A G E M K N TA U W U N I I N G / U J ; b M 5 b K M U

for two to 20 users; offices can be divided into multiple networks because
the LAWN offers four separate channels. The network can cover a 10,000 sq. ft. area, and its unobstructed range
is 500 feet. It requires DOS 2.0 or higher, at least 512K RAM, and a hard disk.
Circle No. 37
Security Microsystems, Inc. has
made available the LOCKIT data security products, as either software -only
products or a combination half -slot circuit card plus a diskette of software
utilities. The different versions of
LOCEIT allow you to purchase only as
much security as you need. The software products, from a single- password
version to a version that provides any
one of 99 levels of access, run on any
computer with DOS 2.0 or greater.
The hardware products require an
open half slot in the expansion slot
area and run on IBM or compatible
computers and PS /2s.
Circle No. 38
Canonhas introduced the BJ -10e Bubble Jet printer, a letter -quality portable
printer that weighs only 4.6 lbs. and
fits into a briefcase. The BJ -10e prints
83 characters per second, in bold or in
various type sizes, on standard letter size paper, transparencies, or envelopes. The heated ink ejected by the
bubble jets onto the paper dries instantly; the process is very quiet. The
printer has an optional 30 -sheet paper
feeder.
Circle No. 39
AcuPrint, Inc. has released
LaserCheck, a low -cost desktop laser
printer designed for business check
printing. LaserCheck features high quality MICR (magnetic ink character
recognition) capabilities so it can print
checks and other financial documents
on plain paper or safety stock. It also
can print any other reports and documents that a business requires.
LaserCheck prints six pages per
minute. The printer operates with IBM
and compatible PCs and PS /2s, as well
as with most minicomputers and mainframes. It includes 512KB memory,
8.511 x 1111 paper tray, MICR font, and
toner cartridges.
Circle No. 40

PUBLICATIONS
Research Institute of America has
added nine new looseleaf tax information services to its product line so that
mHl1A k$r,M 1111I AI,l.VU1V11IVtG /UtlL'MlsL'1t 1990

users can choose various levels of analysis and compliance material according to their information needs. The
services, which include biweekly supplements, are designed for practitioners who do not require the comprehensive coverage contained in RIA's Federal Tax Coordinator 2d. They cover
income, estate, gift, and excise taxes,
Internal Revenue Code and Regulations, and official IRS publications. RIA
analytical /reference information services on taxation can be used alone or
with any other RIA service in any combination.
Circle No. 41

COULD I USE A WARRANTY NOW!
From Xerox Corporation's Invest a Few
Minutes in This Booklet Before You Jump to
Your Next Copier.

Xerox Corporationis offering for free
a full- color, 24 -page booklet, "Invest a
Few Minutes in This Booklet Before
You Jump to Your Next Copier," that
in an amusing style outlines the factors
to consider before selecting a new
copier. The booklet describes the ins
and outs of buying a copier, explains
copier features in simple language,
and describes the differences between
purchases and lease and rental agreements as well as various service and
warranty programs. It concludes with
a checklist of questions to ask when
buying a copier.
Circle No. 42
KPMG Peat Marwick has issued Offeting Securities Without Registration
in the United States: Revision of SEC
Rule 144A. The brochure explores the

implications of the revision and related
amendments to Rule 144 and Rule 145
of the Securities Act of 1933. Several
results are expected: Corporationswill
be able to raise funds more quickly
and less expensively; a new market

will develop in the United States for
foreign issuers; and liquidity and market efficiency in the U.S. private placement market will increase. The publication also discusses the parameters
established by Rule 144A with respect
to eligible securities, qualified institutional investors, and required issuer
information.
Circle No. 43
Que Corporation has released Que's
Computer User's Dictionary containing
hundreds of definitions, explanations,
examples, and illustrations. Both IBM compatible and Macintosh users will
find the dictionary useful as it includes
numerous tips and troubleshooting
warnings to help users avoid common
computer mistakes.
Circle No. 44
What to Buy for Business: The
Business Computer Guide is an 84page book that begins with a series of
brief articles on such subjects as operating systems, Apple computers, primer of desktop computers, and power
needs. These articles are followed by
a short list of recommendations. The
rest of the book consists of short
writeups and ratings of most of the
desktop computers on the market. At
the end is a section profiling companies. This book would be useful to anyone trying to find a way through the
crowd of desktop computers being offered in today's market where computers appear to come and go overnight.
Circle No. 45
Information Sources, Inc. has published the Business Software Directory,
in two volumes. It is a comprehensive
listing of business, professional, technical, and system software products.
The 2,100 -page directory gives more
than 10,000 listings for micro, mini,
and mainframe computers. It provides
basic information about the software
product and its vendor, such as a detailed description of features and functions, hardware requirements, operating system, other system
requirements, price, and information
about training and documentation in
support of the product. The set includes four indexes listing products by
application, by hardware, by operating
environment, and by vendor.
Circle No. 46
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CMANEWS

BEYER MEDAL
WINNERS

CATHERINEREILLY,CMA,EDITOR
he Institute of
Certified Management Accountants
gCMA) has announced the award winners for the June 1990
CMA exam.
Charles Meyer of
Shoreview, Minn., has
earned the Robert Beyer
Gold Medal for attaining
the highest score on the
exam. The Robert Beyer
Silver Medal, recognizing the second highest
score, will be awarded to
Donna Chadwick of Dayton, Ohio. Leslie
Nenn of Collinsville, Ill., will be Presented with the Robert Beyer Bronze Medal
for the third highest score.
The Robert Beyer Medals are sponsored by Deloitte & Touche in honor of
the former managing partner of the firm
and past president of the National Association of Accountants.
The Student Performance Award will
be presented to Mike Rawlins of Ogden,
Utah. This award is sponsored by
Monsanto Company of St. Louis to acknowledge the highest score achieved
by a student.

well as the MinnesoFor his ting Club.
For his excellent
grades,
Meyer
was awarded d the Alpha Kappa Psi Scholarship
Del Medal and the
Delta
ta Sigma Pi
Scholarship Key.
He earned his
CPA in 1974 and won
the Elijah Watt Sells
Gold Medal for at
taining the highest
score in the United

States on the May
1974 exam.
Three years after
receiving his bachelor's degree, Mr.
Meyer completed
his J.D. degree,
graduating magna
cum laude from
Harvard Law School
in 1977.
Donna Chadwick, the Silver
Medal winner, is assistant professor in
the accounting department of Sinclair
Community College
in Dayton, Ohio. Ms.
Chadwick received
her BFA in theatre
arts management
from Wright State
University in 1984,
graduating summa
cum laude, Departmental Honors
Scholar, and University Honors Scholar.
She continued at
Wright State, receiving her MBA degree

WINNER
PROFILES
The Gold Medal winner,
Charles Meyer, is senior
director —tax research
and planning for Northwest Airlines, Inc. He received his B.S. degree in
business with high distinction from the University of Minnesota in 1974,
where he was a member
of Beta Gamma Sigma
and Beta Alpha Psi, as

Leslie Nenn

Donna Chadwick

Mike Rawlins

in accounting in
1986. While
there, Ms. Chadwick was awarded the Outstanding Graduate
Teaching Assistant Award and
was named Outstanding Graduate Student in
the College of
Business. She
also was named
Most Dedicated

Accounting Faculty
Member, 1990, at
Wright State.
The Bronze Medal
winner, Leslie Nenn, is a
staff accountant with
Scheffel & Company,
P.C., in Alton, M. She
was graduated in 1972
from Judson College in
Illinois where she
earned a BA degree
with highest distinction,
majoring in science and
math. Ms. Nenn completed the accounting
curriculum at Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville in
March 1990 and received the Accounting
Faculty Award. She completed the CPA
examination in May 1990 and was the recipient of the Elijah Watt Sells Award for
High Distinction.
The recipient of the Student Performance Award, Mike Rawlins, is an accountant with Mountain Fuel Supply
Company in Salt Lake City. He recently
was graduated with high distinction from
Brigham Young University in Provo,
Utah, with a master of accountancy degree. He belonged to the Beta Alpha Psi
fraternity there.
Five candidates will
receive Certificates of
Distinguished Performance, awards sponsored by the ICMA
Board of Regents. This
year's recipients are
Robert C. Bateman of
Bothell, Wash., senior
auditor for Ernst &
Young; John Belian of
Arden Hills, Minn., controller of the Information Networking Group
at Unisys, Norman F.
Foy of Chappaqua, N.Y.,
manager of course development for IBM Corporation; Michael Glenn
Hignite of Dexter, Mich., tax analyst at
Creative Solutions, Inc.; and Sara Moulton of Arvada, Colo., a manager with
Ernst & Young.
■
Catherine Reilly is marketing manager,
NAA/CMA programs.
James Bullock, CMA, is ICMA manag-

ing director.
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ETHICS
HOWARDL.SIERS,EDITOR
It has been our practice since the inception of this column to publish articles
submitted to us by guest editors as a
means of providing greater insight into
the ethical dimensions of our profession.
The following book review written by Al
King will provide all of us with additional knowledge about an important area
ofactivity that permeates the accounting
field.

ETHICAL CONFLICTS
thical Conflicts in Information
and Computer Science Technol-

1vuuwticma1-4

ogy and Businesswhile aimed at
professionals in the information systems arena will be of equal or greater
value to management accountants.
The book is based on a recent study
edited by Donn B. Parker of the consulting firm SRI International. The format of the current study is virtually
identical to a similar study done in
1977. The authors submitted a series
of scenarios —each of which had an
ethical problem in it —to a relatively
large panel and asked the individuals
to determine whether the situation described was ethical, unethical, or involved an ethics issue at all. The participants in the study met, discussed
each of the scenarios in detail, and
then took another vote. One interesting aspect of the book is the comparison —for identical case studies —of the
views of people in the 1970s with those
ten years later. In a number of cases
the views on what is unethical had
changed significantly.
At first glance, one might not view
the area of information science as rife
with ethical problems. The authors
point out a number of factors, however, which challenge this assumption.
First, computers and data communications alter relationships among people.
Because data communications take
1
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place so quickly and without human interaction, one may not have time to
consider the implications of the information before it has been sent and received. The authors also point out that
information in electronic or magnetic
form is far more fragile than information on paper. The impact of this on
copying and printing of the "Intellectual Property" provides new factors in
decisions about "proprietary rights, residual rights, plagiarism, piracy, eavesdropping, and violation of privacy."
As a consequence of efforts to protect the integrity, confidentiality, and
availability of information there is a
conflict over the apparent benefits of
sharing information widely —one of
the advantages of the new technology.
The authors state, "The principle of
'need to know,' long enforced in national defense, is now prevalent in academic, research, and business environments. That principle sometimes
clashes with the important value of
free access to information."
The authors have identified several
types of ethical dilemmas including:
• The unauthorized use of computer
services or of information stored in
computers.
• Who owns computer programs — a
new type of asset?
• To what degree must providers of
computer services and users of
computers be responsible for the
integrity and appropriateness of the
computer output?
The cases discussed in the book are
based on a database of some 2,500 reported cases of intentionally caused
losses associated with computers over
the last 30 years.
Here is one scenario:
PRESIDENT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY: MARKETING A
SOFTWARE PRODUCT KNOWN TO
HAVE BUGS
A software development company
has just produced a new software package that uses the new laws to figure
taxes for both individuals and small
businesses. The president of the company knows that the program may contain a number of bugs. He also believes
that the first firm to put this kind of
software on the market is likely to capture the largest market share. The
company widely advertises the program. When the company actually
ships a disk, it includes a disclaimer of
responsibility for errors resulting from

use of the program. The company expects it will receive a certain number
of complaints, queries, and suggestions for modification. The company
plans to use these to make changes
and eventually issue updated, improved, and debugged versions. The
president argues that this is general industry policy and that anyone who
buys version 1.0 of a program knows
this and will take proper precautions.
Because of bugs, a number of users
filed incorrect tax returns and were penalized by the IRS.
When asked whether marketing a
product with a disclaimer of responsibility was unethical, 75% of the respondents argued that it was unethical, but
25% said that it was not unethical because "a disclaimer is standard industry practice and is meant to protect developers against product deficiencies."
The issue clearly relates to whether a
disclaimer covers "known bugs." The
fact that there is a difference of opinion
among the respondents suggests that
this is a good case for discussion.
This book is recommended for
management accountants because the
cases are formatted, discussed, and
statistically analyzed in a way that will
allow a group of individuals in a company to relate their responses to those
of highly qualified experts. The topics
while focused on the information systems area are, for the most part, relevant for management accountants.
The next area SRI International
should investigate is ethical problems
in management accounting. Professor
Rockness at North Carolina State is developing a comparable series of cases
in the management accounting field. It
would be desirable for those cases,
when a sufficient number has been accumulated, to be analyzed by a similar
panel of experts and then published.
This book is published by QED Information Sciences, Inc., P.O. Box 82181, Wellesley, MA 02181, (800)3434848.
■
Alfred M.King

1- 800- 6ETHICS
Howard L Siers is chairman of the NAA

Committee on Ethics.
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nancial controller at Chicopee, a division of Johnson &
Johnson...James Skahill
was promoted to manager
of operations accounting at
Beneficial Management
Corporation of America ...Steve Tomasula has
been promoted to manager
of cash management systems at Beneficial Corporation of America.

PROMOTIONS&
NEWPOSITIONS
DEBORAHBYRNE,EDITOR

ELLIOTT NAMED
John M. Elliott, Long
Beach, has been promoted
to assistant vice president
and controller of Metropolitan Stevedore Co., Wilmington, Calif. He is an
NAA National Director
elected to serve 1990 -92.

controller's staff of McCormick & Co., Inc ....Lois A.
Harmie has been promoted
to financial reporting and
systems manager for the
corporate controllership of
McCormick & Co., Inc.
Rosemary Kaser, Bergen Rockland, has been named
assistant controller of Witco
Corporation.
Gregory M. Gormican,
Boston, has formed a professional corporation,
Gormican & Dennis, P.C.,
in North Andover, Mass., to
provide auditing, tax and
management consulting
services.

David M. Squeglia

David M. Squeglia, Erie,
past president, has been
promoted to controller of
the chemical products division at Lord Corporation.
Donald O. Beebe, Kalamazoo, is now controller at
Merchants Publishing
Company ...Ulla N. Evans
has been promoted to manager of retail systems operations at Burroughs Manufacturing Corp....Darrell
Roose is now treasurer of
Knappen Milling Co.
Larry O'Hare, Massachusetts Route 128, has been
named controller of
Signatron, Inc., in Lexington, Mass.
Douglas Williams, Memphis, has been appointed
vice president and chief financial officer of U.S. Risk
Insurance Group, Inc., in
Dallas, Texas.

John M. Elliott

Gary Brown, North Dallas,
past president, is now director of finance and chief financial officer for the Mexican operations of Ralston
Purina in Mexico City.

Robert E. Anderson, Suburban Maryland, has been
promoted to accounting officer for the Dept of the
Navy, Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery, Accounting
Division, in Washington,
D.C.
John H. Frisch, West Los
Angeles, has been appointed
controller of GeoResearch,
an environmental services
firm, Long Beach, Calif.
Barry Y. Young, York,past
president, has been promoted to director of cost accounting at York Graphic
Services...Fabienne
Millerhas been named controller for Community Transit.

WEREYOU
PROMOTED?
Have you or has someone you
know been promoted? Drop
us a line! Include the member's full name and NAA account number, the chapter
name, the company name,
and the employee's new title.
Send that information to:
Deborah Byrne,
National Association
of Accountants
10 Paragon Drive.
Montvale, NJ 07645.

Fred Bushnell, Ann Arbor,
was promoted to manager
of costs and analysis, and
Phillippe Sammour, manager of accounting, at
Mallinckrodt Sensor Sys tems...Susan Bos is now
controller at Production
Rubber Products.

Donald A RuMMauser

Linda A. Watts Castello,
Baltimore, has been promoted to accounts payable
manager and benefit accountant for the corporate

Melodye Caretsky, Raritan Valley, is now manager
of financial analysis at Johnson & Johnson...Kevin
Dwyer was promoted to fi-

Donald A. Rutishauser,
CMA, Canton, has been
named treasurer of Belden
& Blake Corporation.

is this article of interest a you? a so, circle
appropriate number on Reader Service Card.
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If the promotion involves a
change of address, please
send that information to
Member Services at the same
address. Please submit new
about salaried positions only.
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ASSOCIATION
NEWS
DEBORAHBYRNE,EDITOR

NEW NAME
FORTHENAA
In October, the NAA Executive Committee voted
unanimously to recommend
to the Board of Directors
that the National Association of Accountants change
its name to the Institute of
Management Accountants,
effective July 1, 1991.
Leo Loiselle, Planning
Comm ittee ch ainn an , p re-

sented this recommendation to the Executive Committee. He noted that a
name change has been discussed during the past
three years as part of the
Long Range Strategy stud y.

Loiselle emphasized that
the proposal h as stro ng sup-

port from many segments of
the Association's leadership. "As the organization
positions itself for the '90s
and the next century, it is
important that the public
understands exactly what
our organ izatio n repre-

sents," Loiselle said.
"Our organization clearly represents management
accounting as evidenced by
our successful magazine,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGO, our Statements on

Management Accounting,
and the Certified Management Accountant program,"
Loiselle said.
NAA President Stan
Pylipow applauded the action and was optimistic that
the measure would receive
full Board support in Febru, u r u v z VC

n
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ary. He also reported that
the measure would eventually go to the full membership for approval.
President Pylipow emphasized that the proposed
name change does not include any change in membership criteria and that no
future changes are being
considered to the membership criteria. "This change
is prim arily an image issue

and more directly reflects
our organization's prominence as the largest association of management accountants in the world,"
Pylipow said.
The name of the Association was last changed in
1956 when the National Association of Cost Accountants (NACA) became the
National Association of Accountants. Since that time
the NAA has effectively established management accounting as having a key
role in industry decision
making at the highest level.

EMERITUSLIFE
ASSOCIATES(ELAs)
John M. Bopp, Jr.,
Pinellas Suneoast.
William H. Bradley,
Albuquerque.
John F. Brady,
Madison.
W.W. Branstetter, Jr.,
Tulsa.
Earl R. Clark,
Dayton,
Karl B. Cornwell,
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Northeast Mississippi.
Charles E. Coyle,
Blue Grass Area.
Robert B. Cutshall,

Jamestown - Warren.

Harry S. Dods,
Hawaii.
Roland C. Ellis,
Madison.
Johannes S. Evans,
Georgetown - Myrtle Beach.
Don R. Frisinger,
Kalamazoo.
William C. Fritz,
Virginia Peninsula.
Kenneth J. Gordon,
Memphis.
Thomas H. Grant,
Greater Greenville.
Marian T. Gray,
Catawba Valley.
G.H. Hunter,
Member-at- Large, USA.
Heinz J. Jansen,
Oakland County.
Raymond E. Kuempel,
Northwest Suburban
Chicago.
Mary Lou Letson,
Scottsdale Area.
Charles D. Lewis,
Palm Beach Area.
Jerome Lowengrub,
New York.
William C. Merrick,
Atlanta.
Robert R. Riegle,
Northwest Suburban
Chicago.
Stephen A. Ryan,
Westchester.
Joseph B. Sanchez,
Mohawk Valley.
Edwin J. Schoen,
Northwest Suburban
Chicago.
Darrell C. Seraly,
Beaver Valley.
Eugene Sidoti,
Long Island.
Robert J. Slapke,
Northwest Suburban
Chicago.
Hisao Taniguchi,
Hawaii.
Thomas A. Tracy,
Cleveland.
Randolph H . Waterfield,
Jr., South Jersey.
Wayne L. Williams,
Milwaukee.
Ralph O. Wilson, Jr.,

Pittsburgh.

COMINGEVENTS
March 4 -15, 1991.
Ernst & Young Integrated
Cost Management (Phase
III)— Practitioners Present
Their Case Studies,
New York, Chicago, Washington, Boston, San Francisco, Atlanta.
March 11 -15 , 1 9 91 .
Professional Education
Program.
Tampa, Fla.
April 4 -5, 1991.
Bar Coding & EDI Conference.

Tampa, Fla.
April 1 8-19, 1991.
Fifth Annual Cost
Conference.
Orlando, Fla.
April 22 -26, 1991.
Professional Education
Program.
San Diego, Calif.
For more information or to
register, call the NAA Registrar at (800) 6384427, #3.

Let Pa dsett Bu siness
Services build
another successful
accounting practice
with you .
• 4 wk. initial training
• Client marketing systems
- Income tax school
• Stream lined accounting

syysstems
• On -going field support
• Owner manuals k much more
PADGMBUSINESSSERVICES$
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5942 Executive Marketplace,
P.O. Box 3988•MA, Fort Smith,
AR 72913.

CLASSIFIED
airmail
from
Australian
Downunder, 10 Angorra Road,
Terrey Hills, Sydney, NSW, 2084
Australia.

HELPWANTED
STAFF AUDITOR For corporate and manufacturing clients,
will examine and analyze financial and accounting records to
prepare auditing reports and tax
returns. Will review financial control system and operating procedures and make recommendations to executive management
regarding improving operations
and company's financial position.
35 hrs. /wk.; 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
$20.000 /yr. Requires Bachelor's
In Accounting plus two years experience in job offered. Resume
only to job Service of Florida, 701
SW 27 Avenue, Room 15, Miami,
FL 33135. EOE. Ref. J•0• # FL
0352076.

STARTYOUROWN
ACCOUNTING
PRACTICE!
NEW CLIENT DEVELOPMENT, streamlined accounting
systems, complete training, continuous home office support, etc.
Inquire today. Join the fastest
growing national accounting
franchising network; over 100 offices throughout the U.S. and
Canada. PADGETT BUSINESS
SERVICES, established 1966, 1800- 323 -7292.

OPPORTUNITIES
"DOWN UNDER"

TAXFORMSFORSALE
1913 FORM 1040. Complete
first tax return including instructions authentically reproduced
on single 8 1/2 x 11 parchment
paper. $8. We brought it to you
first in 1985; guaranteed best
quality, best price. Deluxe Version Available $49.95. (501) 782-

LOOIflNG TO EXPAND TO
Australia? Research& Reporting
offers market studies, industry/product reports, strategy
planning, commercial negotiations, other business intelligence
PLUS an informative monthly
newsletter. Full particulars via
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FIRST FEDERAL FORM
1040 (Year 1913) with instructions. Exact reproduction! Real
conversation
piece!
$7.50
(2/$14.50). Norman A Fialkow,
P.O. Box #6523, Delray Beach,
FL 33484.
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OPPORTUNITIES IN
ACCOUNTING&
FINANCE
WE ARE A LEADING authority
in the placement of Accounting
and Financial professionals nationwide. We are actively recruiting for positions which include
VP's of Finance, Controllers,
Cost Accountants, Credit Managers, Financial Analysts, Staff Accountants and Auditors. These
positions range from $35,000 to
$130,000. If you want an exciting
growth opportunity in many desirable locations, please call
803 -788 -8877 and mail your
resume to: F-O-R-T-U-N -E Personnel Consultants of Columbia, 108 Columbia Northeast
Drive, Fortune Square, Columbia, SC 29223. You may fax your
resume to us at 803 -788 -1509.
Our client companies pay our
fees.
CALIFORNIA AND NATIONWIDE. We currently represent
over 100 career opportunities in
Industry (Fortune 1000 plus
exceptional emerging businesses) and Public Accounting ("Big
8 ", high quality locals) for experienced Tax, Audit, Accounting, and Consulting professionals.
Relocation
assistance
available. Resumes to: Executive
Resource Systems, 27281 Las
Ramblas, Suite 200A, Mission
Viejo, CA 92691. (714) 367 -0777.

COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

MAG -FILER IRS Magnetic
Media FilingSoftware and Services--- SELECTED BY THE
IRS for their own Magnetic Media Filing. Files all Forms 1099
(plus 1098, 5498 and W2G), or
Form W2. Easy to Use, Menu
Driven, On-line Help, Data Verified to IRS Standards, and handles unlimited Payers. FREE
demo prints forms to continual
feed or laser forms. Fifth successful year The Secure Choice in
Magnetic Media Filing for only
$199. Spokane Computer, 915
West Second, Spokane, WA
99204. Call (800)824 -9631 or
(509)6244248 for Free Demo
and Information. IRS Specifies
the Magnetic Format and they
use MAG-FILER.

REDUCECOSTS25%1
PROVEN EARNED HOUR
COST method reduces hourly labor costs in manufacturing plants
up to 25% annually. Save thousands. FREE Booklet; Martin
D'Amico Assoc. 114 Overlook
Ave., Wayne, NJ 07470. (201)
696 -8877.

CMAREVIEW
NEW ENGLAND CMA
REVIEW will present classes in
Boston (2/91) and a two day
cram program in Hartford
(5/91). For information, call Professor John Slipkowsky, CMA,
CPA (508)6856681.

REALESTATE
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD
HOMES available from government from $1 without credit
check. You repair. Also S&L
bailout properties. Call 1- 805.68'27555 ext. H -3702 for repo list your
area

AUTOSFORSALE

DEPRECIATION /FIXED ASSET MANAGEMENT. Over 500
users, many call this the best program available. IBM- PC/XT/
AT /PS2 and compatibles. Federal, State and Book detail by
month. All normal methods including SL, SYD, DB, ACRS,
MACRS, and SHORTTAXYEAR.
Full screen editing of detailed
records, variable FYE and more.
Optional custom reports with
sorting, splitting, and merging.
Version 4.0, $95.00. Custom reports $80.00. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. VISA/MC accepted. SOFTLINK, P.O. Box 2433,
Stuart, FL 34995. Phone (407)
221 -8909.

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats,
4wheelers, motorhomes, by FBI,
IRS, DEA. Available your area
now. Call 1- 805682 -7555
ext. C -3173.
96,000 Cus tomers !
Business software? Career opportunities? Business for sale?
Position wanted? New products? Leases? Whatever you
want to sell—use the MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING@classified department to do it NAA
has 96,000 readers and potential customers. Call Nancy
Malvasi at (201) 573.6280.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /DECEMBER 1990

CMA PROFILES IN SUCCESS

Charles J. hlcDaid, CNIA —Vice President, Finance
Tidewater flack, Inc., Chesapeake, VA.

The Cha rles McDaid success story...
At 24, he assumed the post of controller at Tidewater Mack. 'Ibday, as Vice President,
Finance, he's one of the youngest VPs in the business.

Wh y h e h a s m a de t h e CMA (Cer t i fi ed Ma n a gem en t
Accoun t a n t ) desi gn a ti on a pa r t of i t . . .
About his CMA, Charlie had this to say... "It's an essential tool for any aspiring
accountant. 1 recommend the CMA Program to my staff`..."

If you're a fter a ma na gement title...
Make sure you have the CMA after your name. For more information call or write to
the address below...

C 71Qy�

r`Iflll
�j p

CMA: Three Letters Tha t Spell Success

CM A

1- 800 - 638 -4427
National Association of Accountants —CMA Program 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1759

Take Us For A Test Ride .. .
Behind.

Leaves

Fixed
Management
Accounting System,
From E.F. Haskell,
15. Over 28 standard reports (including F.A.S.B. %) sortable on up to
five user - selected fields plus range criteria on 16 different fields. Print
only the data you wish and in the order you wish it!16. Built -in Report
Editor with search /replace and column block cut and paste allows
easy editing of completed reports for those situations when, "if this
column was just over there.' 17.Only Fixed Asset System with built -in
industry standard "SQL" Report Writer as an option. Design your
own reports and even your own relationships between records and
fields! Export data to ASCII, DIF, or CSV files for use with
spreadsheets or databases. Even design your own "templates'' with
built -in editor. It Written entirely in "C" language for enhanced
speed and performance. 19.Single User and "true" multi -user version
(optional) with transaction logging and timestamping for most popular
networks, including Novell, 20. Designed with latest "SAA"'
techniques including pull-down windows and pop -up lists,
21. Unlimited capacity. 22.Store data on floppies or hard disk. Great
for accounting firms. 23. Written by CPAs, this is a continuing
evolution of our existing Fixed Asset Accounting System used
nationwide since 1978. Up to date through all tax laws.
24. Insurance Reporting System. 25. Mass changes and asset cloning
eliminate repetitive work. 26. No need to establish file sizes before
new client entry. It's all automatic!27. Converts several popular
systems and ASCII.

tate-of-the-ArtTechnology changes the world of Fixed Asset
Accounting with features that give you everything you need in
one surprising system. You don't have to be content with
limited function packages.

S

See For Yourself Why You Should Switch:
1. Print any report, for any year, at any time. No need to
wait until after year end. 2. See all major calculations
including entire asset life history as assets are entered. No
need to print reports to correct mistakes. 3. "Real" help screens for
every important field including examples. Most operators never need
to refer to the manual. 4. No codes'' to learn. Methods like
"MACRS ", ''ACRS", "SL ', are spelled out, making data entry and
reports intuitive. 5. 16- character asset ID. 6. Unlimited number of short
years. 7. Up to five sets of books for each asset (no wasted disk space
if you use less!). Federal, AMT, E &P, State, Financial and many
others. 8, Instant consolidated reports with no extra steps. A must for
proper reporting of consolidated groups. & Uses the latest "AI"
techniques to suggest proper useful lives and depreciation methods,
including AMT & ACE. Eliminates guesswork by less experienced
operators. 10. A comprehensive "Tax Law For Fixed Assets" section
included at no extra cost presents all tax laws since 1971 in
chronological order. 11. Automatic application of Section 179 Expense
12. Automatic application of MACRS "40% Rule" and mid - quarter
convention. 13. Automatic preparation of AMT & ACE figures with
totals presented for both pre -1987 and post -1986 for Form 4626 and
Form6251 tie -in, 14. All reports print in detail or "Totals Only."
The money back guarantee
is your way to risk nothing.
lust call us with your order or
return this coupon then be
prepared to take us for a test
ride!
You'll love the performance!

SINCE 1978, A CONTINUING
SUCCESS STORY.

. 1 want to learn more about the Fixed Asset Management Accounting System. Send me a working
copy of the program by return mail. I must be happy or I can return the program and pay nothing.

I
I

Name

Fixed Asset Management Accounting System:

Firm

Single User Version ® $695

Address

Multi -User Version @ $995

City

State

Zip

Phone Number

_I

Please circle: Cash C.O.D. Bill Me VISA MasterCard
Card#

Exp. Date

By
E.F. HASKELL & ASSOCIATES
1110 East Missouri, #760
Phoenix, AZ 85014 -2706

(AZ residents add 6.7% sales tax)
Shipping and Handling add:

$15.00

TOTAL
lust send free animated trial diskette.

Circle No. 14

I
I
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800-60732
-3688
2- 277 -2534
FAX: 602 - 234 -3644

